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Preface 
The present thesis entitled "Iterative methods of solutions for certain classes of equilib-
rium problems, variational inequality and fixed point problems" is an outcome of the 
studies made by the author at Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, India 
In the last decades, the theory of optimization techniques has been developed very sig-
nificantly for its wide range of applications in many research areas. It is known that the 
optimization problems and many others important mathematical problems are closely 
related to variational inequality problems (in short, VIPs) and equilibrium problems (in 
short, EPs). Therefore the theory of variational inequality and equilibrium problems 
are also been developed and are very interesting topics of current studies. Variational 
inequality and equilibrium problems unify numerous familiar problems of applied and 
pure mathematics. Therefore, instead of studying varieties types of problems differ-
entfy, sometimes it is convenient to study a single problem like equilibrium problem or 
variational inequality problem, which covers a vast range of problems. 
Variational inequality theory was initiated independently by Italian mathematicians 
G. Fichera and G. Stampacchia in 1964 to study the problems in the elasticity and 
potential theory, respectively. Since then, variational inequality theory has emerged 
as a powerful tool for wide class of unrelated problems arising in various branches of 
physical, engineering, pure and applied sciences in a unified and general framework. 
Variational inequalities have been extended and generalized in different directions by 
using novel and innovative techniques and ideas, both for their own sake and for their 
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applications. An important generalization of variational inequality problem (in short, 
VIP) is the system of variational inequalities (in short, SVIP) initially studied by G.V. 
Caffarelli in 1971. SVIP has wide range of applications in operation research, economics, 
game theory, mathematical physics. 
In 1994, E. Blum and W. Oettli considered an abstract equilibrium problem (in short, 
EP) and studied its existence theory in topological vector spaces. Problems like EP 
have a long history starting with 8.I. Zuhovickii, R.A. PoIjak and M.E. Primak (1969), 
Ity Fan (1961,1972), perhaps motivated by minimax problems appearing in economic 
equilibrium. Since then equilibrium problems have been extended and generalized in 
several directions using novel and innovative techniques both for their own sake and 
for applications. It has been shown that the theory of equilibrium problem provides a 
natural, novel and unified framework for several problems arising in nonlinear analysis, 
optimization, economics, finance, game theory, physics and engineering. The equilib-
rium problem includes many mathematical problems as particular cases for examples, 
mathematical programming problems, complementary problems, variational inequality 
problems, saddle point problems, Nash equilibrium problems in noncooperative games, 
minimax inequality problems, minimization problems and fixed point problems. 
In recent years, much attention has been given for developing efficient and implementable 
iterative methods including projection method and its variant forms, extragradient 
method, linear approximation, auxiliary principle method, descent and Newton methods 
for VIPs and El's. 
On the other hand, many problems arising in different areas of nmthematics such as 
optimization, variational analysis and differential equations, can be modeled by fixed 
point problem (in short, FPP) consisting of finding fixed point of a (family of) nonlinear 
self mapping(s). The study of iterative methods, viz. Helpers iterative method, Mann 
and Islukawa iterative methods, and viscosity approximation method for FPP for a 
(family of) nonlinear self mapping(s) has yielded a host of works in the last decades. 
There is a vast literature is available on iterative methods for studying, separately, 
variational inequalities, equilibrium problems and fixed point problems for nonlinear 
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mappings, and on iterative methods to approximate common solutions of these problems 
but to develop and study the iterative methods for approximating common solutions of 
new generalizations of these problems is still an unexplored field. 
The objective of this thesis is to develop and study some iterative methods for ap-
proximating common solutions of variational inequality problems, system of variational 
inequalities, split equilibrium problems, split variational inclusion problems and fixed 
point problems for a (family of) nonlinear mapping(s). 
The thesis comprises of eight chapters. 
In Chapter 1, we review various notations, known definitions and results which are re-
quired in carrying out the research work presented in the thesis. Further, we give brief 
survey of some classes of variational inequalities and equilibrium problems. Further-
more, we give brief survey of some iterative methods for solving fixed point problems, 
variational inequalities and equilibrium problems. 
In Chapter 2, we develop an iterative method based on relaxed extragradient and viscos-
ity approximation methods for approximating a common solution of VIP, SVIP, MEP 
and FPP for a strictly pseudocontractive mapping .in a real Hilbert space. We establish 
a strong convergence theorem for the sequences generated by proposed iterative method. 
Further, we derive some consequences for the strong convergence theorem. 
In Chapter 3, we consider a split equilibrium problem (in short, SEEP) in Hilbert spaces. 
We suggest and analyze implicit and explicit iterative methods for approximating a com-
mon solution of SEEP and FPP for a nonexpansive semigroup in real Hilbert spaces. 
Further, based on these methods, we prove the strong convergence theorems for approx-
imating a common solution of SpEP and FPP for a nonexpansive semigroup. Some 
consequences from these theorems are also derived. Furthermore; we justify our main 
results through a. numerical example. 
In Chapter d, we consider a split generalized equilibrium problem (in short, S,CEP). 
Further, we suggest and analyze an iterative method for approximating a common so-
lution of SpCEP and FPP for a nonexpansive semigroup in real Hilbert spaces. fir- 
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thermore, we prove the strong convergence theorem for the sequences generated by the 
proposed iterative method. 
In Chapter 5, we suggest and analyze a Halpern-type iterative method for approximating 
a common solution of SpEP, VIP and FPP for a nonexpansive mapping in real Hilbert 
spaces. Further, we prove that a strong convergence theorem for the sequences generated 
by the proposed iterative method. Furthermore, we derive some consequences from our 
main result. 
In Chapter 6, based on viscosity approximation method, we suggest and analyze implicit 
and explicit iterative methods for approximating a common solution of split variational 
inclusion problem (in short, SPVI) and FPP of a nonexpansive mapping in Hilbert 
spaces. Further, we prove the strong convergence theorems for the nets and sequences 
generated by the proposed iterative methods. Furthermore, we derive some consequences 
from our main results. 
In Chapter 7, we introduce an iterative method based on hybrid method, extragradient 
method and convex approximation method for approximating a common solution of 
system of unrelated mixed equilibrium problems and the common fixed point problem 
for a family of nonexpansive mappings. We call it hybrid-extragradient-convex approx-
imation method. We define the notion of 2-monotone bifunetion which is a natural 
extension of monotone bifunctiou and 2-cyclically monotone operator. Further, we ob-
tain a strong convergence theorem for the sequences generated by the proposed iterative 
scheme. Furthermore, we derive some consequences from our main result, some of them 
are new. 
In Chapter 8, we suggest and analyse some iterative methods for a generalized mixed 
equilibrium problem (in short, GMEP) in general real Hilbert space. We prove the 
existence and uniqueness of solution of an auxiliary problem of GMEP which will be 
helpful in construction of an resolvent-projection iterative algorithm, for GMEP which 
consists of a resolvent mapping technique step followed by a suitable orthogonal projec-
tion onto a moving hyperplane. Further, we prove that the sequences generated by the 
resolvent-projection iterative algorithm converge weakly to a solution of GMEP. 
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In addition, we also study the convergence analysis of two iterative algorithms based on 
extragradient method for GMEP for the monotone (0-pseudo monotone) mapping. Us-
icg the auxiliary principle, we define a class of resolvent mappings. Further, using fixed 
point and resolvent methods, we give some iterative algorithms for OMEP. Furthermore, 
we prove that the sequences generated by iterative algorithms converge weakly to the 
solution of GMEP. 
A comprehensive list of references of books, monographs, proceedings and research pa-
pers is provided at the end of the thesis. 
It has been observed that, in some particular cases our results reduce to some of the 
existing work available in the literature, which shows that our results and methods are 
more general than the existing results.  
The published research papers based on the work of this thesis are as follows: 
1. A hybrid extragradieut method for approximating the common solutions of avaria-
tional inequality, a system of variational inequalities, a mixed equilibrium problem 
and a fixed point problem, Applied Mathematics and Computation 218(9) (2012) 
5439-5452. 
2. Implicit iterative method for approximating a common solution of split equilibrium 
problem and fixed point problem for a nonexpansive semigroup, Arab Journal of 
Mathematical Sciences (2013), Published online: April 2013, http://dx.doi.org/10. 
1016/j.ajmsc. 2013.04.002. 
3. Iterative approximation of a common solution of a split generalized equilibrium 
problem and a fixed point problem for nonexpansive semigmoup, Mathematical 
Sciences (Springer) 7(1) (2013), 10 pages. 
4. Iterative approximation of a common solution of a split equilibrium problem, a 
variational inequality problem and a fixed point problem, Journal of the Egyptian 
Mathematical Society 21 (2013) 44-51. 
5. An iterative method for split variational inclusion problem and fixed point problem 
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for a nonexpansive mapping, Optimization Letters (2013), Published online: 12 
A4arch 2013, DOI 10.1007/s11590-013-0629-2. 
6. An Iterative algorithm for generalized mixed equilibrium problems, Afrika Math-
ermatika (2013), Published online: 18 April 2013, DOI 10.1007/s11590-013-0620-1. 
7. Iterative algorithms for generalized mixed equilibrium problems, Journal of the 
Egyptian Mathematical Society 21 (2013) 340-345. 
8. A hybrid-extragradient-convex approximation method for a system of unrelated 
mixed equilibrium problems, Transactions on Mathematical Programming and Ap-
plication 1(8) (2013) 82-95. 
Some results of this thesis have been presented in the following National and Interna-
tional Conferences: 
1. 11th Biennial Conference of ISLAM on Emerging Mathematical Methods, Models 
and algorithms for Science and Technology, organized by Gautam Buddha Uni-
versity, Greater Noida, Uttar Pradesh, India (15u-16th December, 2012). 
2. 9th National Conference on Interdisciplinary Applications of Mathematical and 
Statistical Techniques Under the aegis of DST , organized by Indian Society of 
Mathematics and Mathematical Sciences, Gorakhpur, India (25 h`-26"1% February, 
2012). 
3. International Conference on Analysis and its Applications, Under the aegis of 
UGC-DRS Programme, organized by Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh, India (19`' - 21" November, 2011). 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 Introduction 
Recently, the theory of variational inequality and equilibrium problems have emerged 
as an interesting branch of applicable mathematics and become a rich source of inspira-
tion and motivation for the study of a large number of problems arising in economics, 
optimization, and operations research in a general and unified way. 
Variational inequality theory was initiated independently by Fichera [65] and Stam-
pacchia [158] in the early 1960's to study the problems in the elasticity and potential 
theory, respectively. The first general theorem for the existence and uniqueness of so-
lution of variational inequality was proved by Lions and Stampacchia [109] in 1967. 
Since then. from theoretical and practical point of view, the variational inequality prob-
lems have a great importance. It is well-known that the variational inequality theory 
has played a fundamental and important role in the study of a wide range of prob-
lems arising in physics, mechanics, elasticity, optimization, control theory, management 
science, operations research, economics, transportation and other branches of mathe-
matical and engineering sciences, see for example Baiocchi and Capelo [9], Barbu [10], 
Bensoussan [14], Bensoussan and Lions [16], Breais [19], Cottle et at. [54], Crank [55], 
Duvaut and Lions [60], Ekland and Temam [61], Giannessi and Maugeri [69], Glowin-
ski [70], Glowinski et al. [71], Hlavacak et al. [80], Kikuchi and Oden [101], Rinderlehrer 
and Stampacchia [102], Mosco [119], Nagurney [130], Necas et at [138], Panagiotopou-
1os [143] and the references cited therein. 
Equilibrium problems which were initially introduced by Zuhovickii, Poljak and Pri-
mak [179], Fan [62,63], perhaps motivated by minimax problems appearing in economic 
equilibrium. A more general result than that in [63] was established by Brezis, Nirenberg 
and Stampacchia [20]. But, in 1994, the terminology of equilibrium problem was adopted 
by Blum and Oettli [18]. They discussed existence theorems and variational principle 
for equilibrium problems. Since then various generalizations of equilibrium problems 
considered by Blum and Oettli [18] have been introduced and studied by many authors. 
It is known that the equilibrima problem has a great impact and influence in the devel-
opment of several topics of science and engineering. It turned out that the theories of 
many well known problems could be fitted into the theory of equilibrium problems. It has 
been shown that the theory of equilibrium problem provides a natural, novel and unified 
framework for several problems arising in nonlinear analysis, optimization, economics, 
finance, game theory, physics and engineering. The equilibrium problem includes many 
mathematical problems as particular cases for examples, mathematical programming 
problems, complementary problems, variational inequality problems, saddle point prob-
lems, Nash equilibrium problems in noncooperative games, mir>imax inequality prob-
lems, minimization problems and fixed point problems, see [18, 58, 68, 91, 99,112,122]. 
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: 
n Section 1.2, we review various notations, known definitions and results which are 
essential for the presentation of the results in subsequent chapters. 
n Section 1.3, we give brief survey of some classes of variational inequalities and equi-
ibrium problems. Further, we give brief survey of some iterative methods for solving 
ixed point problems, variational inequalities and equilibrium problems. 
L2 Some tools of nonlinear functional analysis 
throughout the thesis unless otherwise stated, H denotes a real Hilbert space; H' 
lenotcs the topological dual of 11, we denote the norm and inner product of H by I1 • II, 
and (., .) respectively. Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H. Let {x„} be 
any sequence in H, then x„ —+ x (respectively, x„ —s  x) will denote strong (respectively, 
2 
weak) convergence of the sequence {x„}. 1& denotes the set of all real numbers. 
Definition 1.2.1. [154] Let T : C —> C be a mapping. A point zo is called a fixed 
point of T, if Txo = xo, for all xo E C, i.e., a point which ,mnains invariant under the 
transformation T. 
The fixed point problem (in short, FPP) for the mapping T is to find x E C such that 
x = Tx. 	 (1.2.1) 
We denote Fix(T), the set of solutions of FPP(1.2.1). 
Definition 1.2.2. [44] Let X be nonmed linear space. A mapping T : X —r X is said 
to be: 
(i) conntinuous at a arbitrary point xo E X, if for each e > 0 there is real number 
5> 0 such that 
xEXjfr—xo <d' (IT(x)—T(xo)II C e, VxoEX; 
(ii) Lipschitz continuous if there exists a real constant k> 0 such that 
[IT(x) — T(g)I[~kjjx — YlI dx,yEX; 
(iiiV contraction if it is Lipschitz continuous with k E (0, 1); 
(iv) nonezpansive if it is Lipschitz continuous with k: = 1. 
Theorem 1.2.1. [154] (Banach Contraction Theorem) Let X be a complete normed 
linear space and T : X - X be a contraction mapping on X. Then FPP(1.2.1) has a 
unique solution in X. 
Remark 1.2.1. It it well known that every none:cpan. ive operator T: H -4 H satisfies, 
for all (x, y) E H x H, the inequality 
((x-T(x)) - (y - T(y)),T(y) - T(x)) <- (lf2)]I(T(x) -x) - (T(y) - y)112 (1.2.2) 
3 
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and therefore, we get, for all (x, y) E H x Fix(T), 
(x — T(x),y—T(x))<—(1f2)IIT(x)—xll', 	 (1.2.3) 
see, e.g., [ [56], Theorem 2.1] and [ [57], Theorem 3.1]. 
Definition 1.2.3. [13] Let T: H —> H be a nonlinear mapping. Then T is called: 
(i) monotone, if 
(Tx—Ty,x—y)>O, Vx,yCC; 
(ii) a-strongly monotone, if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
(Tx —Tjt, x — y) ? ax—y 2, Vx, y E li; 
(iii) 0-inverse strongly monotone, if there exists a constant $ > 0 such that 
(Tx—Ty,x — y) ? RIITr — Tyll2, vx,y e lf; 
(iv) firmly nonexpansive, if it is fl-inverse strongly monotone with /3 = 1. 
It is easy to observe that every fl-inverse strongly monotone mapping T is monotone 
and *-Lipschitz continuous. 
Definition 1.2.4. [13] For every point x G H, there exists a unique nearest point in C 
denoted by Pea such that 
Ih — Pcxll < II=— all, Vy E C, 	 (1.2.4) 
where PC is called the metric projection off! onto C. 
Remark 1.2.2. [13] It is well known that Pc is nonexponsive mapping and satisfies 
(x—y,Pcx—pay)~IIFcx —PcyII2, Vx,yE H. 	 (1.2.5) 
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Moreover, Pox is characterized by the fact Paz E C and 
(x — Pcx, y — Pcx) < 0, 	 (1.2.6) 
and 
Ix — yu1'?IIx — Pcx112 +Ily — Pcx112 , VtEH, yEC. 	(1.2.7) 
Definition 1.2.5. [13] A multi-valued mapping M : II —> 2" is called monotone if for 
all x, y E H, u E M:c and v E My such that 
(x—y,u—v)>0. 
Definition 1.2.6. [13] A multi-valued monotone mapping M : H -4 2H is maximal 
if the Graph(M), the graph of M, is not properly contained in the graph of any other 
monotone mapping. 
It is known that a `nulti-valved monotone mapping Al is maximal if and only if for 
(x, u) E H x II, (x — y, u — v) > 0, for every (y, v) E Graph(M) implies that u E Mx. 
Definition 1.2.7. [13] Let ill : H --> 2H be a multi-valued maximal monotone mapping. 
Then, the resolvent mapping Ja' : H —> H associated with Al, is defined by 
J,'(x) :— (I + AM) —i(x), Vi E H, 
for some A > 0, where I stands identity operator on H. 
Remark 1.2.3. [13] We note that for all A > 0, the resolvent operator Jaf is single-
valued, nonexpahsive and firmly noneapansive. 
Lemma 1.2.1. [72] (Demiclosedness Principle) Assume that T is nonezpansive self 
mapping of a nonempty, closed and convex subset C of a Hilbert space H. If T has a 
fixed point, then I — T is demiclosed, i.e., whenever {x„} is a sequence inC converging 
weakly to some x C C and the sequence. {(I — T)an} converges strongly to some y, it 
follows that (I — T)x = y. Here I is the identity mapping on H. 
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Definition 1.2.8. [175] A mapping T : C a C is said to be k-strict pseudocontractive, 
if there exists a constant 0 < It < 1 such that 
IITx —Tyll2 S 	— v11'+kll(I—T)x—(I—T)y112, Vx,y e C. 
Lemma 1.2.2. [175] Let T: C -a C be a k-strictly pseudocontractive napping. Let ry 
and b be two positive real numbers. Assume that ('y + b)k < -y. Then 
hf(x—y)+B(Tx—Ty) <(1+b)IIx—y11. 	 (1.2.8) 
Lemma 1.2.3. [117] Let T: C --> C be a k-strict pseudocontractive mapping. Then: 
(i) T satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
IITx— Tyll<- 1+kIx —ylJ, Vr,yCC; 	 (1.2.9) 
(ii) The mapping I — T is demiclosed at 0; 
(iii) The set Fix(T) of T is closed and convex so that the projection FF; (T)  is well 
defined. 
Definition 1.2.9. [13] A mapping T : II —* H is said to be averaged if and only if it 
can be written as the average of the identity mapping and a nonezpansive mapping, i.e., 
T=(1— a)I + aS 
where a E (0,1) and S : H -4 H is nonexpansive and I is the identity operator on H. 
We note that the firmly nonexpansive mappings (in particular, projections on nonempty, 
closed and convex subsets and resolvent operators of maximal monotone operators) are 
averaged. Obviously, averaged mapping is a nonexpansive mapping. 
The following are some key properties of averaged mappings, see for instance [24, 25, 
111,126,150]. 
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Proposition 1.2.1. (i) If T = (1 — a)S + aV, where S : H —* H is averaged, 
V : H —r H is nonexpansive and a E (0,1), then T is averaged; 
(ii) The composite of finitely many averaged mappings is averaged; 
(iii) If the mappings {7}N1 are averaged and have a nonernpty common fixed point, 
then 
iI 
,v 
(iv) If T is r-ism, then for? > 0, 7T is y-ism; 
(v) T is averaged if and only if, its complement I — T is r-ism for some T > 2. 
Definition 1.2.10. A family S :_ {T(s) : 0 < s < co} of mappings from C into itself 
is called nonezpansive semigrovp on C, if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) T(0)x = x for all x E C; 
(ti) T(s + t) = T(s)T(t) for all s, t > 0;  
(iii) IIT(s)x  —T(s)yll <— Ilx — yll for all x, y e C and s > 0 ;  
(iv) for all x E C, s -+ T(s)x is continuous. 
The set of all the common fixed points of a family S is denoted by Fix(S), i.e., 
Fix(S) 	{x E C:T(s)x=x,0 <s<oo}= n Fix(T(s)), 	(1.2.10) 
where Fix(T(s)) is the set of fixed points of T(s). It is well known that Fix(S) is closed 
and convex. 
Lemma 1.2.4. [152] Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a 
Hilbert space H and let S :_ {T(s) : 0 < s < } be a noneapansive semigroup on C. 
17ien for > 0 and for every 0 < !t < co, 
lira su p  ll t f E T(s)xds —T(h) (± / Jo L T(s)xds) II = O. o  
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Definition 1.2.11. [116] An operator B : H —*His said to be strongly positive bounded 
linear operator, if there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
(Br, x) ? 7IIxlrx, 	Vx E H. 
Lemma 1.2.5. [116] Assume that B is a strongly positive self-adjoint bounded linear 
operator on a Hilberl space H with constant ¶ >0 andO < p< IIBII-'.  Then III—pBII < 
1 
Lemma 1.2.6. [116] Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real Hilbert 
space H, let f : H —> H be an a-contraction mapping and let B be a strongly positive 
self-adjoint bounded linear operator with constant ¶. Then for every 0 <7< 7 , (B-7f ) 
is strongly monotone withconstant (ry — ya), i.e., 
(T — y, (B — 'Yf)x — ( B — 7f)?/) ? (7 — 7a)Ilx — yll2. 
Definition 1.2.12. [13] Let C be a nonempty subset of a Hilbert space H and let {xn} 
be a sequence in H. Then {xn} is Fejer monotone with respect to C if 
Ilan+1 —xi I <_ Ilxn — xli, tlx E C. 
Lemma 1.2.7. [13,72,140] In real Hilbert space H, the following hold: 
(i) 
Ix+yll2 <— IIxll2 +2(y,X+y), Vx,y E H; 	(1.2.11) 
Ilax+(1—A)y112 = NIIxI'2 +(1— a)Ilvll2 —A(1 —'vix—VII ,! 	( 1.2.12) 
for all x,yEHandAE(0,1); 
(iie) (Opial's condition) For any sequence {xn} with x„ — x the inequality 
Jim in[ Ilan — xll < En inf Ilxn — vi] 	(1.2.13) n—m 	 nvoo 
E 
holds for every y E H with y x; 
(iv) (Kadec-Klee prop v'ty) If {xn} be a sequence. in H which satisfies x" —s x and 
Ilx"II —> IIrEI as n —> cc, then Ilan — xll —> 0 as n —> co. 
Lemma 1.2.8. [1591 (Suzuki Lemma) Let {xn } and {yn} be bounded sequences in a 
Banach space X and {$} be a sequence in [0, 11 with 0 < lim inf /3„ < Em sup 6„ < 1. ntioa 	n m 
Suppose x„}1 = (1 — fn)yn + fnxn, for all integers it > 0 and urn sup (Ilyn+1 — yn]I — 
Ilan+1 — xnll) ~ 0. Then lim In — Tall = 0.n 
Lemma 1.2.9. [142] Let (E, (, -)) be an inner product space, then for all x, y E E and 
a, $, 7 E [0,1] with a + 13 + y = 1, we have 
liar +,3y+ 	= all=II'+OIlyII2 + 7IIZ]I' - afIIx - yI 2 - a'yIIr - zI12 -drily ==II2. 
Definition 1.2.13. [154] Let C be a nonempty and convex subset of H. A functional 
f : C —} R is said to be 
(i) convex, if for any x, y e C and 0 < a < 1, 
f(a¢ + (1— a)y) S af(x') + (1— 
(ii) lower semicontinuous on Cl, if for every a E i2, the set 
{x E C: f (x) < a} is closed in G; 
(iii) concave, if —f is convex; 
(iv) upper semicontinuous on C, if —f is lower semicontinuous on C. 
Definition 1.2.14. [154] Let C be a subset of a Banach space B. then the mapping 
T: C —> B° is hemicontinuous, if for any x E C, y E B and any sequence {t„} G 1RT, 
T (x + t„y) —s Tx as to — 0 and n —> Co. 
The following result is a special case of Theorem 3.9.3 of Chang [41]. 
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Lemma 1.2.10. [113] Let C be a closed and convex subset of a Hausdorff topological 
vector space E, F: C x C —+ II be a bifunetion. Assume that the following conditions 
hold: 
(i) F(.T., T.) 1 0, Vx E C; 
(id) F is monotone, i.e., F(x, y) + F(y, x) < 0, Vx E C; 
(iii) For each y E C fired, the function :c —> F(x, y) is pepper-hemicanttinuovs, i.e., 
line sup F(tz + (1 — t)x, y) < F(x, y), Vx, y, z E C, t E [0,11; 
t1a 
(iv) For each x E C fixed, the function y —> F(x, y) is convex and lower semicontinu-
ovs; 
(v) There exists a compact subset D of E and yo E Cn D such that F(x, yo) < 0; Vy E 
C\D. 
Then the set {x* E C: F(x', y) > 0, Vy e C} is nonempty, convex and compact. 
Definition 1.2.15. A bifunction ¢ : H x H —*i is said to be skew-symmetric if 
O(x, ) — (x, y) 	 (y, x) -i- i, y) > o, Vx, y  d H. 
The skew symmetric bifunetions have the properties which can be considered an ana-
log of monotonicity of gradient and nonnegativity of second derivative for the convex 
function. For properties and applications of the skew symmetric bifunction, we refer to 
see [7]. 
Lemma 1.2.11. [171] Let {a„} be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers such that 
M,+15(1—na)a,e+ba, n>0, 
where {an}' is a sequence in (0,1) and {b„} is a sequence in R such that 
/ 
(r) E an°oc  
rt=1 
10 
00 
(ii) lim sup-" SO or  
,I-#L n'n 	R=1 
Then lim a,, = 0. n—no 
1.3 Variational inequalities, equilibrium problems and 
iterative methods 
In this section, we give brief survey of some classes of variational inequalities and equi-
librium problems. Further, we give brief survey of some iterative methods for solving 
fixed point problems, variational inequalities and equilibrium problems. 
1.3.1 Variational inequalities 
Let a(., -) : H x H —r R be a bilinear form. 
Problem 1.3.1. For given 1€ H', find x E C erich that 
a(x,y—x)?(f,y—x), VyEC. 	 (1.3.1) 
The inequality (1.3.1) is termed as variational inequality which characterizes the classical 
Signorini problem of elasto-statistics, that is, the analysis of a linear elastic body in 
contact with a rigid frictionless foundation. This problem was investigated and studied 
by Lions and Stampacchia [109] by using the projection technique. 
If the bilinear form is continuous, then by Riesz-Fr4ehet theorem, we have 
a(x, y) = (A(x), y), Vx, y E H, 
where A : H —> H' is a continuous linear operator. Then Problem 1.3.1 is equivalent to 
the following problem: 
Problem 1.3.2. Find x E C such that 
(A(x), y — x) ? (1, y — x), Vy E C. 	 (1.3.2) 
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If f = 0 E H', then (1.3.2) reduces to the following classical variational inequality 
problem introduced by Hartmann and Stampacchia [76]. 
Problem 1.3.3. Find x E C such that 
(A(x), y — x) > 0, Vy E C. 	 (1.3.3) 
The solution set of variational inequality problem VIP(1.3.3) is denoted by So1(VIP 
(1.3.3)). In the variational inequality formulation, the underlying convex set C does 
not depend upon the solution. In many important applications, the convex set C also 
depends implicitly on the solution. In this case, VIP(1.3.3) is known as quasi-variational 
inequality which arises in the study of impulse control theory and decision science, 
see for example [14,16]. Quasi-variational inequality was introduced and studied by 
Bensoussan, Goursat and Lions [15]. '!b be more precise, given a multi-valued mapping 
C : x —> C(x), which associates a nonempty, closed and convex subset C(x) of H for 
each x E H, a typical quasi-variational inequality problem is: 
Problem 1.3.4. Find x E C(:c) such that 
a(x,y—x)? (f,y—x), Vy EC(x). 	 (1.3.4) 
In many important applications, see for example Baiocchi and Capelo [9], Bensoussan 
and Lions [161 and Mosco [119], the underlying set C(x) is of the following form: 
C(¢) = K + m(x), 
where rn : H —4 H is a nonlinear mapping and K is a nonempty, closed and convex 
subset in II. Note that if the m is a zero mapping, then Problem 1.3.4 is same as 
Problem 1.3.1. 
FLrther, since the general problem of equilibrium of elastic bodies in contact with rigid 
foundation on which frictional forces are developed is one of the most difficult prob-
lems in solid mechanics. Duvaut and Lions [60] investigated the following variational 
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inequality problem with friction: 
Problem 1.3.5. For f c  H', find x E C such that 
a(x,y—x)+ (v)— $$(x)?(f,b—x),VyEC, 	(1.3.5) 
where 0 : A —i II$ U {+co} is a proper, convex and lower semicontinnous functional. 
Problem 1.3.5 characterizes the classical Signorina problem with frictional force. The 
existence of its solution has been proved by Glowinski at al. [711 and Necas et al. [1381. 
The complete study of boundary value problem arising in the formulation of Signorina 
problem with friction is an interesting problem both in mechanics and mathematical 
points of view. A generalization of the Problem 1.3.5 is the following: 
Problem 1.3.6. Given f e H', find x E C such that 
a(x, y — x) + O(x, J) — 4(T, x) ? (I, y — x), Vy E C, 	(1.3.6) 
where 0 : H x H —1 R is an appropriate nonlinear form. This type of problems have 
been studied in Duvaut and Lions [60], Kikuchi and Odm [101]. The Problem 1.3.6 
characterizes the fluid flow through pomrs media and Signorini problems with non-local 
frictions. For physical and mathematical formulation of the inequality (1.3.6), see for 
example Oden and Fires [139]. For related work, see also Baiocchi and Capelo [9] and 
Crank [55]. 
Since then various generalizations of the above mentioned variational inequalities have 
been introduced and studied by a number of authors. Some of them are given below: 
In 1975, Noor [134] extended the Problem 1.3.2 to study a class of mildly nonlinear 
elliptic boundary value problems having constraints. Given nonlinear operators T, A 
7I -- II", Noor [134] considered the following problem: 
Problem 1.3.7. Find x E K such that 
(T(x), V— x) ? (A(x).J — x), Vy E K. 	 (1.3.7) 
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Then inequality (1.3.7) is known as mildly nonlinear variational inequality. 
Problem 1.3.8. Find x E C such that 
y — x) + (y) - 4&(T) (4(x), y — a), Vy EC. 	(1.3.8) 
Problem 1.3.8 has been studied by Siddigi et al. [153) in the setting of Banach space. 
Problem 1.3.9. Find x E C such that 
(7'(x), y — x) + ci(x, y)—Q(x, x)>0, Vy E C. 	 (1.3.9) 
Problem 1.3.9 has been studied by Kikuchi and Oden [101], Noor [135]. 
1.3.2 Systems of variational inequalities 
The system of variational inequalities is an important generalization of variational in-
equality. In 1971, Caffarelli [29] studied the system of variational inequalities arising in 
membrane problem. Later, Fkehse [67], Ural'tceva [164], Yamada [172], Hayasida and 
Nagase [78] studied the systems of elliptic variational inequalities. The Nash equilib-
rium problem [132,133] for differentiable functions can be formulated in the form of a 
variational inequality problem over product of sets [8]. A number of problems arising 
in operation research, economics, game theory, mathematical physics and other areas 
can also be uniformly modelled as a variational inequality problem over product of sets. 
In 1985, Pang [144] decomposed the original variational inequality problem defined on 
the product of sets into a system of variational inequalities, which is easy to solve, to 
establish some solution methods for variational inequality problem over product of sets. 
Later, it was found that these two problems are equivalent. Since then a number of 
researchers studied the existence and iterative approximations of solutions of various 
systems of abstract variational inequalities, see for example [3-6,46,89,94,124, 165j. 
Here, we give some classes of systems of variational inequalities. Let T: C x C —4 H 
be a nonlinear mapping. 
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Problem 1.3.10. Find x, y E C such that 
(piT(y, r) + x — y,z — r)>0, Vz EC, 	 (1.310) 
1 (P2T(x, y)+y—x,z—g)>0, VzEC, 
where p; > 0, for i = 1,2 are some cosntants. Problem 1.3.10 is called system of 
variational inequalities which has been introduced and studied by Verma [165-167]. 
Ceng et al. [32] considered and studied the following system of variational inequalities 
(in short, SVIP): 
Problem 1.3.11. Find (x,y) E C x C such that 
(piB1y}x—y,z—x) >0, VzEC, 
(1.3.11) 
(mBs+y—x,z—y)>0, VzEC,  
where B; : C —s C is a nonlinear mapping and p; > 0 for each i = 1, 2. The set of 
solutions of SVIP(1.3.11) is denoted by Sol(SVIP(1.3.11)). 
For each i — 1, 2, let K, be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of Hilbert space H,; 
Ty : H1 x H2 — H, be a nonlinear mapping, and let Oj : H1 x H1 —Y R be a bifunction, 
which is not necessarily differentiable. 
Problem 1.3.12. Find (x i, xz) E KI x Ifz such that 
(Tj(x1, x2),yj —rr)>0, Vy1 E Ki, (1.3.12) 
M(xn:r,2), yz — TO ? 0, Vy2 e K2. 
Problem 1.3.12 has been introduced and studied by Kassay [89]. 
Problem 1.3.13. Find (x1. z7) E HI x H2 suoh that 
(Ti(xix2), yi — xi)±01(Xi-YI) — ,(xi,xI)? 0, dyi E H1, 
(1.3.13) 
(T2(x1, x2), y2 — x2)) +02(x2, yz) — 02(x2, x2) ~ 0, dye E Hs. 
Similar to Problem 1.3.13 has been introduced and studied by Kazmi and Hhan [94]. 
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1.3.3 Equilibrium problems 
In 1994, the terminology of equilibrium problem was adopted by Blum and Oettli [18]. 
They introduced the following abstract equilibrium problem (in short, EP): 
Problem 1.3.14. Find x E C such that 
F(x, y) > 0, Vx,y cc. 	 (1.3.14) 
The solution set of EP(1.3.14) is denoted by Sol(EP(1.3.14)). 
They discussed some existence theorems and variational principle for equilibrium prob-
lems. Since then various generalizations of equilibrium problem considered by Blum 
and Oettli [18] have been introduced and studied by many authors. One of the useful 
generalizations of EP(1.3.14) is vector equilibrium problem which has wide range of 
applications in multi objective optimizations. For the existence theory of various types 
of vector equilibrium problems, see for instance [68,91,92,981. 
In 1999, Moudafr and Thera [127] introduced and studied the following mixed equilib-
rium problem (in short, MEP): 
Problem 1.3.15. Find x E C such that 
F(x, y) + ( Ax, y — x) >O, Vy c C, 	 (1.3.15) 
where A : C —+ H be a nonlinear maping. The solution set of MEP(1.3.15) is denoted 
by Sol(MEP(1.3.15)). 
EP(1.3.14) and MEP(1.3.15) have been generalized by many authors. Some genevaliza-
tions of these problems are given below. 
Equilibrium problems have potential and useful applications in nonlinear analysis and 
mathematical economics. For example, if we set F(x, y) = sup ((, y — x) with M 
Seer: 
C i 20 a multi-valued maximal monotone operator. Then MEP(1.3.15) reduces to the 
following basic class of variational inclusions: 
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(1) Variational inclusion. Find x E C such that 
O E A(x)+M(x), VyEC. 	 (1.3.16) 
For further related work, see [1, 64, 90, 95]. Set F(x, y) = rb(y) — ~(b(x), then 
MEP(1.3.15) reduces to the following problem. 
(2) Mixed variational inequality. Find x E C such that 
(A(x),y—a)+a/i(y)—(x)>0, VyEC, 	(1.3.17) 
which has been studied by Noor [136]. Set F(x, y) _ ~/i(v) -- 4(x), V x, y E C, 
where : C > R is a real function and A = 0, then MEP(1.3.15) reduces to the 
following minimization problem subject to the implicit constraints. 
(3) Optimization. Let eP : C —> Ill, then problem is to find 7r E C such that 
'O(x) < 4I'(y), Vy E C. 	 (1.3.18) 
We write min{O(x) : x E C} for this problem. Set F(x, y) = 7li(y) — *(x) then 
problem (1.3.15) coincides with (1.3.14). 
(4) Saddle point problem. Let q : Cl x C2 -4 R. Then (1. 2) is called saddle point 
of t if and only if 
(1,2) E Cr x C2, (1,y2) < O(yi, TZ), V (yl, ya) E Ci x C2- 	(1.3.19) 
Set C = Cl x C2 and define F : C x C —t R by f ((xl, x2), (yr, yz)) _ O(yl, XL) -
Sh(xr, y2) then a; _ (1i, xz) is a solution of (1.3.19) if and only if (xi, s2) satisfies 
(1.3.14). 
(5) Nash equilibria. Let I be the index set (the set of players). For every i E I let 
there be given a set C; (the strategy set of it" player). Let C = jj C. For 
iEr 
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every i E I let there be given a function f, : C —r IR (the loss function of the i16 
player depending on the strategies of all players). For x = (xi);EI E C, we define 
i. The point x = (xi);E J E C is called Nash equilibrium if and 
only if, for all i E I, there holds 
d yi E  Ct, 	 (1.3.20) 
(i.e., no player can reduce his loss by varying his strategy alone). Define F 
CxC—fRby 
F(x, y) = L(fi(x', y;) — 
;Er 
Than a E C is a Nash equilibrium if and only if x fulfills (1.3.14). Indeed if 
(1.3.20) holds for all i E I we choose y E C in such a way that z' = y', then 
F(x, y) = f,(2', y=) — f@) Hence (1.3.14) implies (1.3.20) for all i E l. 
(6) Fixed point problem. Let T: C i C be a given mapping. The problem is to find 
2 E C such that 
a = Ti. 	 (1.3.21) 
Set F(x, y) _ (x — Tx, y — s). Then x solves (1.3.14) if and only if x is a solution 
of (1.3.21). Indeed (1.3.21) = (1.3.14) is obvious. And if (1.3.14) is satisfied then 
= T.r to obtain 0 < 	— —P12—T2112. Hence a = Ta, so (1.3.14) . (1.3.21). 
(7) Variational inequality. Let T: C —+ H be a given mapping. The problem is to 
find a E H such that 2 E C, 
(Txr,y—a) 10 V ye C. 	 (1.3.22) 
We set F(x, y) = (Tx, y — x). Clearly (1.3.22) 	(1.3.14). 
(8) Complementarity problem. This is special case of previous example. Let C be a 
closed and convex cone with C = {x` E H' : (a', y) > 0, V y E C} denotes the 
polar cone. Let T: C -+ H` be a given mapping. The problem is to find t E H 
such that Tx E C`, 
(Ti, 2) = 0. 	 (1.3.23) 
It is easily seen that (1.3.23) is equivalent with (1.3.22). Indeed (1.3.23) =. (1.3.22) 
is obvious. If (1.3.22) holds then setting y = 2.. and y = 0, we obtain from (1.3.23) 
that (Ta,1) = 0 then by (Ty,y) > 0, V y E C. Hence (1.3.22) . (1.3.23). 
Problem 1.3.16. Find x E C such that 
F(x, y) +V'(y) — P(x) > 0 > 0, Vy E C, 	 (1.3.24) 
where : H —, R U {+oo} is a nonlinear functional. EP(1.3.24) has been studied by 
Ceng and Yao [33]. 
Problem 1.3.17. Find x E C such that 
F(x,y)+(  Ax, y—x)+4(y)—+)(x)?0, VyEC, 	(1.3.25) 
where A : C — H is a nonlinear mapping. EP(1.3.25) has been studied by Peng and 
Yao [145]. 
Let F: C x C —> R, : H x H 3 RU {+oo} be nonlinear bifunctions. The generudued 
egvihibrium problem (in short, GE?) is: 
Problem 1.3.18. Find x E C such that 
F(x,y)+¢(y,x)—,b(x,x) >0, VyEC. 	 (1.3.26) 
which has been studied by Noor [137]. 
1.3.4 Iterative methods 
Here, we give brief survey of some iterative methods for solving fixed point problems, 
variational inequalities and equilibrium problems. 
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Let T be a self-mapping defined on a nonempty, closed and convex subset C of a Banach 
space X. Since 1922, we know that if T is a contraction defined on a complete metric 
space X, the Banach contraction principle sets up that, for any x E X, Picard iteration 
{T x} converges strongly to the unique fixed point of T. If the mapping T is nonexpan-
sive, we must assume additional conditions to ensure the existence of fixed points of T 
and, even when a fixed point exists, the sequences of iterates in general do not converge 
to a fixed point. In the particular case when T is firmly nonexpansive, Picard iteration 
does converge assuming the existence of a fixed point (see, for instance, [73]). The study 
of iterative methods for approximating fixed points of a nonexpansive mapping T has 
yielded a host of works in the last decades. The most relevant progresses are mainly 
based on two types of iterative algorithms; Mann and Halpern iterative algorithms. 
Both algorithms have extensively been studied for decades. 
Mann iterative method. Mann iterative algorithm, initially due to Mann [115], is 
essentially an averaged algorithm which generates a sequence recursively 
xv+r = anxn + (1— un)TxR, it? 0, 	 (1.3.27) 
where the initial guess xo E C and {aR} is a sequence in (0,1). Later, I4asnosel'sld [104] 
studied the iterative algorithm (1.3.27) in the particular case when an = A. 
In 1974, Ishikawa [83] enlarged and improved Mann iterative algorithm to a new iterative 
algorithm which generates the sequence {x„} defined by 
xR+1 = U.X. + (1— an)T[floxn + (1— Wn)T-n], 	(1.3.28) 
where 0 < an  < fl < 1, lim j% = 0, E anon = co. However, the iterative algorithms 
n W 	RX 
of both mann and Ishikawa converge weakly in Banach space. As a matter of fact, 
Maim's iterative algorithm may fail to converge while Ishikawa iterative algorithm can 
still converge for a Lipschitz pseudocontractive mapping in a Hilbert space. 
Halpern implicit iteration method. An iterative approach for solving the problem 
of approximating a fixed point of a mapping T, which may have multiple solutions, is 
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to replace it by a family of perturbed problems admitting a unique solution, and then 
to get a particular original solution as the limit of these perturbed solutions as the 
perturbation vanishes. For example, given a nonempty, closed and convex set C C H, 
T : C - C, it E C and t C (0,1), Browder [21-23] studied the approximating curve 
{xj defined by 
xr = tu + (1 — t)Txn 	 (1.3.29) 
that is, x, is the unique fixed point of the contraction tu + (1— t)T. He proved that if 
the underlying space!! is Hilbert, {xe} converges strongly to the fixed point of T closet 
to u as t —>0. 
Halpern explicit iterative method. Halpern [75] was the first in introducing the 
explicit iterative algorithm which generates a sequence via the recursive formula 
=a„u+(1— 	n > 0, . 	(1.3.30) 
where the initial guess xe E C and anchor xn E C are arbitrary (but fixed) and the 
sequence {a„} is contained in [0, 1], for finding a fixed point of a nonexpansive mapping 
T: C —~ C with Fix(T) # 0, where C is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a 
Hilbert space H. This iterative method is now commonly known as Halpern iterative 
method although Halpern initially considered the case where C is the uric closed ball 
and v.=0. 
Viscosity approximation method. Given a nonexpansive self-mapping T on a 
nonempty, closed and convex subset C, a real number I E (0, 1] and a contraction 
mapping f on C, define the mapping Tr : C —1 C by 
Tr x=tf(z)+(1—t)Tx, r C C. 
It is easily seen that T, is a contraction; hence Tt has a unique fixed point which is 
denoted by at. That is, xt is the unique snintion to the fixed point equation 
T,=tf(xt)+(1-t)Tw,, t.E(0,1]. 	 (1.3.31) 
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The explicit iterative discretization of (1.3.31) is 
Xn+i=o'0f(x) +(1— t)Tx,,, n > 0, 	 (1.3.32) 
where {a„} C [0, 1]. Note that these two iterative processes (1.3.31) and (1.3.32) gen-
eralize the results of Browder [22) and Halpern [75] in another direction. The viscosity 
approximation method of selecting a particular fixed point of a given nonexpansive 
mapping was proposed by Moudafi [120] in the framework of a Hilbert space. The con-
vergence of the implicit (1.3.31) and explicit (1.3.32) algorithms has been the subject 
of many papers because under suitable conditions these iterations converge strongly to 
the unique solution q E Fix(T) of the variational inequality 
((I — f)q, x — q) > 0, Vi C Fix(T). 	 (1.3.33) 
This fact allows us to apply this method to convex optimization, linear programming 
and monotone inclusions. In 2004, Xu [171] extended the result of Moudafi to uniformly 
smooth Banach spaces and obtained strong convergence theorem. For related work, 
see [17, 44,118,173]. 
Hybrid iterative method. The hybrid iterative method is also known as outer-
approximation method. This type of method was originally introduced by Haugazeau 
[77] in 1968 and was successfully generalized and extended by Bauschke and Combettes 
[11,12], Combettes [521, Nakajo and Takahoshi [1311, Kikkawa and Takahashi [100]. 
In 2004, Nakajo and Takahashi [131] introduced and studied the following iterative 
method for a nonexpansive mapping T over a Hilbert space: 
xo=xECCH, 
wn = a„xn + (1  — 
Cn = {z E C: ]1Yn — zi] 	P. — 	(1.3.34) 
Q,.= {z EC: (x„—z,x—x)>O}, 
rn+i = Pc nQ x. 
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They proved that the sequence {x„} generated by (1.3.34) converges strongly to PFI2rxa, 
where PFix(T)  denotes the metric projection from H onto Fix(T). For further related 
work, see [28,82]. 
In 1967, Lions and Stampacchia [109] proved the first general theorem for the existence 
and uniqueness of solution of variational inequality problem in Hilbert space using pro-
j ection mapping. The variational inequality of finding x E C such that 
(Tx,y—x)>0, VyEC, 
where T: C —> 11 be a nonlinear mapping, is equivalent to finding a fixed point x of 
the equation 
x = Pp(x — AT(x)), 
where A > 0. Using this fixed point formulation, one can have an iterative algorithm 
which generates the sequence {z„} given by 
Pc,(t, — AT(x)), 
where xo E C is given and A > 0, see Baiocchi and Capelo [9], Glowinski, Lions and 
Tremolieres [71]. 
In 1976, Korpelevich [103] proposed an extragradient method with iterative scheme 
x1 = x EC 
yn = Pc(xn — AFxn), 	 (1.3.35) 
for every n = 0,1,2,..., and A > 0, where Pc is an orthogonal projection onto C in the 
finite dimensional Euclidean space. The idea of the extragradient iterative process intro-
duced by Korpelevich was successfully generalized and extended not only in Euclidean 
but also in Hilbert and Banach spaces; see, e.g., He et al. [79], Iusem and Svelter [84), 
Otero and Iusem [141], Solodov [155), Solodov and Svelter [156,157], Wang et at [168]. 
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It is worth mentioning that the scope of the projection method and its variants is quite 
limited due to the fact that it is very difficult to find the projection of the space into 
the convex set except in very simple cases, Secondly, the projection method cannot be 
applied for other classes of variational inequalities of type (1.3.6). These fact motivated 
Glowinski at AL. [71] to develop alternative method (called Auxiliary principle method) 
to study the existence of solution of variational inequalities. This method provides 
a general framework to suggest and analyze an iterative algorithm for computing the 
solution of variational inequalities. Further related work see for instance, Chidume et 
at. [45], Huang and Deng [81], Kazmi and Khan [94], Kazmi et al. [93, 97] and the 
references therein. 
Equilibrium problems which were initially introduced by Zuhovickii et ad. [179], Fan [63]; 
Brezis et at. [20], perhaps motivated by mini-max problems that appeared in economic 
equilibrium. But it was Blum and Oettli [18], who understand equilibrium problem. 
Since than extensive research has been started on equilibrium problems. 
In 1997, F1am and Antipin [661 introduced and studied some proximal type iterative 
methods for equilibrium problems. Then Moudafi and Thera [127], Moudafi [121,122] 
introduced and studied proximal type methods for some classes of equilibrium problems. 
Further, Combettes and Hirstoaga [53] introduced and studied an iterative method for 
finding the best approximation to the initial data when Sol(EP(1.3.14)) # 0 and proved 
a strong convergence theorem. Fbr related work, see for instance, Kazmi and Khan [96], 
Ding [59] and references therein. 
There is a substantial number of iterative methods for studying separately, the fixed 
point problems for nonlinear mappings, variational inequalities, and equilibrium prob-
lems. It is of further interest to develop and study the iterative methods to approximate 
the common solutions of these problems. In this direction, Takahashi and Toyoda [163] 
in 2003, considered the problem of finding a common solution of a fixed point problem 
for nonexpansive mapping T on C and variational inequality with a-inverse strongly 
monotone mappings and developed the following Mann-type iterative method: 
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zo E C, (1.3.36) 
zn+l = ax n + (1 — un)TPC(x —  
where {a„} and {An} are sequences of real numbers. They proved that under certain 
appropriate conditions on {a,} and {A,}, the sequence {xn} generated by (1.3.36) 
converges strongly to z E Fix(T) n Sol(VIP(1.3.3)). Nadezhkina and Takahashi [129] 
extended the iterative method (1.3.36) to the extragradient method. For further related 
work, see Ceng et at. [30,34,35], Plubtieng et al. [147], Zeng et al. [177]. 
In 2008, Ceng et al. [32] introduced and studied the following iterative method so called 
relaxed extragradient method for approximating a common solution of SVIP(1.3.11) 
with a-inverse strongly monotone mappings and FPP(1.2.1) for a nonexpansive mapping 
T: 
xoEC, 
y„ = Pc(xn —pB2z„), 	 (1.3.37) 
in+l = nnXO + flnzn + 7nTPa(1Jn — ABlyn), 
where {an }, {fl},  {-tn } are sequences in [0,1], and a,µ > 0. For further related work, 
see Ceng et al. [30], Yao et al. [175]. 
In 2006, by combining a hybrid iterative method with an extragradient method, Nadezhk-
ina and Takahashi [128] introduced the following iterative method: 
ao=a'EC, 
yn = Pc(xn —  
zn=Qnxn+(1 — f'/n)TPC(c — .1nAyn), (1.3.38) 
Cn = {z E C: [1zn — z112 < km — z112 }, 
Qn= {z E C:(x„—z,.x—x„)>0}, 
1„+1 = Pc„fQ, T, 
for every n = 0, 1, 2,.... They proved that under certain appropriate conditions on 
and {A„}, the sequences {xn }, {yn} and {z„} generated by (1.3.38) converge strongly 
to z E Fix(T) fl Sol(VIP(1.3.3)). Ceng et at [31] introduced the extragradient-like 
iterative method, an extension of method given by Nadezhkina and Takahashi [128,129], 
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for approximating common solution of FPP(1.2.1) for a nonexpansive mapping T and 
VIP(1.3.3)'for a monotone, Lipschitz-contimtous mapping. 
On the other hand, Takahashi and Takahashi [161] in 2007, proposed an iterative method 
based on viscosity approximation method which improves the result of Moudafi [120] for 
approximating the common solution of EP(1.3.14) and FPP(1.2.1) for a nonexpansive 
mapping T in Hilbert space. 
r F(un,y)+—(y-un,u1-xe)?0 VyEC, 	
1.3.39 Sl 	 ( 	) 
xn+r = a,f (xa) + (1 - a,.)T'o„ 
They proved that under certain appropriate conditions on {a„}, {r„} and {a„}, the 
sequences {z„} and {u,} generated by (1.3.39) converge strongly to z E Fix(T) f1 
Sol(EP(1.3.14)), where z = PF;,;(Tlns0t(se(3.ai47>.f(z). For related work, see [2,50,85, 
1:4,148,149,176]. Further, Tada and Takahashi [160] introduced a hybrid method for 
approximating a common solution of EP(1.3.14) and FPP(1.2.1) for a nonexpansive 
mapping in a Hilbert space. Starting with an arbitrary xr E H, define sequences {x„} 
and {v„} by 
+  (J — °Ea,'IL. — x,.) > 0 Hy E C, 
ra 
w„ _ (1- a„)x„ + a„Tt,,, 
C = {z C H: IIw„ - zjj < IJx„ - z~I}, 	 (1.3.40) 
Q„= {z E H:(x„-z,x- x.,)>0}, 
They proved that under certain appropriate conditions on {a„} and {r„}, the sequences 
{xn} and {u„} generated by (1.3.40) converge strongly to PF;,(Tlnsogaepa.1all(x)- 
Using the idea of Takahashi and Takahashi [161], Plubtieng and Punpaeng [148] in-
troduced the general iterative method for finding a common solution of EP(1.3.14), 
VIP(1.3.3) and FPP for a nonexpansive mapping T. For further related work, see for 
instance [42, 49, 86, 88,105-107,110,145,151,169,170] and the relevant references cited 
therein. 
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Chapter 2 
Common solutions of variational inequality, system 
of variational inequalities, mixed equilibrium 
problem and fixed point problem for a 
pseudocontractive mapping 
2.1 Introduction 
In 2008, Ceng et al. [32] introduced the relaxed extragradient method for approximate 
a common solution of system of variational inequality problems (SVIP): Find (x, y) E 
C x C such that 
(pjBBy +x—y,z—x)>0, Vz E C, 
(2.1.1) 
(µ2B2x+J — x, z — y) ? 0, 
where, for each i = 1, 2, µ;, > 0 and B; : C —> C is a nonlinear mapping, C is a 
nonempty, closed and convex subset of Hilbert space H; and fixed point problem (FPP) 
for a nonexpansive mapping. Further Yao et at. [175] extended the iterative method 
given in [32] for SVIP(2.1.1) and FPP for a psudocontractive mapping. Recently, Ceng 
et al. [30] extended the methods given in [32,175] to approximate a common solution of 
SVIP(2.1.1); variational inequality problem (VIP): Find x E C such that 
(Dx, y — x) > 0, Vy E C, 	 (21.2) 
where D : C —f H is a nonlinear mapping; and FPP for a psudocontractive mapping. 
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Next, we consider mixed equilibrium problem (MEP) [127]: Find x C C such that 
F(x, y) + (Ax, y — x) > 0, VyEC, 	 (2.1.3) 
where F: C x C —> ti is bifunction and A : C —> H is a nonlinear mapping. If A = 0, 
then MEP (2.1.3) is reduced to the equilibrium problem (EP): Find x E C such that 
P(a,y) > 0, Vy E C, 	 (2.1.4) 
In 2008, Moudafi 11231 extended Mann type iterative method to approximate a common 
solution of MEP(2.1.3) and FPP for a nonexpansive mapping. He proved some weak con-
vergence theorems for the sequences generated by the proposed iterative method. Fur-
ther, Takahashi and Takahashi [162] extended the work of Moudafi [123] to an Ishikawa 
type iterative method to approximate a common solution of MEP(2.1.3) and FPP for a 
nonexpansive mapping. Recently, Yao et aL [174] extended the iterative methods given 
in [123,162] to the viscosity approximation method. 
Motivated by the work of Ceng et at. [30), Moudafi [123], Takahashi and Takahashi 
[162], Yao et ail [174] and by the recent work going in this direction, we combine the 
relaxed extragradient method with viscosity approximation method to introduced a 
new iterative method for approximating a common solution of VIP(2.1.2), SVIP(2.1.1), 
MEP(2.1.3) and FPP for a strictly pseudocontractive mapping in a real Hilbert space. 
We establish a strong convergence theorem for the sequences generated by the proposed 
iterative method. Further, we derive some consequences from the strong convergence 
theorem. The results presented here extend and generalize the work given in [3032, 
169,175]. 
2.2 Preliminaries 
We recall some results related to SVIP(2.1.1) and EP(2.1.4) which are needed in the 
sequel. First, we have the following technical lemma which is the fixed point formulation 
of SVIP(2.1.1): 
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Lemma 2.2.1. [32] For any (x ,,y') E C x C, (x',y') is a solution of SVIP(2.1.1) if 
and only (If is a fixed point of the mapping Q : C --i C defined by 
Q(a,)—Pc[Pc(x—IhR2x)—l<rBiPc(x—W2B2x)], VxEC, 	(2.2.1) 
where y = Pc(x' — µ2BZx'), µ; E (0, 2p,) and B; : C —> H is a /31-inverse strongly 
monotone mapping for each i = 1, 2. 
Next, we have the following assumption: 
Assumption 2.2.1. [18] Let F : C x C —s K be a bifunction satisfying the following 
assumptions: 
(i)F(x,x)=0, VxEC; 
(ii) F is monotone, i.e., F(x,y) + F(y, e) <0, Vx E C; 
(iii) F is upper hernicontinuous, i.e., for each x, y, z E C, 
lim sup F(tz -- (1— t)x, y) G F(x, y); 
t.4o 
(iv) For each x E C, y > F(x, y) is convex and lower semicontinuous. 
We consider an auxiliary problem related to EP(2.1.4): Let r > 0 and x G H, find z E C 
such that 
F(z,y+ 1(y — z,z — x) > 0 , dyEC. 
The following lemma give the properties of solution set Sol(EP(2.1.4)) of EP(11.4). 
Lemma 2.2.2. [53] Assume that F : C, x C, —s ft satisfies Assumption 2.2.1. For r > 0 
and for all x E H, define a mapping T, : H -4 C as follows: 
Tr( ={z E C: F(z,y)+ 1(g —z,z —x) > 0, Vy E C}. r 
Then the following hold: 
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(i) 2.(x) is nonempty for each x E H; 
(ie) T, is single-valued; 
(iii) T, is firmly nonexpansive, i.e., 
[ITr — TryII2 C (T,T -7.y,x — y), Vx',y E H; 
(iv) Fix(T„) = Sol(EP(2.1.4)); 
(v) Sol(EP(2.1.4)) is closed and convex. 
2.3 Iterative method 
We prove a strong convergence theorem based on viscosity approximation and relaxed 
extragradieit method for computing an approximate common solution of VIP(2.1.2), 
SVIP(2.1.1)', MEP(2.1.3) and FPP for a strictly pseudocontractive mapping in a real 
Hilbert space. 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let C be a noneaapty, closed and convex subset of a real Hilbert space 
H. For each i = 1, 2, let A, D, B; : C —r II be 0, a, fi inverse strongly monotone 
mappings, e`espectively. Let F: C x C -a JR be a bifanction satisfying the Assumption 
2.2.1 and TI: C —i C be a k-strict pseudocontractive mapping such that e :— Fix(T) n 
Sol(SVIP(2.1.1)) n SoI(MEP(2.1.3)) n Sol(VIP(2.1.2)) $ 0. Let f be a p-contraction 
mapping with p E [0, 2). For a given xo E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {vn}, 
{x,}, {yn} and {zn} be generated by 
F(u ., y) ± (Ax,., y — v,.) + 1  (y — 9ti., v,. — x..) ? 0, Vy E C, 
Zn = 
 
Pc( 'dn — AD,.), 	 (2.3.1) 
Y. = a„f (_„) + (1 — n)PcIPc(z. — WmB2z0) — µ1 B1Fc(z. — ILaBzr.,)1, 
X'n+l = Qnx. + 1nyn + bnTgn, 
where p; E (0,2(3,), for each i = 1,2, {r„} c (0,20), {a„} C (0,2a), and {an}, {i}, 
{yn} and {6„} are the sequences in (0, 1) satisfying the following conditions: 
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(i) Fn + 7n + do = 1 and (ry„ + &)k < 7a, for all n > 0; 
(ii) ]hn a, —0 and EQ=cor 
n-'oo 	no 
(iii) 0< lim inf fin < lim sup pn < 1 and lim inf b„ > 0; n-aw 	a-,m 	n-wo 
(iv) lim inf rn > 0, E Jrn+i — rn] < co; nti°o 	n=1 
(v)  
(vi) 0 < lim inf A. < uirn sup an < 2& and lim ~ Aa+, — as 1= 0. n-,cc 	nym 	n- w 
Then the sequence {xn} converges strongly to z E 0 when z = Po 1(z). 
Proof. First, we show that the mapping (1 — rnA) is nonexpansive. For any x, y e C, 
I(1—r,,A)x—(I—r,A)ylla = II(x—y)—T -n(Ax—Ay)Ih 
= IIx — yll'-2Tn(x — y, Ax — AY) +r IIAx — Ayl( 2 
<_ 1kx — vuJ 2— rn( 20— r.,)IIAx -4I12 
< 1kx — i'll2 	 (2.3.2) 
Similarly, we can show that the mappings (I — A,D) and (I — 	are nonexpansive 
for each i = 1, 2. It follows from Lemma 2.2.2 that, u, = T„ (x„ — rAxn). Let x' E 0, 
we have x = T,x' — rAx'). Now, we estimate 
1Iun — x"II2 = llT, (x,, — rnAxn) — Tn(x'— r.Ax)Ila 
1I(xn — rnAxn) — (x — 	)~~z 
_ Il(xn — z ) — rn(Azn — Ax')ll 2 
<_ Ikxn —  x 1(2 +rZIlAxn — Ax`11Z— 2ra(x„— x', Ax, — Axe) 
< 	„— x`l12 + rallAxn — A.f]12— 2r,9IIAxn — Ax'll 
<_ Ilxn — x`112— rn(28— rn)l[Axn — Ax`112 
S llxn — 1* 112. 	 (2.3.3) 
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Since x E 0, we have 
x'=PC[PC(x` — N2B2x* ) — Wi 	— V2Bzx')I• 
Putting 
if =Poles  
we see that 
x' = Po(J" — µiBly ). 	 (2.3.4) 
Since the mapping D : C i H is a-inverse strongly monotone, we have 
Ilzn — x`112 = IIPC(un — A.Dvn) —PC(x —.An D2)II' 
II(. — A Dua) — (_ — A,Dz )II' 
II( vh — x" ) — A ( Du,,—Dy  )II'  
< Ilu, — x"IIz  — A (2a — 	— Dx II' 
<_ Ifs — =`I2  <— II=. _f I!2. 	 (2.3.5) 
Setting t, := PC[PC(Za — k2B2z,.) — µt B1Pc(z,. — µ282s,)1 and vo  := Pa(zn — 
It follows that 
IIv„ — 	II Pc(a — 1ciB2z„) — PC(x' — µ2B2)112 
S 11(2„—µ232u1)—(2  —l'zD2x`)II2 
< lz.. — xII2— µ2(20z — µ2)I1Bz2.. — Bar112 
<_ IIZ.—=`II' < Ilxn—=112 	 (2.3.6) 
Further, we have 
Ita —x'112 	° 	IIPc[Pc(Z„— jb2B2=a)— wiRiPc(z.— P2B2Z.)1 
-Pc[Po(.x - A2B2x5 ) - ,u B,Pc(x' - 42B2C)] 112 
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5 IIPc(zn — P2 B2zn) — Frl8lYo(m — U2B24)] 
— u2B2y) — p; B,Pc(x — p2B2x')] II2 
IIIPC(;, — p2B22n) — PC(x* — k282S )] 
—µ,18l Pc(Zn — P282zn) — BiPcGc" — 16282x')]112 
<_ IIPc(zn — g2B2zn) — Pc(X* — P2B2x )112 
— 1L, (2 P1 — {21) IBIPc(zn — /12B2zn) — BIPc(rc — /22E 	)II2 
<— II(z — P2B2=n) — (_' — P2132=")II2 
—ul(2f1—µ1)11B  — B Y'll2 
s Ilzn-2•II'—{2(2132—p2)IIB2zn—B2z 112 
—p(2/1 — Ya) I B,+m — B1Y"112 	 (2.3.7) 
< II".— x II' _< IIxn—x•112. (2.3.8) 
Next, we estimate 
hiM — x'll = IIan(f(x) 	)+(1—a )(' =')II 
G t, f(.x)—rush+(1—an)ltn—x~l 
< an(PI=n—x`Il+IIf(z)—hI)+(1.—~)Ixm—=11 
= [1— (1— 	xn -- xII + (1—P)-nlif(i)—x"II P 
< max{Ilzn 	 Ih Ilf(~) -x'll~ 	 (2.3.9) 
Since (7n+bn)ti < % for all n > 0, utilizing Lemma 1.2.2, we have 
Ilxn+l — xII — II.fin(xn — x')+in(yn— T)+bn(TYn — x')II 
< QnIFxn—x11+ll7n(yn—=')+a(TVn—)fl 
< / Ixn — x'iI -1 n+d)IIYm — fH 
5 hlli'n :,;'ll+(7n+an)max{IIn ,: 	lIf(x')—=II 1—p 
<as {II=n—='IL II! V) Px`II} 	 (2.3.10) 
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By induction on n, we obtain Ilx„ — X1 < max{ Ilxo — x`II, Ilf (i) . z II }, for every 
n > 0 and xo E C. 
Hence {a„} is bounded and consequently, we deduce that {ry,}, {yn}, {z„}, {vn} and 
are bounded. On the other hand, from the nonexpausivity of themapping (I—AN D), 
we have 
Ilzni-1 — z,4j ° IPC(v'n+l — ~n+iDun+l) — PC(un — ~nDu,j] 
I(u,+l — An+1DM1tn+1) — (un — ',nD'un)II 
= 	u+,) — an+1(Du.i Du) +(An+t — A.)Dunll 
<_ II(un+i—n)—an+l(DIaL+x—°" )II+Ian+t—~ IIIDwnll 
<_ Ilun+r —va + hn+ — lmllIDuII. 	 (2.3.11) 
We next estimate 
to-il — t., 12 	= IIPc(Pc(z„+i — paB2zn+,) — prBiPc(zn+r — 92132x.+r)] 
—PcIPc(z,. — p2B2zn) —WiBjPC(Zn — k2B2zn))112 
II[Pc(zn+i — A2B2zn+r) — PiB1PC(x+++r —  
—II'c(za — FB2zn) — p1BiPc(zn — p2B2zn)]112 
<— IIIPC(; -t — szzB2zn+t) — Pc(z, — p2Bzm)1 
—)2r(B1P0(z„+1 — µ2B22,.+r) — B1Pu(m — p B2zn)] II 2 
5 IIIPc(z..+l — jt B2zn+r) — Pc(z,, — A2B2z4]I12 
ul) VBiPc(z.+r — NzB2zn+r) — BIPc(z,, — p2W,zn)I1' 
<_ PPG(x+.if — P2B2z„+i) — Pc(zn — P2B2z.,)112 
II(zn+l — zn) — f,2(B2zn+1 — B2z4112 
p.+1 — x.112 — 22(2$2 — W'zn+1 — B2y0I 2 
5 Ilia+t — x.112. 	 (2.3.12) 
Rom (2.3.11) and (2.3.12), we have 
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Iltn+l—tnl1 S jjvn+1 — unII+I +1—A.IIIDunII. 	(2.3.13) 
We observe that 
  z 	I )t ) to 	' 	tYn+1 — n — to+1 — an+Ifxn+l — n+l —— a,,y t'n) — n~ 
S IIt+1—tal+an+1IIf(x+l)—an+ill+cz1Ilf(xn)—anll 
—< Ilun+1—unll+Ian+t —anll1Du II+an+1IIf(xn+1)—r,.+lll 
+Qn11f(X.) — tnll" 	 (2.3.14) 
On the other hand un = T„(xn — rnAxn) and un+l = T,,,,,(xn+i —rn+iAxn+t), we have 
	
F(un,y) +(Ax,,,J — un)+ 1(g — 'an,'V. — .t )?0, VycC 	(2.3.15) 
and 
F un+i, Y) + (Axn+,,y — 'U,.+1) + 1 (y — ua+l, un+1 — x.,+l)~ U, Vy E C. (2.3.16) 
+1 
Take y = un+l in (2.3.15) and y = u„ in (2.3.16), we have 
, 	1 F u, ,+1)  (Ax,, h+ln +  ('W,+1 — un, U. — z'n) ? 0 	(2.3.17) n 
and 
F(u,+l, un) + (Axn+1, un — un+t) + 1 (u„ — ua+t,'W,+1 — xn+i) ? 0. 	(2.3.18) 
rn+1 
Adding inequalities (2.3.17) and (2.3.18), we have the resultant inequality, after using 
the monotnnicity of F, 
(A.xa+t — Axn,'W, — un+l) + ~un — un+t, Ih,+l — xn+1 — +h, — xn \ 0, 
T'n 
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which implies that 
0 < (Gn — v+1. r„l'9x.,+1 — Axn) + 1—n (9e.+1 — n+1) — (v — r.,)) 
Tn+\l 
< 	 Tn / 
(un+l — un, an — v+,+l + 1 — — 1Ln+1 + (x' j — TnATn+l) 
Tn+l 
—(xn — TnAxn) — Tn+1 + —x+) 
9h+1 
= (+1„+l —U un — 'un+l + 1 	
Tn
rn+] (un+l —x+) 
+(xn+l — TnAxn+l) — (xn —TnAxn))  
Ilu,.+i — 'nn II2 ~ IInn+1 — 'anti 1 Ilxn+1 — xnll + 1— rn+l Ilan+l — xn+l Il l 
and hence 
II'6n+1-11..11 < II'Cn+1-9:n II + 1 	Tn 	IIun+1 — xn+lIl 
Tn+1 
S Ila +l — xnII+ 1 IT+l — Tl IIun+l—xn+l[I. 
Tn+1 
Without loss of generality, let us assume that there exists a real number c such that 
rn > c > 0, for all positive integers n. Then the preceding inequality implies 
— 'uIl < 	— iJ + 1 ITn+1 — Tnl 	(2.3.19) 
where M1 = sup {IIu„ — xn l1 : n E N}. From (2.3.13) and (2.3.19), we have 
Ila+] —tn I _< Ix+1—xnp+ x'I, 	nl n+l —T+Ian+l —anIHIDunII. 	(2.3.20) 
Using (2.3.14) and (2.3.19), we have 
Ir+l vnI <_ Ilxn+l xn+'111jr..+1—r, +jan+l— A JllDa4l C 
+a,+lllf(x+l)—l.,+lll+aJIf(y'„)—f„I. 	(2.3.21) 
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Setting xn+1 = f3xn +(1— Fn)e,,, which implies from (2.3.1) that 
xn+l — Fmm~ 7nyn + en 	 bnT1/n = o 	. 
1-13n 	1 — Fn 
1Lrther. it follows that 
7n+tyn+t + 8a+iTyn+l7.Jn + baT ya 
	
en+t — ea = 	
_ 
1— Fn+t 	1—Fn 
_ 7n+tyn+t + fn+1Tyn+1 _ 'Yn+1Yn + bn+1TY „ 
1—Fn+1 	1—Pn+t 
+7n+rya + 6n+1Tyn — 7ny, + 6,Tyn  
1—fl,. 
= 'n+1 (,+i — ya) +bn+t(Tyn+l — Ty) T 
1 — Fn+l 
+(l 7nFn+1 1—fi )Yn+ —nFn+] 1 b F.,Ty.. 
Since (ryn + 6n)k < 7n, for all" > 0, from Lemma 1.2.2, we get 
117a+t(yn+t—un)+Sa+,(Ty,+t—Tyn)II <—(i'n+t+dn+~)Ilyn+,—ynII. 	(2.3.22) 
Hence, we obtain 
IIen+1 —eii < 7n+t (yn+i — yn) + 6n+t(Tyn+t — Tyft) II  1 — Fnt 
+ ° I 1 'Fat 17Fa Ilyll+ 1 an9n t 	"Fa IlTynll 
7a+1+Sn+1llvn+l— y4+l 7+1 _ 7.. I(IIynII+IITYnII) 1 Fnt 	1fln*t 1— Qa 
Ilyn+l Jnll+ i—f3 t 	1ryFa 1(IIynii +IITv.II). 
;!font (2.3.21), we obtain 
1f1 
en+l — enll 	Ixn}1 — xnl+ 	ITn+I — Tn+An+l — Tnll 	nl 
C 
+an+llll(~a+t) to+ll+anIIf() tnII 
FI1~Fn+l 	1rypin o lynll+IlTyalD, 	
(2.3.23) 
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which implies that 
len+ —~nll—Il~n—xnll < C I*n+I—ml+Ian+t anllIDn1l 
— tn+ I( + an lU(=n) — to ll 
	
+I 7n+` 	7n I 	+IITII) (IIYnIIn 1 — 13 +t  
Hence, it follows by conditions (i)-(vi) that 
lint sup [Ilea+i — enll — Ilxn+, — xnll] < 0. 	(2.3.24) 
1}om Lemma 1.2.8 and (2.3.24), we get lim Ile„ — x„II = 0 and 
urn Ilxn+ 	xnll °Urn (1 	in)Ilea x,II=0. 	(2.3.25) n—Iw 	 n—loa 
Next, we show that Ilx,, — Ie 4I — 0 as a —> co. Since x E O, by using Lemma 1.2.2 and 
(2.3.7), we obtain 
Ilan+~ —x I2 = IIi,&cn =)+7n(vn =")+d (TVn  
ii 	1 
+(7a+5n)I1T. 	 —=•)+5n(Tya-2 ))112 
5 I3..IIxn-2 II2 +(_rn+an)Il:vn—x"II2 
Qn xn — T II2 -i (q,.+bn)[anllf(xn) — a*112 +(1— 	—5'11 21 
< finII2n—fII2+ IPf()—x IP+(_rn+a)Iltn ?1l2 
I3nllxn — x IIZ +anIIf(X,z) — y II2 +( +bn) 
x [II=n — x II2 — fk(2R2 —1<2)11R2=n — 132x'I12 
—ki(2Ri —!`t)ILBivn — Bty'II2] 
$nJIxn — T II'+a.IIJ(=n)—='II2 +(-Yn+sn)[Ilaa—="112 
(2a—A„)IIDa„—D= IIz —µ2(2,3s—(12)IID2zn—B2X"II2 
—pi( 2Ri — l'1)IIB1vn — Btv'II2l 
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s 	P,4[x 	—.t II'+a„IU(x,)—='II'+(7,.+Sn) 
x ln— xxll'— rn(20—rn)IIAxn — Ax* II2 
— An)lhvH — Dx`II 2 — µ2(2$2 — p2)IIB2z„ — D2x`II2 
—11 )II B1v, — B y* II2] 
IIxn — x*Il2 + an Ilf(xn) — x*i 2 
— (y,. + 64 [r(20 — rn) II Axn — Ax* [i2 
+an(2a— an)JIDun—Dx II2 +1L2(2P2 —p2)IIB2z„—Bzx'IIz  
+µ(2P — o)IIBrv„ — BV`112]. (2.3.26) 
Hence from (2.3.25) and (2.3.26), we have 
(-r,. + 6n)[rn(20 —rn)IIAr.—Ax•p2 +a,.(2a—A,)IIDun—Dr* II' 
+142(202 -p2)IIB2z„ - Bzx'II2 + 14(2 /31 - pi)IIBivn - Bi9`l1'1 
< Il=n—x`112 —Ilan+ —x'II'+a IIJ'(x') 	x'112 
< Ilxn 	xn+ll(Ilxn — x II+IIxn+ 	x'II)+anIIf(x) 	x IIZ. 	(2.3.27) 
Since 0 < limn of A„ < Urn sup A. < 214, Ilan +i - xn II -*0, an -*0  and lim inf („ + n—,ca 	 ntiQo 
dn) >0 we obtain urn IIAx — Ax"II = 0, lim IIDh..n — Dx" II = 0, I' IIB2z..—B2f II — 0 
and 	I lim I Bi+v., — Bly II = 0. 	
n-.~ 	 „ 
n-too 
Further, we observe that 
IIu,—x*112 = IIT.(x.—r,.Ax,.)—T,('x`—rnAx- )II' 
<_ ( -un - x* , (x,, - r,,Axn) - (T* - r Ax* )) 
= Z{IIi'—x'III+II(=n—r,.Ax„)—(x•—rnAx)II2 
- x* ) - I(xn - rAx„) - (x" - r,Ax*)) Ile }. 
Hence, 
Ile.—x'112 _< II(xn—rAxn)—(x —rnAf)II21—II(nn—xn)+rn(Ax,,—Ax$)II2 
ob 
zII(.XQr   	= LII,y— III 
aAago 2m 'aaomaagplI 
(0£'£'z) 	 0 = Irx — "nil m?I 
uruyqo am '0 	II"x 
_ LttxII Pig 0 = II,xV — °xvII mu 'T > "y' dns vn[ > "~j 3u flu > 0 0 t— °u aaueg 
'II.=d—"=vIIII"=——T)+ 
II.=— (x)!II"i+IIT+"=— ~II(II —`+"xIt+II.=—"=ID > 
II.=v — "=yIIII°=— 	— T)+ 
ell.x ("x)!II"v+II.x—I*"xII—r11.x—"xII > L II"x—unII("r —T) 
'a1o}as04 J, 
(6ZEZ) 	 Il.Xd — UavVIlU=— '"hh"J9("d — T)+ 
zlI"=—— 	zll.ti—(°x)JII°n+Il,z— all 
[II.zv—uxVIIIIux—"nII"yz+rII"x——z1I,x—"XII]x 
(°a—T) + eh.'— ("s)1II"A+zII. — °=II"d 5 
LII,=—unII("Q+')+ZII,=—("x)JIIUD+LII,x:—".xll"d > 
11.x  x—(tw)Al'o+Lll.x—"=II''d > 
[,Il z—"lII("A—T)+ell =—("x)JAUo1("s+"ti)+ xIl.x—'4x11"y 5 
eII.x — °flV("9+Ut)+all=x — °xII"E > 
 
L~
/
I(•~—"~s)"s+(x—v
)
"QT"
ti
"III"d > 
zII(.X—°/t.L)°9+(,x—"/~)uL+(.2—°x)°dll = zII.T—I*'X'II 
Taal MORN 7I 
(aZSZ)•II,=v—xvIIIx— °n[ItAs + cI"T — "9II — ILx — uxII > 
LII(.=e—°=v)"l+ (UT —'n)~I— eII.x—"xII 5 
C— ((un — AnDun) — (x' — A,Dx* ),z, — x') 
<— 2{Ily„—=`—a„(D9.,,, Dx`)112 +IIzm—x*[12 
—Ilvrr — x`— an(D2i„-Dx)— (zn — x')112 
< 21Ilun—x II2 +IIzn—r'II2 
—Ilu, — <n — an(Dun — Dx*)112} 
<— Z{[Fm n—x`II'+Ilz..—x"II'—l  Inn —znII2 
+2A,,1191a — z.,II II Dnn — Dx`II'}. 
Hence, 
1Izn—=Tl'<II=n—=*jI2 -1h,—nlI'±2anIj-n—z.IlIlDu„—Dx`II2. 	(2.3.31) 
Next, we estimate 
Ilvn — Y"II2 = IIPc(z., — p2B2zn) — 	—1p2B2x')II2 
< ((zn —FL2B2zn) — (x — /12B2x*),Tin — y) 
< 2{II~„— x`—tt2(B2zn—B2x')II2 +IIvn—v"112 
Ilzn—x"—!<2(B2zn 82x)—(„n —Y) 112 
<_ {Il-n—xeII2 +IIvn—VII2 —II'zn—vn—(x*—Y)II'— 
+2p2(zn — 'U. — (x — Y), B2z, — Ba2 )` — PIIB2zn — B2x 1121 
< 2{Ilan—x'llz+llv,.—J 112 —II=„-2,n—(x'—Y)II2 
+2p2[1 — vn — (x' — 'J`)I]II8 n — B2x`II}. 
Hence, 
Iv,.—v'll2 <— II —x'112 —II<n—vn—(-`—y")II' 
+2w2I — vn — (_ — Y)II IIB2zn — B2x'll 
<— Ilxn—x`N2—[o,—= 112 + 2A IIu —xzIhlDi4,—D II2 
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+2p21Jzn — vn — (x'— J')iIIlB2m — B2z'll. 	(2.3.32) 
Similarly, we also estimate 
Iltn — ' 112 = IIP0(vn-11BLvn)—Pc(J —µ1Blv')112 
((v, —k1B1vn) — (~1'— ta1B1m'),t,, — S') 
2
tIIlln -9✓'—{M1l($1vn — Bly)112 + IItn — x'112 
—Ilvn — v' — ul(B1vn — Blv') — (tn — x`) II2 } 
it 
5 2{Ilvn v II'+IItH x'112 —Ilvn—to+(='—v')112 
+2k1(v„ — to + (f — ti) Bryn — B2✓) — /,2IlBlvn — B:'J" IIIJ 
< 	 {Ilv 	?Il+IItH—?112 —IIvn—t,1+(x —~')II~ 
+2piIIv, —to+(x'—vi I1[IHCvn—Bly"II}. 
Hence, 
Iltn—~ II2 
5 Ilvn— v IP— Ilvn to+(..t — 
+2µijlvn — to + (_' — y')IIVHIv, — Bjy'li 
s II=n—=112 -11th—Zml'"2a.1jun—=n1lllDraa—D='IIx 
—Iizn—vn—(xt—y")112+2u211N.—vn—(x'—v')IIIlz — 
Ijvn — tn+ (f—y )II'+ 2,iIIv,.-4,+(_' V')jI1IBl,,.,—B1u'll. 
(2.3.33) 
Rom Lemma 1.2.2, (2.3.1) and (2.3.33), we have 
IIXn+1—x'11' 	[ij3(an 2)+7ra(yn—x)+ara(Tvn 2^)I12 
<_ RnIIx 	z II2 +(7n+a) 	1 ~7n(vn =')+xn(TVra = )~~~Z rya+d„ 
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<— $ IIx.—X'112 +(7n+dn)Ilvn—x*II2T' 
< 0.11X.- 2'112 + (7n+5 ) [a.Ilf(xn)-z 112+(1-IX.)Iltn-x II2]  
<_ $nlIrn—='ll2 +anllf(tin)_x112 +(7„ +Sn)Iltn—x*I2 
<_ dn1I=n—x•112 +anIlf(=8)—x 112 +(1—in) 
x[II=.,—='112 — II1,. — Z 112 +2a„Ilvn—z IIIIDu„ —D= 112 
-IIZn - 'en - (-'-9')112 + 2p2Ilet -N - (x'- y )`TIIIBS - B2x(l 
-IIvr - t, + (r -y )112 +2µiIIv. -tn+(x -y )TI1TBIvn-Blv II] 
= IIxn-yII2 +a..Ilf(=.)-x'112 
+(1-$,)[2AJu,,-=.IIIIDu -D='112 
+2u2flz.-vn-V -v')IIlIB2z„-B2x II 
+2all]vn-tn+(x -  v')TIMavri - BlyTh -(1 -Am)[II"n-Xj2 
+II=.-vn-(r -u')II2+I1v,-ts+(='-Y2)1TT 
which yields 
(1 	flu) [INTh—=,.Il2 +llz.,— 	—(='—v')II,+llvn—t„+(x —v )112 
<—IIxn — x 112 —Ilan+l—x* 112 +anllf(yn)—f 112 +(1—yn) 
x[2AII'L —=nATIDg,.—Dx112 + 2g1lm—+„ (T'—y*) III] Bzz.,—B2xIZ 
—tn+(= —y')ill$1en—Bly'lll 
<—(II=n— Il+l1Xn+l—z'1DlI=n—=n+Ill+anI]f(=n)—x'112 +(1-0.) 
x[2anll+~n-2n1ITIDu,—Di 112 +2 11=„—tin—(x —v')IIIIB2z.—B2= II 
+21i,IIvn—t„+(= — c)vT1HNn — W1y* l1]. 	 (2.3.34) 
Since 0 < fire sup /3„ < 1, 0 < 3„ < 2a, Ilx„+1 — a„II —1 0, a„ —> 0 and Iii m IIAx „ - 
Ax' II=0. Hina llDu„ — D.i II=0, lim 1182za — B2x' II = 0 and lira TTBtig - Bt?I' II = 0, n-wo 	 m 
it follows from the boundedness of {xn }, {u„}, {z„} {tn } and {v„} that 
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Vb 
(o6's'c) 	( -n'rL)d G (-x — 'n 'U — h)t+("a — h'°xv) 
I8Tb ,q jo 61smoIouom u1oJ smoho; A I 
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PUB 
Replacing n by n;, we get 
(Axn,y-1h„)+{y—u+a,y"1 —In;) aF(y,an,) 	(2.3.41) 
Since jju„ — 	—> 0 and y„ — w, it is easy to observe that u — w. Further, for any t 
with 0<t< 1 and y  C, let ye =ty+(1— t)w. Since w E C, y E C, we have yt E C. 
So from (2.3.41), we have 
(ye — u,,Aye) ? (ye — n1,Aye) — (Az, ye — "aae) 
— T,11 
_ (Vt — 	Aye — Ax,) + (yt — u,,, Aun, — 
— lye — urn 	
—yn.
)+F(P/e,vm). 	 (2.3.42) 
` 	fn; 
From condition (iv), Lipschitz continuity of A and lira ~lu„ - 	= 0, we obtain 
T-IW 
- Ax,,; ~~ = 0, and "' - s"' -1 0 as i -i cc. Further, since A is monotone and 
rn~ 
—s w, it follows that from (2.3.42) that 
(ye — w, Aye) ? F(y, w). 	 (2.3.43) 
Hence, from Assumption 2.2.1 and (2.3.43), we have 
0 = F(yn ye) <tF(y1, v)+(1— t)P(ye, w) 
< tF(j,y)+(1—t)(ye— 
< tF(y;, y) + (1—t)t(y — w, Aye) 	 (2.3.44) 
which implies that F(yt, y) + (1 — t) (y — w, Aye) ? 0. Letting t -#0.. we have 
F(w,y)+(y—w,Aw)?0, VyEC 
which implies that w C Sol(MEP(2.1.3)). 
Further, we show that w E Sol(SVIP(2.1.1)). Take any x, y E C. Using (2.2.1), we 
45 
estimate 
IIQ(x) — Q(y)112 = IIPc[Pc(T — µ2B2x) — PLB1Pc(x — u2B2x)1 
—PCIPC(Y — p2B2y) — µiB.Pc(Y — µ2B2Y))112 
5 II IPC(x — I<2BSx) — Pc(y — l'zB2J)l 
—1h IB1 Pc(x —1-2B2-) — B1P0(Y — µ2B2Y))Il e 
<_ IIPC(x - p2Bzx) - Pc(Y -12B2Y)Il z  
—laj( 2/Ji — I ,,)II Pc(x—tB2x) —Pc(y— p2B2y)JI' 
<— II(=-112B2x)—(y—p2B2v)II' 
Ilx—YII2 —#2( 2/92—µ2)IIB2x—B2YII 2 
	
]I- 	YII2. 
This implies that Q: C —s C is nonexpansive. 
Now, we have 
IIYn — Q(Yn)II = anllf(xn) — Q(Yn)II+(1— an)IIPC[Pc(xn — N2B2bn) 
—Itl B1Pc(Zn — P2B2Zn)1 — Q(Yn)II 
_ aIIf(=)— Q(Yn)II+(1— «)IIQ( )—Q(ln)II 
<_ anllf (xn)—Q(Yn)II+(1—an)Ilxn—tnII. 	(2.3.45) 
Since nn  —r. 0 and I;. — to 11  -+0 as n —t co, (2.3.45) implies lim info  IIYv — Q(u)II = 0 
and hence by Lemma 1.2.3 (ii), it follows that w e Q(w). Further, it follows from Lemma 
2.2.1 that w E Sol(SVIP(2.1.1)). 
Furthermore, we show that to E Sol(VIP(2.1.2)). Indeed, let 
Dv+Ncv ifveC, 
Tv = 	 (2.3.46) 
0 	ifvOC, 
where Ncv := {w E H : (v — u, w) > 0, Vu E C} is the normal cone to C at v E C. 
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Then the multi-valued mapping T is maximal monotone and 0 E Tv if and only if 
v E Sol(VIP(2.1.2)), see [128]. Let G(T) denote the graph of l and let (v, u) E G(T). 
Then we have u E Tv = Dv + Nov and hence u - Dv E Ncv. Therefore, we have 
(v - t, u - Dv) > 0, Vt E C. Since z„ E C, Vn, so we have 
	
(v - zn, IL - Do) > 0. 	 (2.3.47) 
On the other hand, it follows from z„ = Pc(u., - A Du„) and v E C that 
(v -zn,Z.-(I-A D)u)>-0 
and hence 
(v- Z.,, z"- ""+Du„ 7>0. 
n 	 / 
Further, from (2.3.47), inverse strongly monotonicity of D and replacing n by n;, we 
have 
(v -z„„u) ? (v-z,,:,Dv) 
(v-zr,:,Dv)- iv-z,.:, z.H~n'w, +Dun/ , 
- u ; 
(v - zn., Dzn -Du) - v - zn:. ~:n un:  . 	(2.3.48) 
Since z,,, - w and hu,,, - z,,,11 -10 as i -+ oo, hence we obtain (v - w, u) > 0. Since 
T is maximal monotone, we have w c T-b and hence w E Soi(VIP(2.1.2)). Thus we 
have w e G. 
Next, we claim that lira sup (1(z) - z, x„ - z) < 0, where z - Pe f (z). 
Since {z„} is bounded, IIy„ - x„FI -s 0 and y„ -' w then there exists a subsequence 
{x„;} of {x„} such that a,,, - w and 
lim sup (f(z) - z,Tn - z) = lmsup(f(z) -z,zn: -z) _ (1(z) -- z,w - z) CO. 7a 	 ice. 
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Further, from (2.2.1) and definition of t,, we have 
Iltn — IQ(2) — 4(=)II 
<— III.—zI! s II=..—=II 
Next, we have 
z"7Jn —z) = (f(xn) — Z,2n — Z) + (i'n — Z,~fn —z) 
+(f (x) — z, Y. —x) 
<_ vl1Xa—zll'+(f(z)—Z'X  — z) 
+Ilf(X.) — z1II1Y. — z,). 	(2.3.49) 
Finally, we show that x„ -3 z. 
Ilan+i—z1h = Ilfa(Xn—z)+7n(yn—z)+5n(Ty,,—z)112 
$nIIxn — zFI2 +(7n+6*)II(7n+bn)(7n(Yn — z)+dn(T'yn —z)) 
<_ anlI=. --11'+ (7n+5.)Ilyn — z112 
< NnIlm— z2 -E (7n +bn) [(1— u'n)l]tn — zI]2 + 2(f(x) — z, yn — z)1 
YnllZn — x112 +(7n+ 6.) [(1 — a.)II'xn — z112 + 2(f(Tn) — z, Jn — z)] 
< Il — (7n+J.)an)Ilxn — x112 +(7n+ 5n)2°n(f(sn) — z, Yn — z) 
< [1—(7n+& )a.]Ix.—=II'+(71 +a42&n{pll=n—x112 
+(f(z)—z,xn—z)+III(zn)—=IIIIV. — x..11} 
[1 — (1 — 2p)(7,, + bn)anlllxn — zII2 
+(7n+bn)2«n{(f(z) — z,= — z) + II1(•Tn) — =IIIIyn —:~nlI} 
< [1— (1 — 2p)(7,1 + Sa)a'.]IIx0 — z112 
+(1 2P)(7n1 b )2{U(=)—=' -n—z)+IIf(xn)—zIIJIun—.wall}. 1—p 
(2.3.50) 
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Since lim inf (1— 2p)(Y„ + Sn) > 0. It follows that 	(1 — 2p)(Y„ + 6„)a„ = co and n .CO 	 _o 
hence we notice that 
lim sup 
2{(f(z) — z, xn — z) +lIf(xn) — zJ1]]yn — 2n]]}  <0, 	(2.3.51) 1—p 
since Ear sup (f (z) — z, xn — z) < 0 and Tim   ]kn — yn II = 0. Thus all the conditions of n—,ou 
Lemma 1.2.11 are satisfied. Hence we deduce that x„ —4 z. This completes the proof. 
0 
2.4 Consequences 
We derive some consequences from Theorem 2.3.1. 
Corollary 2.4.1. Fur each i = 1, 2, let A, B; : C -+ H be 0, Ji;-inverse strongly mono-
torte mappings, respectively. Let F : C x C —1 R be a bifunction satisfying the As-
sumption 2.2.1 and let T : C -- C be a k-strict psendocontractive mapping such that 
e, := Fix(T) fl Sol(SVIP(2.1.1)) f1 Sol(MEP(2.1.3)) 3A 0. Let f be a p-contraction map-
ping with p E [0, a). For a given xo E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences 
{x„} and {yn} be generated by 
a 0, Vy E C, 
y., — a.,f (xm) + (1 — a.,)P0 [PC(u. — !o2B2'u„) — jl iBiP0(un — 
xn+1 = Onxn + Ynyn+J Tgn, 
where. tq E (0, 2/31) for each i = 1, 2, {ra} C (0,20) and {an}, {(3„}, {m} and {6n} are 
the sequences in (0,1) satisfying conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 2.3.1. Then the .segaence 
{an} converges strongly to z E Oi, where z = Pe,J(z). 
Proof. Putting D — 0 hi Theorem 2.3.1, then conclusion of Corollary 2.4.1 is obtained. 
Corollary 2.4.2. [30] For each i = 1, 2, tel D, B; : C —) H be a, /31-inverse strongly 
monotone rrsappings, respectively. Let T: C —r C be a k-strict pseudocontractive map- 
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ping such that 02 := Fix(T) fl SoI(SVIP(2.1.1)) fl Sol(VIP(2.1.2)) # 0. Let f be a 
p-contraction mapping with p E [0, 2). For a given xo E C arbitrarily, let the iterative 
sequences {nv}, {x„} and {y„} be generated by 
— 
Y. = anf (x,) + (1— Crn)PC [Pa(W, — p2B2v„) — ui BiPc(un — 112B2U, )J, 
xn+l = fl x + y, y, + J.Ty., 
where yj E ~(0, 2ff;) for each i = 1, 2, {A„} C (0, 2a) and {a,}, {p„}, {y„} and {d„} are 
the sequences in (0, 1) satisfying conditions (i)-(iii),(v), (vi) of Theorem 2.3.1. Then the 
sequence {x} converges strongly to z E 02, where z — Pe, f (z). 
Proof. Putting F = A — 0 in Theorem 2.3.1, then conclusion of Corollary 2.4.2 is 
obtained. 	 0 
Corollary 2.4.3. [32] For each i = 1, 2, let B; : C i H be (3, inverse strongly monotone 
mappings, respectively. Let T : C —> C be a nonexpansive mapping such that 03 
Fix(T)ASol(SVIP(2.1.1)) 0 0. For a given x0 G C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences 
{y„} and {r„} be generated by 
?M = }'c[Pc(xn — h2B2xn.) — p, B,Pc(x,. — 
x„+l = 4,x,, + 7,y„ + S Ty.,, 
where y, C (0, 2f;) for each i = 1, 2 and {j3}, {ln} and {6„} are the sequences in (0,1) 
satisfying conditions (i)-(iii), (v) of Theorem 2.3.1. Then the sequence {x„} converges 
strongly to z E 03, where z = Po, f (z). 
Proof. Putting F = A = D = 0, a, = 0, and taking T a nonexpansive mapping in 
Theorem 2.3.1, then conclusion of Corollary 2.4.3 is obtained. 	 ❑  
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Chapter 3 
Common solutions of split equilibrium problem and 
fixed point problem for a nonexpansive semigroup 
3.1 Introduction 
Throughout the rest part of thesis unless otherwise stated, let Hl and H2 be real Hilbert 
spaces and let C and Q be nonempty, closed and convex subsets of HI and H2,  respec-
tively. 
In 2010, Censor, Gibali and Reich [38] introduced and studied the following split varia-
tional inequality problem (in short, SpVIP): Find x E C such that 
-s)>0, Vx E C, 	 (3.1.1) 
and such that 
y' = Ai E Q solves (g(y'), y - y) ? 0, Vy E Q, 	(3.1.2) 
where J: Iii -> Hr  and g: Its - 112 are nonlinear mappings and A : Hr -+ H2 is a 
hounded linear operator. 
To solve the SpVIP(3.1.1)-(3.1.2) without a product space formulation, Censor et al. [38] 
proposed the following iterative algorithm: Let > 0, choose a point xo E H. Given 
the current iterate a:,,, compute 
X„+1 = U(x„ +dA"(T - I)Ax„), 	 (3.1.3) 
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for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., where d E (0, i) with L being the spectral radius of the operator 
A'A, A" is the adjoint operator of A, T := PQ(I — Ag), U := Pc((1 — Al). This 
iterative algorithm can be viewed as an extension of Dolidze's algorithm for variational 
inequalities [74], which suggests the involvement of averaged operators. 
The special cases of SpVIP(31.1)-(3.1,2) are split zero problem and split feasibility 
problem which have already been studied and used in practice as a model in intensity-
modulated radiation therapy treatment planning, see [36, 37]. This formalism is also 
at the core of modeling of many inverse problems arising for phase retrieval and other 
real-world problems; for instance, in sensor networks in computerized tomography and 
data compression; see, e.g. [25,26,51]. Recently, Moudafi [126] introduced an iterative 
method, an extension of iterative methods given by Censor et al. [38], Censor and 
Segal [40], Moudafi [125] for a split monotone variational inclusions. 
In this chapter, we consider the following split equilibrium problem (in short, SEEP) 
due to Moudafi [126]: 
Let Fl : C x C —r 1 b and F2 : Q x Q —> R be nonlinear bifunctions and A : H, —r H2 be 
a bounded linear operator, than the split equilibrium problem (SEEP) is to find z E C 
such that 
Fi(x',x) > 0, V:c E C, 	 (3.1.4) 
and such that 
y' = Ax' E Q solves F2(y', y) > 0, Vy E Q. 	 (3.1.5) 
When looked separately, (3.1.4) is the classical equilibrium problem (EP) and we de-
noted its solution set by Sol(EP(3.1.4)). The SPEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5) constitutes a pair of 
equilibrium problems which have to be solved so that the image y' = Ax' under a given 
bounded linear operator A, of the solution z' of the EP(3.1.4) in HI is the solution 
of another EP(3.1.5) in another space 112, we denote the solution set of EP(3.1.5) by 
Sol(EP(3.1.5)). 
The solution set of SPEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5) is denoted by Sol(SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) _ {p E 
SoI(EP(3.1.4)) : Ape Sol(EP(3.1.5))}. 
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Example 3.1.1. Let H r  — K2 — R with the inner Product defined by (x, y) = xy, Vx, y e 
R. Let C = [0, 2] and Q =. (—oo, 0}; let F1: C x G— R and F2 : Q x Q —s R be d efined 
by Fi(x, y) = x2 — y, Vx, y E C and F2(u, v) _ (u + 6)(v — u), Vu, v E Q and let, for 
each x E R, we define A(x) — —3x. It is easy to observe that Sol(EP(3.1.4)) = [ f, 2), 
A(2) = —6 and Sol(EP(3.1.5)) = {-6}. Hence Sol(SpEP((3.1.4)-(3.1.5))) = {2} # 0. 
In 2006, Marino and Xu [116] introduced the following implicit and explicit iterative 
methods based on viscosity approximation method, for fixed point problem (FPP) for 
a nonexpansive self mapping T on H1 : 
=tyf(xc)+(I — t.B)Tzt, 	 (3.1.6) 
and 
= an7f (xn) + (I — ao B)Txn, 	 (3.1.7) 
where f is a contraction mapping on H1 with constant a > 0, B is a strongly positive self-
adjoint bounded linear operator on H, with constant ry > 0 and 'y E (0, 1). They proved 
that the net (x,) and the sequence {x,} generated by (3.1.6) And (3.1.7) respectively, 
converge strongly to the unique solution of the variational inequality 
((B — 7f)z, a —z) > 0, Vx E Fix(T), 
which is the optimality condition for the minimization problem 
min I  
xEFix(T) 2 
where h is the potential function for yf. 
Recently, Cianciaruso et at [47] introduced the following implicit and explicit iterative 
methods for approximating a common solution of EP(3.1.4) and FPP for a nonexpansive 
semigroup S = {T (s) :0<  s < oa} defined in Definition 1.2.10: 
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Fi(ut, Y) +  (y — ut, ut — zt), Vy E C, 
(3.1.9) 
= t73(=t)+(I — tB) - ~ T(s)v ds, 
St U 
where (st) and (rt) are the continuous nets in (0,1); 
and 
1 
1''i(, 8) 	— 	yen—a'n}, Vv €0, 
Xn+l = an7f(xn) + (1— an73) , ry 
C8"
T(s)unds, 
✓o 
where {an}, {sn} and {r} are the sequences in (0,1), respectively. 
Based on these methods, they established the strong convergence theorems for approxi-
mating a common solution of EP(3.1.4) and FPP for a nonexpansive semigroup S, which 
generalize the work of Chen and Song [43], Plubtieng and Punpaeng [146,147], Shimizu 
and Takahashi [152]. Further related work, see Kamraksa and Wangkeeree [87]. 
Motivated by the work of Censor et al. [38], Cianciaruso et al. [47[ Moudafi [126], Plub-
tieng and Punpaeng [147], and by the ongoing research in this direction, we suggest and 
analyze implicit and explicit iterative methods for approximating a common solution 
of SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5) and FPP for a nonexpansive semigroup S in real Hilbert spaces. 
Further, based on these methods, we prove the strong convergence theorems for approxi-
mating a common solution of SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5) and FPP for a nonexpansive semigroup 
S. Some consequences from these theorems are also derived. Furthermore, we justify 
our main results through a numerical example. The results and methods presented here 
extend and generalize the corresponding results and methods given in [47,108,147]. 
3.2 Preliminaries 
Assume that Pi : C x C —r satisfies Assumption 2.2.1. For r > 0 and for all x E HI, 
define a mapping T, : H, —r C as follows: 
T(x)={zEC:Fi(z,y)+ r(y—z,z—x)>0, VyEC}. 
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•sue• 	.. 
~tl~f:m 1Jtliti'LlS~~y,~ 
It follows from Lemma 2.2.2 that Tf' is single-valued and firmly nonexpansive; T; (x) 0 
0 for every x EH,; Sol(EP(3.1.4)) is closed and convex, and Fix(TF') — Sol(EP(3.1.4)). 
Further, assume that F2 : Q x Q —? LB satisfying Assumption 2.2.1. For s > 0 and for 
all w E Hz, define a mapping TF : H2 —r Q as follows: 
Tf2(w)={dEQ:F2(d,e)+(e—d,d—w)>0, VeEQ. 
l 	s 	JJJ 
Then, we easily observe that Ts 2 is single-valued and Brady nonexpansive; T(w) $ 0 
for every w E H2; Sol(EP(3.1.5)) is closed and convex, and Fix(T; Y) = Sol(EP(3.1.5)) 
where Sol(EP(3.1.5)) is the solution set of the following equilibrium problem: 
Find j E Q such that F2, y) > 0, Vy E Q. 
Lemma 3.2.1. [48[ Let F1 : C x C -+ 1 be a bifunction satisfying Assumption 2.2.1 
hold and let TF' be defined as in Lemma 2.2.2 for r > 0. Let x, y E Hl and rl, r2 > 0. 
Than 
IIinFy—TF':~I~ <_ fly—t11+ T2 r2 r' II? y vu. 
We denote the identity operator on H1 as well as H2 by the same symbol 1. Further, 
assume that Sol(SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) # 0. 
3.3 Implicit iterative method 
We prove a strong convergence theorem based on the proposed implicit iterative method 
for computing an approximate common solution of SPEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5) and FPP for a 
nonexpansive semigroup S in real Hilbert spaces. 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let Hi and '12 be two real Hilbert spaces and C C H, and Q c Ha 
be nonempty, closed and convex sets. Let A : Hl —> H2 he a bounded linear operator. 
Assume that F, : C x C —> R and F2 ; Q x Q --r R are ifunctions satisfying Assumption 
2.2.1 and F2 is upper ,emicontinuous in first argument. Let S = {T(s) : 0 < s < eo} be 
a nonexpansive semigroup on C such that A := Fix(S) f1 Sol(SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) 0 0, 
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where Fix(S) is defined by (1.2.10). Let f : Hl -4 Hl be a contraction mapping with 
constant a E (0,1) and B be a strongly positive self-adjoiut bounded linear operator on 
Hl with constant y.> 0, such that 0 <y < 1 < y+ . Assume that (r,) and (s,) are the 
a 
continuous nets of positive real numbers such that lim inf r, = r > 0 and lim St 
Let the nets (u,) and (.x,) be implicitly generated by 
vt =T;'(x,+6A'(T - I)Ax,), 	 (3.3.1) 
I r" 
xt = fry f (x1) + (I - 18)- ] T(s)u,ds, 	 (3.3.2) St o 
where fi C (0,1/L), L is the spectral radius of the operator A'A and A' is the adjoint of 
A. Then x~ and u, converge strongly to z E A, where z = PA(I - B + yf)z, which is 
the unique solution of the variational inequality 
((If-B)z,x -z)<0, Vx'EA. 	 (3.3.3) 
Proof. We first show that xt is well defined. Fbr I C (0,1) such that t < 111311-', define 
a mapping 'Se : Hi -4 H r by 
1 r' 
Stx-t-yf(r)+(I-tB)- 1 T(s)(Tr'(x+6A'(TF'-I)Ax))ds, YrEHr. 
St Jo 
We claim that St is contractive with cnstant (1 - t(ry - rya)). Indeed since TF' and 
TF' both are firmly nonexpansive, they are averaged. For S E (0, L), the mapping 
(I+5A'(TF2 - I)A) is averaged, see [126]. It follows from Proposition 1.2.1 (ii) that 
the mapping TF' (I + 6A'(TF' - I)A) is averaged and hence is nonexpausive. Further, 
for any x, y E Hr, it follows from Lemma 1.2.5 that 
IIcw.—slylf <— t7f(x)+(1-1B)fic / T(s)(x+6A'(TX—I)Ax)ds  Jo 
-tf(y)+(1- tB) t J
n T(s)2 (y+5A5 (7 2-I)Ay)ds 
1 ~9' 
<_ t7IIf(r)—f(y)II+(1—t7) — f T(s)[7'(x+5A'(TF2_I)Ax) liSt Jo 
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LS 
(9'EE) 	z lixV(! =,L)II z47 
('xv(I — yJ) "xd(I — jL))47 > ('xy(I — .L) vv `i'v(I — 
anRq am `MON 
= L).vv xv(r 	= c))y+ Id 	 III > Z Ild-'nll 
anvq am `srrcly 
(Y'E'E) 	 '('xV(I — ,&L).V `d —  
=dj - L).v117,q + zlld - i= II > 
LI d-iZv(r - + xl > 
IId, I ('yv(r = z)vs+")'$4 = z Ild —  NII 
awvmUSa am 
= d 
pus dv J = 4' 'dy = d array am `V 3 d a wj papunoq eT (+x) ju14 mogs am 
(g) ua;anLa zuiod pexg eciz 3o ooqinoe 
anbum acli sr ix 'or  `ix jurod pry anbiun v set ig `ajdwuud aorpuzxUOa gaenqg 6q 
mOpail,L -2u1dd8ui uoclariWWero v sl Ig 3RI A smollu3  1! IT > (UL — d)? — T > 0 aamg 
llf- xII[(nL- ti)7-Tl = 
[IR — x107 -1) +Ili —  
IWV(r — ,',,L)>VP+J)',7,—— =3,L)>V? +I)i1 FI(A'1 — T)+ 
IIn- =II7LI > 
sp[(ftv(i - =tc).v4 + f),s- 
Denoting A := 26(xt  — p, A*(Tr 2 — I)Axt ) and using (1.2.3), we have 
A = 26(xt—P,A* (T'—I)Aat) 
— 26(A(x — P), (TF2 — I)Aat) fl 
= 26(A(xt—P)+(7 — !)Art— (Tf1  — I) Axt,  (T F2 — I)Axt) 
= 26{(TF'A:ct — AP, (T) — I)Axt) — II(TF3 — I)AxtI[2} 
< 28{ 2II(TF'— I)A=tll2— II(T?— I)AzdI2} 
—611(T — I)Axcl h. 	 (3.3.7) 
Using (3.3.5), (3.3.6) and (3.3.7), we obtain 
Ilea— PII2 <— IIxt— p1I'+6(L6- 1)II(7;F'-1)Ax1II 2. 	(3.3.8) 
Since SE (0, 1), we obtain 
II'-e — PII2 < Ilxt — PII2. 	 (3.3.9) 
1 	bf 
Now getting zt :_ — T(s)utds, we obtain 
st 0 
Ilzt—PI1 = lxt 	T(s)o[ds—P II 
< se f y IIT(s)wt — T(s)PIIds  
Hut —p11 :— II=t — PII- 	 (3.3.10) 
Further, we estimate 
	
Iht —PII = Ilt7f(xt) +(1—tB)-1 	T(s),z jds —PII 
< tlltif(xt)— Evil +(1 —t7)s J g IIT(s)nnt—T(S)Pllds 
th11f(xt)—f()Il+1171(P)—BVII+(1 — i)Ilvt—PII 
< t7a11xt — PIl+tll7f(P) — BPII+(1— t7)llxt — PII 
<— I1—t(7-7n)IIlxt— Pll +tlI7f(P)—BPIk 
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1  II7f (P) — BPII. 	 (3.3.11) 
y — ya 
Hence the net (xt ) is bounded and consequently, we deduce that the nets (at), (zt ) and 
(f(.x,)) are bounded. 
Next, we have 
Ilwt- tII ° Ilt(yf(xt)-Bzt)+(1-tB)(zt- zt)II 
< tllyf(.xi) - Bzdl 
— O as t - O. 	 (3.3.12) 
Next, we show that IIx t — eit II —> 0 as t i 0. It follows from (3.3.8) and Lemma 1.2.7 (i) 
that 
II't-r112  4 
< (1 ty)2 —
JJ I
f  T(s)v trls—p 
+21¼f(xt) —BBp+yf(p) — f(p), xt — P) 
(1+t2y' - 2t7)IIuj — p1I2 +2tyapxt — P112 +2t(yf(P) — Bp,  x —P) 
< (1+tzi2)Ili,—p1h+ 2tyallxt— p1I' +2t(7f(p)— Bp, xt —p) 
5 Ilat— PII' +217allx, — PII2 +t72 Ilc —PII2 
+2111'Yf(P) — BPllllxt — PII 	 (3.3.13) 
<_ II=r pI 2 +8(LS-1)II(TF2 _I)Ax1I2 +2tyax: PII' +tyZ ll=, p112 
+2tJI7f (P) - BPII II= -p11 
Since (xt ) is bounded, we may assume that 0 := sup Ii; — p11. Therefore, preceding 
o<ta 
inequality reduces to 
6(1 Ls)II(T  a — i)AxtLl St [2 yae +72ea + 21(rf(P) Bnlle] 
Since 6(1 — L6) > 0, preceding inequality implies that 
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o 11  (TF2  — I)Axt I] =0. 	 (3.3.14) 
Next, we have 
lItt—pll2 = IITF'(xt +SA"(2 _I)Axt) —PII' 
= I!7? (at + §A' (T,F' — I)Axt ) — TF.PII2 
<_ (nt—p,xe+6A*(TF'— I)Axt—P) 
— 2{1Ivt— PII 2 +l]xt +6A•(T =—I)Ax —pIl 2 
— II(.k — p) — [xt + SA'(Tea — I)Axe — PI{l a} 
= 2{ Ilut -P112 +Ikt -p112- 	-xt- JA'(T''-I)AxtIJ2 } 
= z{lint — Plh +llxt— p112 —[IFat —xtll2 
+621IA*(T 2 — I)Axtlla — 26(ut — xt, A'(TF' — I )Ax t)] } 
1 
<_ 2fIIat— p112 +ll- — P112 — hut —xthr 
_62 IIA`(T, — I)Ax Ile +2SIIA(u, — xr)Ill1(T.? — I)Axall}. 
Hence, we have 
lIur— PIlz <— Ilxt—Pllz—Ilut— 't!12 -521MA*(T.2 — I)Axt112 
+25I1A(ut —xt)IIII(T' — I)Axtll 
<— ]Ixt — PIh — Ilut 	tlI2 +25IIA(ue — x ,)I (T>F — I)Axell. (3.3.15) 
Since (xt)  and (?Lt) are bounded and A is a bounded linear operator then the net (A(ut- 
xt )) is bounded and hence, we may essume that 1= sup IIA(it, — xt) II. It follows from o<t<i 
(3.3.13) and (3.3.15) that 
IIxt — PIP <— Ilit,— PIla + 217ahIxt— plh+ ty211xt— PIh +2tll7!(P)— Bptlllrt —r'll 
—< Ilxt— p112 — Ibvt— x.11' +251II(T —I)Axt jb +t/,, 
where J := (27a+T2 )e2  + 2117f(p) — BPII e. 
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Therefore, from (3.3.14), we obtain 
xt —u, 12 <2511(7 1 —I)AxtII+LI— 0 ast—+0. 	(3.3.16) 
Since ut = TF~(xt +SA*(I 2 — I)Axt ), on setting d, :— x, +LA'(T-? — I)Axt , we have 
IIut —dt[I = lint —(xt + SA' (I? —I)Axt)I] 
— xtI] +6I[A'(TF' — I)Axtll 
< Ilnt — xdl +6IIA*Illl(T'' — I)A.xdl. 	(3.3.17) 
It follows from (3.3.14) and (3.3.16) that 
lim Ilv't — de11=0. 	 (3.3.18) „-}cc 
Next, we have 
1 jL 
IIT(s)xt — xtII : IT(s)xt —T(s)--J T(s)wtds1I 
f st 0 
	
(6t 
 +IIT(s) 1 J T(s)attds— 1 l0 T(s)ueds st 0 	 St  
+II sr Jos T(s)uds — xtll 
xe — - f e T(s)utds l 
+II T (s) 1 1 T(s)utds — 1 J et T(s)utdsll 9t Jn 	St o
+11 1 / 
(
9 T(s)utds—x 
St
e 
t ll 
< 2II:ct —J J T(s)~tfds 
1 /'S! 	1 /'5, 
+T(s)3 J T(s)utds — — J T(s)utdsll. 	(3.3.10) 
n 	se o 
Since (xt) and (f(xt)) are bounded. Let K 	{w E C; Ilw— pIE < 	1~,~ 17f(p) — Bpll}, 
then K is nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of C which is T(s)-invariant 
for each 0 < s < oo and contains (zt). So without loss of generality, we may assume 
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that S :_ {T(.$) : 0 < s < oo} is nonexpansive semigroup on K. By Lemma 1.2.4, we 
have 
	;St 
 m II T(s) E ( T(s)utds — 1a' 
	
E T(s )utdsll = 0. 	(3.3.20) s J st . o 
Using (3.3.12), (3.3.19) and (3.3.20), we obtain 
~ m IIT(s)xc — ybII = 0. 	 (3.3.21) 
Let t,io E (0, IIBII—i). Then, we have 
Ba 
Ilxt — x ll = 	(t t9 )gf(xt)+1o7(I(yt) I(a)+ (Lo t) f T(s)ueds 
St o 
1 r , 	1 
la
,,o 
+(I - 10 B) -
J
e T(s)ut ds — — 	T(s)utods 
st o 	stu •  
It—ta1711f(~t) f(P)+f(P)II+taYUllxz—atoll 
+Ito_tlIIBII 	 +p jl  
St lijo ii 
to 	 II 
+(I—to!) 1 f a T(s)ztds—? /'a T(s)vt,ds st o 	sty to 
< It—toI(TII!(=z)—f(P)II+711f(P)IU+toxallxt—%II 
 & 	 llBI +Ito — IlTI$II e 	 T(s)utds— to +Ito—tl 	IIPIl s f  
( 0 
II 
+(I -toy) 1 j T(s )utds - 1 J T(s)vt ods 1St o 	sto o 
	II 
< It—tol (7alht—PII+711f(P)II+11BI] i f a~T(s)utds—P D st o 
+Ito — tl hIM IIPIl + toyall;t —atoll 
et 
1 	ae 	1 	se 
+(1 — to7) — f T(s)utds-- 	T(s)utds 
se a 	st o /' 
+(1— tal) 1 a T(s)uds — 1 1 T (s)vt0ds . 	(3.3.22) 
st o 	S JJo 
Since s fo`T(s)utds—P < Ilut — toll < Ilat —PIT <p, and if, we denote 
Mr (7a+ IIBIDa+-/ If(9)11, 
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£9 
'papunoq aanacl pug JuathaAaoa s? (rxy — 'xd e3,L) ion aria A'~n (yT £ £) wo°3 smo[[of AI 
i7 -T~ = 
IIv —°I'VzgJ.1l 	— I — 'n 
aiagm 
"Y +1, IviIy+II°'x-'4'11 
19+ll°'xv- 	,, -T Ilvll9+lx-'xll 5 
fly +1101XVg1c-°'xvL;ailI[IvIIc+1101=-'xll 
I (°j x'V(I — aj.L).V9 + 011)——y.L):V4+ °'x).LII~y — T + 
II(°'XV(f- i).Vg+°'.x)-(xv(r"L).v4+°'x)II+II°'x-1xll 
IK°'xv(i- as).vp+°'x); z-(°°xv(I- zf,c).v4+°'x). II+ 
-  , ,z).vc+ °'z),j.i- (v(1- s).vc+'x), sll > 
II`"%-'+'II 
A8g7 TZ'£'aunual ma3 
smollo; A? `f°I xY(1 — +°'x)r i = °'n Pm ('xy(I — I).Vp+'x), .L = an aouis 
'.ragqxnj 'anismedxaamr aanaq prrz p9 eJane (VU— .L).V4+f).aL uddnr aqA acing 
°t (-'°j - T)+(Ildll+a)'s °t - 	(ti°7-T)+ 
II(&°z T)+II°'=-'xlhti°4+IldII '9 I7-"+I+pvl°i-al > Ilall 
J(' ° S 	 °/J' °a9 	S 
09.! T — 	 '-w ,rl 	T — T (&
01 — T )+ 
I°'x-'xlhti03+Ildllllalll~-°sl+Jvl° -jI > II°'x-'xll 
Therefore, we may assume M1 := sup IITF-Axt - Axtll. Further, we can observe that 
0<1<1 
the net (xe+6A'(TF' —1)Axt ) is also bounded and hence, we may assume that AL12 
sup ll2 "(xt+5A.(T,Ez—I)Aze)—(xe+6A*(TE2— I)Axt)II. 
act<l 
Moreover, since (rt) is a continuous net of positive real numbers, we can choose a 
neighborhood Uea and a positive number c in such a way that c < re for t E Uta , we have 
lUt — utoll<—II*e—stole+[SIIAIIM'+M']Irt — reel. 	(3.3.25) 
It follows from (3.3.23) and (3.3.25) that 
lxt —xteII _< I1—tolts+lto — tis 
IZBII IIpll+ee7«Ilse—stole+(1—te7)IIx,—stall t
II 
+(1—to7) ~— i sde+IInIU+(1—t'7) 	 ~~~T(s)utods 
	
st sw 	 sto , II 
+(1—ta7)[oIIAII
M1+ 21 Ire—n0[ 
c 	cJ 
~7~
r
It—toEM+Itn —E j
I113llllPlI+ s, — ~o Ist(o+IIPID 
+(I—toy)1at—stol(e+l1nl)+(1—tory) [SIIA[IA+' z] Ire—rea4 
The continuity of (re) and (se) shows that (xe ) is a continuous curve. The continuity of 
(ut ) is followed by (3.3.25). 
Let {t„} be a sequence in (0,1) such that I, -*0 as it -r co. Setting x„ 	xt,,, U. 
s, := se.,, r„ := r. Since {x„} is a bounded sequence, there is a subsequence {x,,, } of 
{x„} which converges weakly to w E C. It follows from (3.3.21) and Lemma 1.2.1 that 
w E Fix(S). Further, we show that x,y -a w as j -> oc. Indeed, for each n, we have 
(s" 
lx,.-wII' = (tn'Yf(xu), x„-w)+( 
/ 
(1-tnB)
1 
J T(s)uds — w, xn — w sn o 
< i, f()—Bw,x —w)+(1—tn)M f T' 	ds w~~l1x —wll s e 
< tn("yf(xn) — Bw, 2n — w)+(1— tn)Iexn — vell2 
< t..7&llx„—wll2 +t..(7f(w)—Bw,x,.—w)+(1—t)le=n—w112 
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~ [1— to("Y —— wl12+t„(-Yf(w) — Bw,x„ — w) 
< 	(Yf(w)—Bw,x„—w). ry—rya 
In particular, we have 
Ilan, - -11' < Y lrya (-If(-) — Bw, x,, —w). 	(3.3.26) 
Since x,i — w, it follows front (3.3.26) that x,y -i to as j —t oc. 
Next, we show that w E Sol(EP(3.1.4)). Since ut = T,F'dt then, we have uni = TF' d„, 
and 
F, ('a,, , y) + 1 (y — u,, u,, — d,,;) > 0, Vy E C. 
r^ i 
It follows from monotonicity of P1 that 
—d, ? 7'i(7l,'W,j) 
and hence 
—d 
rn' i >F1(y,u). 
	
It follows from (3.3.16) and (3.3.18) that 11i' 	x, 	—> 0, ~Iv„r — d„~~~ -) 0. Since 
-3 w, we get v„, - w and d,,; -4 w. Further, since lhn inf rt = r > 0 then 
"i — Z`"i —s 0. It follows by Assumption 2.2.1 (iv) that 0 > Fr  (y, w),  Hw E C. For r 
r^i with 0 <r <1 andy E C, let yw =ry+(1—r)w. Since yE C, to E C, we get yr E C 
and hence Fi (y„ w) CO. So from Assumption 2.2.1 (i) and (iv) we have 
o=F,(y„y.) <— TF(y7,y)+(1 —r)Fi(y„w) 
< rFi(yr,y). 
Therefore 0 < P j(yr ,g). Rom Assumption 2.2.1 (iii), we have 0 < F(w, ;y). This 
implies that vu E Sol(EP(3.1.4)). 
Next, we show that Aw E Sol(EP(3.1.5)). Since x, —4 w and A is a bounded linear 
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operator so that Ax —> Aw. 
Now setting v,, — Ax,, —TF~ Ax,y. It follows that from (3.3.14) that litre v, = 0 and 
jtim 
— v,y = TF2 Ax, 
Therefore from Lemma 2.2.2, we have 
F2(Ax,.; — v, z) + 1 (z — (Axa, — v..,), (Axe, -- v) — Ax.,) > 0, Vz E Q. 
Tn~ 
Since F2 is upper semicontimwus in first argument, taking lim inf to above inequality 
as j -+:: and using lim inf r, = r > 0, we obtain t-to 
F2(Aw, z) > 0, Vz C Q, 
which means that Aw E Sol(EP(3.1.5)) and hence w E Sol(SpEP(3.1.4)- (3.1.5)). 
Next, we show that w E Fix(S)f1Sol(SpEP(314)-(3.1.5)) solves the variational inequal-
ity (3.3.3). Since xt is the unique solution affixed point equation (3.3.2), we have 
(B — ryf)xt=-1(I — tB) xe — 1 f fl T(s)vsds 
 o 
Then for any q C Fix(S) fl Sol(SPEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)), we obtain 
((B— 7 f)xt,xr - 4) 
—t((I—tB) xt — ~ 	T(s)TFi(ItdA(T.F'—I)A)xn ds ,xe-4 0 
1 1 ('° 
~seJ (~I—T(s)Tti(7+8A'(T, '2 —I)A ) x~ 0 
—(I—T(s)TF'(I+JA'(TF'—I)A)q,x1 —q)ds]  
fs t B f [x —T(s)'~ 	
lll
)ds, x~-9J. 	 (3.3.27) 
Since the mapping \U := T(8)7 (I + oA'(T,' — I)A) is nonexpansive than (1 — (1) is 
monotone and hence 
m 
1 I / (1 - T(s)T''(I+ 	-1)A); St )o 
-(I -T(s)Tr' (I +6A'(Tr2 - I)A)q,xt - q)ds > 0. 
This together with (3.3.27), we have 
((B — 71 )yt, xt — R) G (Exx —  ~ T (s)vds, z x — 4
I 
. 
St o 
From (3.3.2), we have 
	
Bxt - - I T(s)u,ds = t3 17f (xt) - - 	T(s)ueds I . 
Hence, we have 
B 8 
((B — 'Yf)x, xt — q) ~ I (B J 'Yf(vt)-- 	T(s)utds ,Tt — q . 
Se o 
Since the nets (st ), (zt), (ut ) and (f(zt)) are bounded, on taking the limit t 	4 - + 0, 
we obtain 
((B -7f)1D, w - q) -~hn ((B - 7f)x„t ,x,, - q) 0, 	(3.3.28) 
which implies to = PA(1 +7 f - B). 
To show that the net (xt ) converges strongly to w, we assume that there is a sequence 
{s„} C (0, 1) such that xp„ i q when sr, - 0 as n -> co. Following the same steps of 
the proof given above, we car. prove q E Fix(S) n So[(SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)). Hence, it 
follows from (3.3.28) that 
((B-7flq,q-w)50. 	 (3.3.29) 
Interchanging the role of w and z, we obtain 
((B-yf)w,w-0)<0. 	 (3.3.30) 
6, 
Adding (3.3.29) and (3.3.30) yields 
(-r - '➢a')jj'w - gll s S (w - q, (8 - 7f )w - (B - 7f)q) 5 0. 
By Lemma 1.2.6, we have to = q and therefore xi 3 q. 
Thus, we have shown that each cluster point of (x,) ecuals to as l -3 0. Therefore 
xt - in and u, -> w as t - 0, where w E Fix(S) fl Sol(SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) is the 
unique solution of the variational inequality (3.3.2). This completes the proof. 	❑  
3.4 Explicit iterative method 
We prove a strong convergence theorem based on the explicit iterative discretization 
of the implicit iterative method (3.3.1)-(3.3.1) for computing an approadmate common 
solution of SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5) and FPP for a nonxpaosive semigroup S in real Hilbert 
spaces. 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let Hl and H2 be two real Hilbert spaces and let C C 11, and Q C Hz 
be nonempty, closed and convex sets. Let A : H1 -! H2 be a bounded linear operator. 
Assume that Fl : C x C -3 R and Fz  : Q x Q -i K are bifunctions satisfying Assumption 
2.2.1 and Fz is upper sernieo-ntinaous in first argument. Let S = {T(s) :0 < s < co} be 
a nonexpansive sernigroup on C such that P := Fix(S) fl Sol(SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) # 0. 
Let I: Hl —* Hr be a contraction mapping with constant a E (0, 1) and B be a strongly 
positive self-adjoint bounded linear operator on H, with constant y > 0 such that 0 < 
7< i <7+ a. Let {s„} is a positive real sequence which diverges to +oo. For a given 
xo E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {v} and {x„} be generated by 
un =T,"(xn +6A'(T,F' — 1)Ax ), 
r
q 	
(3.4.1) 
a,.+r = a, f(x) + (I — aB) ST J  T(s)v„ds, 0 
where r„ C (0, co) and b E (0, if L), L is the spectral radius of the operator A'A and A' 
is the adjoint of A and {¢„} and {fl,}  are the sequences in (0,1) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) Timms a„ = 0, 	a„ =; and E laq+, — a„1 < co; 
n=0 
(ii) lim inf r„ >0 and E Ir„+i — r„I < oo; 
n=o 
(iii) Tim sn+] —  
"°° gn+1 
Then the xeguence {x„} converges strongly to z E F, where z = Pr(I — B + 7f)z. 
Proof. Note that from condition (i), we may assume without loss of generality t: 
a„ < (1—,3„)IIBII-' for all n. From Lemma 1.2.5, we know that if 0< p < IIBII-1, ti 
11 — pBll < 1— py. We will assume that III — 811 Si— 
Since  B is strongly positive self-adjoint bounded linear operator on Hl, then 
IIBII = sup{l(Bu, u)I , u E H,, Ilup =1}. 
Observe that 
((I—a„B)u,u) = 1—a„(Bu,u) 
> 1— o„IIBII ? 6, 
which implies that (1 — e„B) is positive. It follows that 
II(I — anBII = sup{(((1—a,B)wmm): arH1, jull=1} 
= sup{1— a„(Bu,u); u E H,,IIuII t} 
< 1— a„ry. 
Let q = Pc. Since I is a contraction mapping with constant a E (0, 1). It follows th 
~(I B -F7f)(r)—a(I—B+ I)(v)II <_ II(1—B+-f)(x)—(1 —R+7!)(X) 
I]!-131111=—vl1-'- -ill f(x)—.H:v)II 
(1-7)112 — Y11 +7allx — YII 
< (1—-7a))Ik — yll, 
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for all z, y E H1. Therefore, the mapping q(I — B+ryf) is a contraction mapping from 
H1 into itself. It follows from Banach contraction principle that there exists an element 
z E H, such that z = q(I — B+ y/)z = Pr(I —  
Let P EP, i.e., p E Sol(SPEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)), we have p =T,F'p and Ap = Tf'(Ap). 
As estimated (3.3.8), we obtain 
Ilton—plh<< Ix.—rIIta(Lb-1)Jl(o!;2 —I)Ax,.IJ'. 	(3.4.2) 
Since, d E (0, y), we obtain 
II —PII'-<IIxn—PII2. 	 (3.4.3) 
Set t„ := 1 J s" T(s)u„ds. As estimated (3.3.10), we obtain Sn 0 
Iltn — PII ~ Ilxn — PII. 	 (3.4.4) 
Further, we estimate 
Ilan+, —PII = Ilanyf(=n)+(I—anB)tn—phi 
= lan(7f(xn)—B7>)+ (I—anB)(tn—P)II 
< crnlhf(xn)—BPIh+(1—ani)JIm—PII 
<_ an711f(x..) — f(v)I)+a.lfrf(p) — Dpi] +(1 —z.!)Ax, —MJ 
<_ anyallkn—P11+andIyf(v)—Bp]I+(1—an7)II.Tn—PII 
(1— (T — ia)a~)Ilx—PII + a,1yf(P) — BPII 
< moqu.Tn—phb r 11,o dl7f(n)—BPIl}, 	m>o 
< max{Ilxo—PII, Iryo dIyf(p)—BPII}. 	 (3.4.5) 
Hence {x„} is bounded and consequently, we deduce that {un}, {in} and {f(xn)} are 
bounded. 
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Next, we estimate 
1 	1 
Iltn+] — toll = —~~ T(s)wn+1ds-- 	T(s)tindsll sn_1 p s p 
1 psn+' 	 1 
	
[l(s)nn+l —T(s)v„]ds+ 
iyn+] 	n) x ('+ Ja 
p 	Sn-1.s II 
= I` 1 	[T(s)un+1—T(s)n, ds+ (— — 1) x 
sn+l o s +1 	sn 
tsn[T(s)u„—T(s)pld 	
n+
+ i Inn«I[T(s)n —T(s)PldsII 
5 1 
<_ Ilan+1—?"I1+ s(zn+l)sI5nlb,—PI[+Isn sn+]5nIlIan—PII 
IIu4i+]—unll +2ls>.+'—sn sn+] 	+pn —"P1 	
(3.4.6) 
As estimated (3.3.24), we obtain 
lun+] —u.11 < IIxn+1—xnll + 5IlAIIQn+ 6 , 	 (3.4.7) 
where 
°„ — 1 — 	IIT~ Ax +1 — Ax'„+1jI 
Tn+] 
and 
hn — 1 —T" I IIC+1 d„+1 — 	IL, T'n+l V 
where da+1 = (xn+l + 6A' (T n+1 — I)Ax„+, ). 
Using (3.4.6) and (3.4.7), we have 
IIta+,—t.]I <_ Iltn+, — x 	„ 	n II+sl!AIlo+6+2Isn+1—so]]]]lo PI]. 	(3.4.8) 
s„+1 
Next, we show that the sequence {xn} is asymptotically regular, i.e., IIxn+l — xnll —> 0 
an n —> co. 
II=n+]—x]I = Il&7f(x)+(r 	—[aa—t'vf(xn-1)+(1— 
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= IIan,Yf(xn) - an7f(xn-1) + an yf(x.-1) - an-17f(xn-1) 
+(1-a,.B)t,,-(I-aRB)tR-]+(1 -an`B)tn-]-( 1 an-1B) -]II 
< an7all=n - xn-111 +'rlan - an-,Illf(xn-1)II + III - an)BII Iltn - to-l]I 
+lam - a,1IIIBtn-] II, 
< awyallx, — x,.-111 
+(i+r)laR-aR-]IKI+(I-a.!)IIt.-t8-rll, 	(3.4.9) 
where KI = suP{Ilf(.r,R)II + IlBtn ll : n E N} < cc. It follows from (3.4.8) and (3.4.9) 
that 
Ilan+l -xnl S ayalzn-x-111+(1 +Y)Ian-a-1118+(1-an)[I]yn-~%n-111 
+dIIAIu i. 6n+2 	Srtn-I II"n-1—pill 
_ (1— z(7-7a))IIx — x-111+(1 +1)an — 
+(1-a„7) [a]lAlloR+Si,+2lsn Sn-]I Ilan-] -P11 
<_ (1 -an(7 7a))II=n--n-111+(1 +7)IaR an-11 K] 
+SIIAII~n+ 6n+21sa ss" ]I llu.-1-PII 
(1 a(7 7a))ll.r„ -111+(1+7)la  
>, 	 rn 	sn — sn-]I +SAI 1-- If l + 1-- Ify+2 	Ify, 	(3.4.10)  S. 
where If2 = sup{II(T n' – 1)Axn ll : n E N}, K3 = sup{II(T n' – 1)4I1 : n E N} and 
K4 = sup{,Ilvi, – TII : n E N}. Setting K = max{K], K2, K3, If4}. It follows from 
(3.4.10) that 
Ilan+l- RII 	(1 -n(7- ra))Ihn-Tll-]II 
+K– —I +
2sR–sn_lI
+(1 +7)aR –an–]I~(3.4.11) L 	rn+] 	S. 
Hence by Lemma 1.2,11 and conditions (i)-(iii), we have 
lint lkr,.r–xn11=0. 	 (3.4.12) 
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Now, 
~n±l — xn = an7f(~n)+(~ — Un B)tn — xn 
= a'(7f(x'.) - xn) + (I - a,.I3)(t„ - x,). 
Since 	- xnll -> 0 and a„ -} 0 as n -a oo, we obtain 
ini 1K - a'nlI = 0. 	 (3.4.13) 
Since {x„} and {f(x„)} are bounded. Let K :_ {w E C : 11w -PII ~ ma{Ilxo - 
p11, y'Ta FI7f(P) - BPII}}, then K is nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of 
C which is T(s)-invariant for ^acb 0 < s < oc and contains {x„}. So without loss of 
generality, we may assume that S :_ {T(s) : 0 < s < oo} is nonexpassive sernigroup on 
K. Now as estimated (3.3.21), we obtain 
lim IIT(s)x„ - 	0. (3.4.14) 
n1W 
It follows from (3.4.2) and Lemma 1.2.7(i) that 
1lys+~—pIII = Mas7f(Tr)+(I—arB)t,rs—PII2 
= Ilan(7f(x71) — BP)+(I —a,.B)(t, — P)112 
< II (I — a B)(t7 — p)II2 i- 2a„(7f (x..) — Bp, x -1 — p) 
	
s (1—a.7)'llt.,—PII2 +2&,1l'yf(=,,)—Bp 	— 
(I - an7)2 I1an - PIh + 2anI yf (xn) - BPI I IIx.+1 - pll 	(3.4.15) 
<_ (1 a)Z IIIxn —p112 +a(LA-1)II(T'' — I)AxhI2] 
+2n.117f(=n) — BPIIIk +i —PII 
[1-2an7+(nni)2]Iltin—p1I'+(1—an7)2rS(L8 -1)II(T, —I)Ax,Ila 
+2anll7f(xn) — $p1I1lm+l — pII 
< Ilx,.—Pll2 +a•„72IIs„—PI12 +(1 —an~)25(La-1)II(7 —I)Ax„112 
+2a.I[7f(zn) — BpIIl]=n+i —PIL 
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Therefore, 
(1— w„l)26(1 — L6)II (T ' — l)Ax,.lI Z 
<_ IIx.—PII'— Ilan+l—Plh+an'llxn—PI2 
+2mIg7f(x.) — BPIIII=n+B —PIl 
<_ (hxn—P1I+Ilan+ —FgMrn—xn+ill+a.TIIT„ —Pill 
+2o.Il'yf(xn) — BpiI ilxn+t — PII. 
Since 5(1- LS) >0,as -> 0, Ilan-toll -r 0 and Ilx„+1 -an -r0asr-+co, we obtain 
urn ll(T'"-1)Ax„11=0. 	(3.4.16) 
As estimated (3.3.15), we obtain 
IIn..—PIIZ <— II=.,—PII2 —Ilu,— xnll'+26I1A(u.— x..)IIII(TF2 -1)Ax„II. 	(3.4.17) 
It follows from (3.4.15) and (3.4.16) that 
lxn+i —PII2  <— (1 — a„y)2 [Ilxn—PII2 — 	— x.111  
+2bI1A('n.1 — x„)II II (T:' — I)Axnit] 
+2ct,4I7f(ru) — BPllllxn+t —PII 
< 	[1-2a„7+(a,.i)2]Ilan—PII2 —(1— a4)2 II+,. —Xnll2 
+2(1 — anry)25IIA(u 	—x,)IIII(TF — I)Ax„II 
+2an Il7f (xn) — BPII IIxn+1 — PII 
<_ 	Ilxn—PI12 +an72 lIx„—PII”— (1—an7)'IIu,—znllz 
+2(1— a„7)2&IJA(n„ — xn)IIII(T? — I)Aznll 
+2an117f (x,) — flPtIIIx71+t — p11 
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Therefore, 
(1-a4)2 IIu-xIj2 	IIx.- Puts - lFx„+i - Pu]1 
+2(1 - an7)26II 4(u„ - x,.)II II(T* 2 - I)Ax II 
+a„72 (Ix„ — P1I2 
QPl]Ilx, .i -P1] 
5 (II_.—P +llxn+ —Pll)llx.—=„+111 
+2(1 - aW1)zjjjA(u. - xn)[I ]I(T n'' - 1)Axn~I 
+0„7211x„ - p112 + 2(1-a„7)Q.,Ilna - PiIIIx -t,.11 
+2a„IJ7f (5„) - BPlj Ilx„+i - Ph-. 
Since a„ -30, lix„-l„11 ->0, II(T ~'-1)Ax„]J -*0 and Ik„+i -x„~~ -r0 as n-> co, we 
obtain 
lim 1k. - ..T,ll = 0. 	 (3.4.18) 
.1. 
Since v„ = T (x„+8A'(T, 2 - fl  Ax), on setting d„ := x„+ oA' (T ~' - fl  Ax,,, we have 
IIu.. - d.11 _ 	 n - (xn+JA*(TF' - I)Ax4J1 
<- tk.-x„((+b11A(Tn'- 
< ]Ian - xn I]+JIIA'I] I( 	-1)Axn II. 	(3.4.19) 
It follows from (3.4.16) and (3.4.18) that 
lim n,, - di] = 0. 	 (3.4.20) 
n-,00 
Since, we can write 
IIT(s)t„ -.x,.jj 5 IIT(s)t„ - T(s)x„II + IIT(s)x„ - 
S IVn-xn1+l]T(s): -:rn~~ 
-40 asni oc. 
Also, we have 
IIT(s)tn- tRIi ~ iIT(s)tn — T(s)xii+IIT(s)xn — r4i+I]z.. — rnl1 
<— ItL — x, J+IIT(s)xn—x +lk — tll 
-40 as n  —> oo. 
Next, we show that lim sup ((B — ryf)z, xn -. z) <0, where z = Pr(I — B+7f)z. To n—w 
show this inequality, we choose a subsequence {ta,} of {tn} C K such that 
lira sup ((B — -y f )z, t„ — z) = lim sup ((B — 7 f )z, t,,, — z). 
n a 	 i-1W 
Since {tn;} is bounded, there exists a subsequence {t,,,. } of {1,,,} which converges weakly 
to some w E C. Without loss of generality, we can assume that fn, —s w. 
Now, we prove that w E P. Let us first show that w E Fix(S). Assume that w V Fix(S). 
Since t,y —s in and T(s)w # w. From Opial's condition (1.2.13), we have 
lim )nff 11ta, — wit < lim inf Iit. , —T(s)w[i 
< urn inf {Mt, —T(s)tn.I1+ilT(e)tn, —T(s)wli} 
< lien inf ~It„, —w4i. 
t4W 
which is a contradiction. Thus, we obtain in E Fix(S). 
It is proved in Theorem 3.3.1 that w E Sol(EP(3.1.5)) and Aw E So1(EP(3.1.5)) and 
hence w E Sol(SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)). 
Next, we claim that lim sup (f (z) — z, x, — z) < 0, where z = Pr(I — B + 'yf)z. Now 
from (1.2.6) and (3.4.13), we have 
Em sup((B — 7f)z — z,sn — z) = limsup((B-7f)z—z,t,,—z) n—fm 	 n-o 
= Iimsup((B—yf)z—z, tn; — z) 
_ ((B—'yf)z—z,w—z) < 0. 	(3.4.21) 
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Finally, we show that s„ -3 z. 	 \\j, 	 S3 ~' I vUr,i. ~y 
Il2nu—z112 — IIa7Hx)+[(t—a 8)t —z112 
= Ilan("Yf(xn)— Bz) +(I— anB)(In — z)Ih 
<— II(I—anB)(tn—z)II'+2an(,y'f(zn)—Bz,2n+1—~) 
< (1—an7)'I11,.—zII2 +2a.-y(I(xn)—I(z),zn+t—z) 
+2aa(7f(z) - Bz, x.+1 - z') 
< (1—an7)2lIx —z]I2 +2an-rallxn—=Illlxn+,—zll 
+2an(7f(z) - Bz, x,+l - z) 
C (1---7)'11x,.--I,+-7a{IIxn—z11,+Ilx,.+l—z1I2} 
+2an(7f(z) - Bz, xn+, - z) 
<_ (1—an7)lIIXn_=III+an7aIIxn-2112+7a II=n+i—=IIZ 
+2an(7f (z) - Bz, xn+I - z.). 
This implies that 
Ila+l-2112 	
1— 
 
+ 2ana 
(-Yf(z) - Bz, x 1 z) 
7  _ ~] 2 7 - acn ( 1 _ ya ]II=n 2112 +1—yallx,n 2112 
2a  
+ 1 - 70 (7f (z) - Bz, xn+l - z
) 
[1- 2(1- Y )an]lxn- z112 +2( 1-~
)cxn 
2 
{ ((,y7) + 	17a (7f(z)— Bz, x„+] — z)} 
_ (1-h)I x„-zII2+d, 	 (3.4.22) 
2(`Y -7a)a,. 	(a+.7')M where M := sup{ .x„ - e h n > J}, d„ = 	 and o„ = 	+ 
1-7a 2(T -7a) 1 
ry —rya (ry f (z) - Bz, x„+1- z). Since lim a„ = 0 and 	an = ~, it is easy to see that 
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,~ HS51S 
lim b„ = 0, > d„ = cc and lim sup o„ CO. Hence from (3.4.21), (3.4.22) and Lemma nrw 	n=D 	 rt~oa 
1.2.11, we deduce that rn —r z. This completes the proof. 	 ❑  
3.5 Consequences 
As the consequences of Theorem 3.3.1, we have the following strong convergence results 
for computing the approximate common solution of EP(3.1.4) and FPP for a nonexpan-
sive sernigroup S in real Hilbert spaces. 
Corollary 3.5.1. [47]. Let F, : Ox C —~ I be a befunetion such that Assumption 
2.2.1 hold. Let S = {T(s) : 0 < s c co} be a nonevpausive semigroup on C such that 
A, := Fix(S) n Sol(EP(3.1.4)) # 0. Let f : Iii i Ill be a contraction mapping with 
constant a E (0, 1) and B be a strongly positive self-adjoint bounded linear operator on 
Hy with constant ry > 0, such that 0 < -y < 7 < -1+ a. Assume (rt) and (st) are the 
continuous nets of positive real numbers such that lim inf r, = r > 0 and lim at = +eo. t-to 	 t-to 
Let the nets (ut) and (re) be implicitly generated by 
at —'1 w 
1 /' Xt — t7f(zt) + (1 — tB)— / T(s)utds. 
St Jo 
Then xj and ut converges strongly to z E A,, where z = Pe, (I + yf — B), which is the 
unique solution of the variational inequality 
(('Y.f — B)z, x` — z) < 0, V.r e Fix(S) n Sol(EP(3.1.4)). 
Proof. Taking Hz = Ht , A = 0 and B = I in Theorem 3.3.1 then the conclusion of 
Corollary 3.5.1 is obtained. 	 ❑  
Corollary 3.5.2. [147]. Let S = {T(s) : 0 < s < oo} be a nonexpanoive semigroup on 
C such that Fix(S) -A 0. Let f: Nl —> Hl be a contraction mapping with constant a E 
(0,1). Assume (Si) be a continuous net of positive Teal number such that lim st = +oo. e-w 
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Let the net (¢c) be implicitly generated by 
xe= tf(x.) + (1—t)1 J T(s)rods. Se n 
Then xt converges strangty to z C Fix(S), where z = PF;,tsl f(z), which is the unique 
solution of the variational inequality 
((I — f)z,x — z) > 0, Vr E Fix(S). 
Proof. Taking H2 = H~, u, = x, and F1 ='F2 = 0 in Theorem 3.3.1 then the conclusion 
of Corollary 3.5.2 is obtained. 	 ❑  
We have the following consequences of Theorem 3.4.1. 
Corollary 3.5.3. [47] Assume that F1 : C x C —> R be a btfanction satisfying Assump-
tion 2.2.1. Let S = {T(s) : 0 < s < oo} be a nonexpansive senigroup on C such that 
Pl := Fix(S) f'. Sol(EP(3.1.4)) = 0. Let f : H, —> Hi be a contraction mapping with 
constant n E (0,1) and B be a strongly positive self-adjoint bounded linear operator on 
HI with constant ry > 0 such that fl < y < a <y--. Let {s„} is a positive. real sequence 
which diver yes to +oa. Far a given to E C orbitrurily, let the iterative sequences {u„} 
and {x„} be generated by 
F. 
x,.+i= an7f(T,,)+(1— a„ 	J B)- p T(s)u„ ds, 0 
where r„ C (0, co) and {o:,,} is a .sequences in (0, 1) satisfying 
(i) lim a„ = 0 and > a„ = oo; 
n oo 	 n_e 
(ii) lim inf r„ > 0, 	Irs” — r,I < cc; 
ni 
(iii) lim Is°+~ — snI — 0. 
m sa+ 
Then the sequence {x„} converges strongly to z E r1, when z = Fr, (jr — B +'yf)z. 
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Proof. Taking F2 = 0, Hz = Hl and A = 0 in Theorem 3.4.1 then the conclusion of 
Corollary 3.5.3 is obtained. 	 11 
Corollary 3.5.4. 11081 Let S = {T(s) : 0 < s < co} be a nonexpansive selnigr up on 
C such that 1'2 := Fix(S) ¢ 0. Let f : Hl —r Hl be a contraction mapping with constant 
a E (0,1) and B be a strongly positive self-adjoint bounded linear operator on Hl vrith 
constant ry > 0 sveh that 0 < ry < Q < ? + 	Let {s,} is a positive real sequence 
which diverges to +m. For a given x0 E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequence {r„} 
be generated by 
a'n+l = a'n7f(xn) 1- (1— anB) s j T(s)x"ds, 0 
where {a„} be a sequence in (0, 1) satisfying the following conditions: 
i) Em n„=0 and a„=oo; 
^ 4cc 	n=a 
(ii) n n 
kn+ 	0. l — sn ~ =  
An+1 
Then the sequence {x„} converges strongly to z E 1'2, where z = Pr, f (z). 
Proof Taking Hz = Hl , u„ = xn, and Fl = F2 = 0 in Theorem 3.4.1 then the conclusion 
of Corollary 3.5.4 is obtained. 	 ❑  
Corollary 3.5.5. Let A : H, —> H2 be a bounded linear operator. Assume that Fl : 
C x (]-+  1B and F2 : Q x Q —> If8 are the ifunctions satisfying Assumption 2.2.1 and F2 
is upper semi continuous in first argument. Let T be a nonexpansive mapping on H such 
that P3 := Fix(T)'1 SDl(BPtP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) # 0. Leif : H, —> Hl be a contraction 
napping with constant a E (0, 1) and B be a strongly positive self-adjoint bounded linear 
operator on H, with constant I >0 such that 0 < 7 < x < ry+ q. For a given x0 cc 
arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {u„} and {x„} be generated by 
v„=T;yCx +6A*(Tr' — f)Are), 
xn+r = anyf (x„) + (1 — a.B)Tu,,., 
J1 
wherein C (0, cc) and 6 E (0, 1/L), L is the spectral radius of the operator A'A and A* 
is the adjoint of A and {a„} is a sequence in (0,1) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) lim a,~ = 0,	an = oo; and  
nO 	 n1 
(ii) lim inf r„ > 0, E ]r„ +t — r„I < co;. 1-,w 	n=1 
Then the sequence {x„} converges strongly to z E r3, where z = Pr,(I — B+ryf)z. 
Proof. Taking T(s) := T for all s > 0, a nonexpansive mapping in Theorem 3.4.1 then 
the conclusion of Corollary 3.5.5 is obtained. 	 ❑  
3.6 Numerical example 
Now, we give a numerical example which justify Theorem 3.3.1 based on implicit iterative 
method. 
Example 3.6.1. Let H1 = H2 = R with the inner product defined by (x, y) = xy, Vx, y E 
R, and induced usual norm 4, Let C =-[0,+cc) and Q = (—oo, 0]; let Fl : C x C —i E 
and F2 Q x Q —r R be defined by F,(x,y) _ (z — 2)(y — x), Vx,y E C and 
F2(a,v) _ (u+4)(v—u), Vu,v E Q; let for each x E 	we define f(x) 
A(x) = —2x, B(x) = 2x, and let, for each x E C, 1(x) = x. Let {t„} be a sequence in 
(0, 1) such that l„ —f 0 as n —a oc. Setting x0 :— xa , U. :='ut , zn :° zt, 7, 	rt„ = 1. 
Then there exist unique sequences {x„} C 1&, {n„} C C, and {z„} C Q generated by the 
iterative schemes 
z„=7 (Ax„); 	u„=T 	+$A'(z„—Ax„)I; 	(3.6.1) 
n+2(2) ISx„I+ (I— i 9n)Tn,,, 	 (3.6.2) 71+ 
where t,, _ +2 and rn = 1. Thrin {x,~} eonvergsa strongly to 2 C Fix(T) fl SZ. 
Proof. It is easy to prove that the bifunctions F1 and F2 satisfy the Assumption 2.2.1 
and F2 is upper sernicontinuous. A is a bounded linear operator on E with adjoint 
operator A' and IIAII = IIA'II = 2. Hence 6 E (0,'-), so we can choose d = e. Rirther, 
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f is contraction mapping with constant a = 5 and B is a strongly positive self-adjoint 
bounded linear operator with constant y = 1 on R. Therefore, we can choose 7 = 2 
which satisfies 0 < y < a <y+. 
Furthermore, it is easy to observe that Fix(T) = (0,00), Sol(EP(3.1.4)) _ {2}, 
Sol(EP(3.1.5)) = {-4}. Hence, Sol(SPEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) := {p E Sol(EP(3.1.4)) : Ap E 
Sol(EP(3.1.5))} = {2}. Consequently, Fix(T) fl Sol(SPEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) _ {2} $ 0. 
After simplification, schemes (3.6.1)-(3.6.2) reduce to 
Zn =—(x, + 2); 	v„=a(3a„ + 10); 	 (3.6.3; 
~n 4(n+2)x°+ ~1 n+ U., 	 (3.6.4) 
which reduce to the following scheme: 
2L2 n+2~' 
xn — Is+a +2i~ 
Following the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, we obtain that {z„} converges strongly to —4 E 
Sol(EP(3.1.5)) and {xn}, {n,} converge strongly to w = 2 E Fix(T) fl Sol(SpEP(3.1.4)- 
(3.1.5)) as n —1 oo. 
Next, using the software Matlab'7.0, we have Figure 3.6.1 which shows that {x„} con- 
verges strongly to 2. 	 0 
Figure 3.6.1: Convergence {z„} using implicit iterative method 
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*Now, we justify Theorem 3.4.1 based on explicit iterative method. 
Example 3.6.2. Let Hl , H2,  C, Q, Fl , F2, f, A, ET be same as in Example 3.6.1. Then 
there exist unique sequences {x„} C I, {a.} c C, and {z„} C (Z generated by the 
explicit iterative schemes 
	
=T' x„+$A'(zn — 	(3.6.5) 
1 
xn+i=4(i,+2)x"t 	rc+2B\Tn,, 	 (3.6.6) 
where &„ _ }z and r„ = 1, n E N. Then {x„} converges strongly to 2 E Fix(T) (l 
Sol (S p EP ( 3.1.4) -( 3.1.5)) 
Proof. As discussed in Example 3.6.1, we have Fix(T) r> Sol(SPEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) _ 
{2} 0 0. After simplification, schemes (3.6.5)-(3.6.6) reduce to 
z„=—(x„+2); 	v„=8(3x„+10); 	 (3.6.7) 
x"+iy[(n+2)x"t 2 	(n+2)xnt5@ 	+2)]' 	(3.6.8) 
which reduce to the following scheme: 
x°+r=4[(2 re+2, x„+5 I 1— n+2,] .  
Following the proof of Theorem 3.4.1, we obtain that {x„}, {v„} converge strongly 
to w = 2 E Fix(T) fl Sol(S,EP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)), and {z„} converges strongly to —4 E 
Sol(EP(3.1.5)) as m —s oo. 
Next, using the software Matlab 7.0, we have Figure 3.6.2 which shows that {x„} con-
verges strongly to 2. 
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Figure 3.6.2: Convergence of {x„} using explicit iterative method 
This completes the proof. 
M 
Chapter 4 
Common solutions of split generalized equilibrium 
problem and fixed point problem for a nonexpansive 
semigroup 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we introduce the following split generalized equilibrium problem (in short, 
SPGEP): Find x' E C such that 
Fj(x*,x) + hi(y`,z)>0, Vx C, 	 (4.1.1) 
and such that 
y` = Ax E Q solves F2(y`, y) + h2(y", y) ? 0, Vy E Q, 	(4.1.2) 
where F1, ht : C x C --> I and F2 , h2 : Q x Q —> R are nonlinear bifunctions and 
A : H1 4 H z is a bounded linear operator. 
If hz = 0, F2 —0 then SpGEP(4.1.1)-(4.1.2) reduces to the following generalized equi-
librium problem (in short, GEP) studied by Cianciaruso et al. [48]: Find a' E C such 
that 
Fi (x, r)+hi(z` ; x)>0, HxEC. 	 (4.1.3) 
If hl = 0, h2 = 0 then SpGEP(4.1.1)-(4.1.2) reduces to SpEP(3.1.4)-(3J.5). 
We denote the solution set of CEP(4.1.1) and CEP(4.1.2) by Sol(GEP(4.1.1)) and 
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Sol(GEF(4.1.2)), respectively. 
The solution set of SpGEP(4.1.1)-(4.1.2) is denoted by Sol(SPGEP(4.1.1)-(4.1.2)) 
{p E Sol(GEP(4.1.1)) : Ap E Sol(GEP(4.1.2))}. 
Recently, Plubtieng and Punpaeng [147] introduced and studied the following iterative 
method to prove a strong convergence theorem for FPP for a nonexpaz ive semigroup 
S = {T(s): 0 < s < eo} on C in a real Hilbert space: 
r'^ 
x.+r=o,I(xn) 4 f„x„ + (1 —a„ —Q„)— J  T(s)x..da, 	
Wit  [N, 
Sn o 
where {a„} and {p„} are the sequences in (0, 1) and {s„} is a positive real divergent 
sequence. 
Motivated by the work of Cianciaruso et al. [47,48] and Plubtieng and Punpaeng [147], 
we introduce and study an iterative method for approximating a common solution of 
SPGEP(4.1.1)-(4.1.2) and FPP for a nonexpansive semigroup 3 in real Hilbert spaces. 
Farther, based on this method, we prove a strong convergence theorem for approximating 
a common solution of these problems. Some consequences from the main result are also 
derived. The results and iterative method presented here extend and generalize the 
corresponding results and iterative methods given in [43,47,147,152]. 
4.2 Preliminaries 
First, we have the following assumption: 
Assumption 4.2.1. [113] Let F : C x C t R be a bifunction satisfying the following 
assumptions: 
(i) F(¢, x) > 0, Vx E C; 
(ii) F is monotone; 
(iii) F is upper-lmaicpstinvous; 
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(iv) For each x E C fixed, the fvnetion y —+ F(x, y) is convex and lower semicontinu-
ous; 
let h:CxC -+Rsuchthat 
(i, h(x, x) > 0, 7x E C; 
(ii) For each y C C feed, the function :c -4 h.(x, y) is upper semicontinuous, 
(iii) For each x E C fixed, the function y — h(x, y) is convex and lower semi continuous, 
and assume that for fixed r> 0 and z E C, there exists a nonempty, compact and convex 
subset K of He and x E C fl K such that 
F(y,x)+h(y,x)+I(y—x,x—z) G 0, VyEC\K- 
The proof of following lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.13 [113] and hence is 
omitted. 
Lemma 4.2.1. Assume that Fl, h, : C x C — Il8 satisfying Assumption 4.2.1. Let r >0 
and x E II I . Then there exists z E C such that 
>0, VyEC. 
The proof of following lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma as due to Cianciaruso 
et at. [48] and hence is omitted. 
Lemma 4.2.2. Assume that the bifunctions F1, h, : C x C —Y K satisfy Assumption 4.2.1 
and hr is monotone. For r > 0 and for all x E H1, define a mapping T,(F' l) : H, -+ C 
as follows: 
z E C: F~ z, 	
1 
( )_{ 	( y) lai (z, y)+T(y — z,z — x)>0, VyEC}. 
Then the following hold: 
(d) T,(""') is single-valued; 
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(tit) TrF ,,hil is fi my noneaayssive, t.e., 
~~T(Fi,At)y — 	< ( Fi,hi) _ T&i,h:),, x — Y), dt, y E H1; 
(iii) Fix(T?F') = Sol(GEP(4.1.1)); 
(iv) Sol(GEP(4.1.1)) is compact and convex. 
Further, assume that F2,).2 : Q x Q —* R satisfying Assumption 4.2.1. For s > 0 and 
for all w E H2, define a mapping Ty2,h2) : H2 —t Q as follows: 
T.A,h' ) (w)=(d€Q: F2(d,e) + hz(d,e) +8(e—d,d—w) > 0, He E Q}. 
Then, we easily observe that T?"") is single-valued and firmly nonexpansive; T.(F2,h2) (w) 
0 for every w E H2; Sol(GEP(4.1.2)) is compact and convex, and Fix(T ')) 
So1(GEP(4.L2)), where Sol(GEP(4.1.2)) is the solution set of the following generalized 
equilibrium problem; 
Find y E Q such that F2(y* , y)+h2(y`, y) > 0, Yy E Q. 
Remark 4.2.1. Lemmas 4.2.1-4.2.2 are slight generalization of Lemma 3.5 in [48) where 
the equilibrium condition Fl (x, x) = hl(x, x) — 0 has been relaxed to Fi (x, x) ? 0 and 
hi(x,x) > 0 for all x E C. Pther the monoionichy of h, in Lemma 4.2.1 is not 
required, 
4.3 Iterative method 
In this section, we prove a strong convergence theorem based on the proposed iterative 
method for computing a.n approximate common solution of SpGEP(4.1.1)-(4.1.2) and 
FPP(1.2.10) for a nonexpansive semigroup S in real Hilbert spaces. 
We assume that SpCEP(4.1.1)-(4.1.2)$ 0. 
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Theorem 4.3.1. Let H, and H2 be two real Hilbert spaces and let C C HI and Q C H2 
be nonempty, closed and convex sets. Let A : H, -+ H2 be a bounded linear operator. 
Assume that F:, h, : C x C -i P and F2, ha : Q x Q -+ R are bifunctions satisfying 
Assumption 4.2.1; h1, by are monotone and F2 is upper scmicontinuous in first argument. 
Let S = {T(s) : 0 < s < oo} be a nonexpansive sevnigroup on C such that Q := Fix(S) fl 
Sol(SpCEP(4.1.1)-(4.1.2)) 0 0, where Fix(S) is defined by (1.2.10). Let f : 11, -*111 be 
a contraction mapping with co>w'tant a E (0, 1) and H be a strongly positive self adjoint 
bounded linear operator on H, with constant ry > 0 such that 0 <y < a < ry + Q. Let 
{sn} is a positive real sequence which diverges to +oo. For a given xe E C arbitrarily, 
let the iterative sequences {un} and {z^ } be generated by 
un =T~F"hJ(.t,. 	(Trwa~~,z) - /)Aa:n), 
q 	 q 	/('sfl 	 (4.3.1) 
Zn+l = nn-}' f (xn) + ji an + ((1- 0n)1 — (kaB)— 
Jo 
T(s)vds, 
Sn 
where r„ C (0, cc) and B E (0, 1/L), L is the spectral rudius of the operator AM and eP 
is the adjoint of A and {ce„} and {$„} are the sequences in (0,1) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) lim a^  = 0 and E a^ = oo; 
n m 	n-0 
(ii) 0 < lien inf (3n < lim sup Q„ < 1; ^mow  
(iii) lint inf r^ >0 and lint ern +1 — r^ I = 0; n-1. 	 .1. 
(iv) lint IS^+r - s°1 = 0 
Then the sequence {sn} converges strongly to z E Q, where z - Pn(1 - B +7 f )z. 
Proof. On the similar lilies of proof of Theorem 3.4.1, we can easily observe that there 
exists an element z e Hi such that z = q(I -13 + ryf )z = Pn(I - 8 + y f) (z). 
Let p C Q, i.e., p E Sol(SpGEP(1.1.1)-(4.1.2)), we have p = Try''"`)p and lip = 
TIT" z)(Ap) 
M 
Im 
t+Us 
(9'£1) 	lid -"all l ,.s - t+"sl z+"Q+°D1Iv11g+Il°x - t+hlxll > II"a- 
uIU;go am '(s'6'£)  paImpsa sit 
papunoq 
are {("x)f} pin {"7} {"n} asgl aonpap am Al uanbasuoa puz papunoq si {"s} aauag 
(s'£'v) 	 {IIdG — (dVLii
vA 	
`Ild— oxll}xem 5 
uC—A 
o 	{IIdu— (d)ftill T IId—"xri}3 m 5 
IIda— (d)fLII°o+ lid —"xll(°)J(nL—L)—T) — 
lid —"xll(ti"A—T)+ida — (d)ftll",+IId "i"° > 
Ild — 'xll(L o— %— T)+ 
Ild—`xll"A+II dg—(d)ftill"o+II(d)f—(°x)fllti"10 5 
Ild— ' II(ti"A —"d —T)+lid—"=II"d +lIdff—(x)Itill"v 5 
II(d— -1("d— T)) +(d— "x)ug + (dg — (°x)fJ)°'oll = 
lid --- I))+uxu/+("x)fL°ull = IId - t+°xll 
a7vm!Isa am 'aa47.R3 
(in) 	 - Ild- "=II > Ild- "ill 
rn qo am '(OT'£'£)  patdnn;sa sK 'spun(s)1 „6 J i : u7 lag 
(s's'v) 	 .zlld — "=II > tlld — 
	
urejgo am 	0) 3 9 aauiS 
UII"xv(I—( v' q) L)II(i— P7)2+ ZIId—"xII> illd--aII 
umlgo am ` (8'£'£)  pmgm fxa str 
where 
n(Fss,hiJ 
(In — 1  	fr„+i AZn+l — Axn+l11 
rn+] 
and 
d — 1— T" T(Ft) 1) x +bA 7 ') —T Ax 	a„ +6A' Ti , ' ) _I Ax 
n — 	Trµl II ^+i ( n.l 
	~( „+h 	) 	n+l) ( +1 	( r„+h 	) 	n}1)II• 
Setting xn+1 := Ftnx„ + (1 — Q)en, which implies from (4,3.1) that 
— ~1nan cr 7I(Tn) + ((1 — (3n)1 — _	 °'nB)tn 
en 	1— fin 	 1— Qn 
Tlrther, it follows that 
a0+17.f (xn4,) + ((1 — +Qn+1)I — an+1 B)tn+l 
	
Pn+1 — en — 	 1—Yn+1 
an7f (xn) + ((1— Qn)1 — CYn13)En 
1—fin 
n+l 	(1 — ]+n+1)t+1 	a +1Bt+1 
— 	7f(xn+1) + 	
_ 
1— V3n+l 1—Q+l 	1— j30 
nn 	(1 — j)tn c B1 x -  
1—Qn7I(n 	1Qn +1—Qn 
_ 	n ] (I(x)+Bfn])+t +1 	+ on (Btn 	f(x4) 1— Qn+l 	 1— Qn 
Using (4.3.6), we have 
Ilet]—en1l 
II 
1 ~Qn+l('Yf(x0+])+B(nt1)+tn+] —tn+l 
a
~ (Btn-7f(xn)) 
 II 
1~Qn+l(117t(xn l)II+ilStn+1I +1Q (117I(an)TI+]IBt„IU 
+IItr+1— tnl1 
i 	n(H7f(xn+1)II+IIBrn+1IU+ 	(A7f(an)Il+IlBtnID 
+IIzv-1—xsll+iIIAITcrn+bn+2Isn+1— snlIltln —rill sn+' 
which implies that 
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Ilcn+l—enTI—Ilx+I—=nll <_ 	an+' 
1 — 	
(II!(xn+l)II+IIBfn+IIU+-llAllvn+6n 
Qn+1 
+1—fin(!I7!(xn)II+IIBtnlI) +2lsn sn+l 
	Ilun— PII 
Hence, it follows by conditions (i), (iii)-(iv) that 
Inn sup [IIen+1 — Call — IIxn.+1 — xnII] <0. 	 (4.3.7) 
!24 () 
From Lemma 1.2.8 and (4.3.7), we get lira Ile„ — xn ll =0 and 
nom 
hill Ilxn+ — x..II = lim (1— P~)IIe., —=nII = 0. 	(4.3.8) n—  
Now, 
xn+1 — xn = a,.if(x11)+lax„+((1— /33)J — a„B)tn — xn 
= a(7f(x)—xn)+((1—Pn)1—as)(tn — x). 
Since IIxn+1 — x01[ -~ 0 and a„ —> 0 as in —> co, we obtain 
+l wlltn—xnII=0. 	 (4.3.9) 
As estimated (3.4.14), we obtain 
lien IIT(s)xn — xnll = 0. 	 (4.3.10) ny CO 
It follows from (4.3.2) and Lemma 1.2.7 (i) that 
IIx..+, —PII, 
= Ilan'IJ(xn) + O.X. 4- (1—— an B)tn —PII2 
= Iln(7f(x) — Bp)+Y(xn — t)+(I — anB)(tn — P)II2 
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<_ II(1 ——v)+Pn(xn—tn)I[ +2a„(7f(=11)— Bp, xa+j—n) 
< [11(1 —a„B)(t„—n)II+94x..—toll]'+ 2a„Il77f(x.)—Bnllllx.+,—nll 
<— [III--"Bull' —PII+)3"11x.= }..ll] 2 + 2anll7f(xn)—Bpllll-..+i—rll 
— (I—an7)2IItn—Yll2 +filIlx —t,1]2+2(1 anY)B IIn 	"1111=n—tnll 
+2anll7 f (xn) - BPII Ilx.+~ - PII 	 (4.3.11) 
< (1 —an7)2 [Ilx„—PI]'+S(15 -1)II(T(E2.62) —I)AT.IP]+$, ix —t.112 
+2(1 — a)R.dli..—PIIIlx.—tDII+ 2& AIyJ(x,.) —Bnll llxn+,—vll 
< [1-2an7+(a8~)2]IIX.—pII2 +(1—a,.7)26(Lel-1)II(Tr(FZ,h2) -1)Ax.112 
+flThlxn—t,.112 +2(1 — a..5')fl lIu —nllllx,—t,4] 
+2a„I7f (.a) — Brll II c +, —vi] 
<_ Ilx..—PII2 +an7211x.—ro112 + (1— 	—l)A(T,Pz ,e2) —IlAx.,H2 
+OJJXx —tnIi +2(1— e!.,7)pnllnn—iIuIlxn — t~ll 
+2anIBf(x..) — BpIlIlx..+ —PII 
Therefore, 
(1— &'7)26(1— Lli)II (T,Fa,h2) — J)Ax"h' 
<_ lI_n—nll'—IIxn. —PII'+fnllx..—t42 
+a,i2Mx._P112 +2(1 —a7)1mIlu,,—r1lI1an—t.,11 
+2a„117!(xn) — Bpl] IIr ~+i —p11 
—< (IIz.— vii +llz~+i—plDll=n—xn+ill+RiIlxn—tnll2 
+6„i2F1xn—PII2 +2(1 —a y)p IITV..— vii hx.—tall 
+2a„117f(x.,) — BPII IIxn+ — nil. 
Since 5(1 — Lb) > 0, a„ - 0, lx,,. — t„II - 0 and Ilx,,+i — Tall -#0  as it —1 no we obtain 
u rn II(T((n3,hz) - I)Ax,II = 0. 	 (4.3.12) 
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As estimated (3.3.15), we obtain 
Ilan—PII2 <—Ilx.,—PII'—IIms—x.112 +2JlIA(u„ xn)JIIT, b )—I)Axll. (4.3.13) 
It follows from (4.3.11) and (4.3.12) that 
Pixn+1— PII2 s (1— as7)2[I1=8 —PII2 — Ilun —.=nIJ2 
+25IIA(un —m)pA7S•",7 — I)AmII] +linll=n — tn[I2 
+2(1 —an~)pI1,=—PI1I12n—tall 
+2an117J(xn) — BPll IIx.+r —p11 
< [1— 2anry + (ang)2] IJxn _ PI12 —(1— an7)2llu= — x.112 
+2(1 — an7)2öl1A(u. — =n)IllIY(E2 &2) — I)Amll 
+Rn II=n — tall' + 2(1 — an~)Pn ll~n — PIIIIx0 — t,,II 
+ta.lI~f(m) — BPII IIxn+t — PII 
5 Ilya—P112 +an I1xlypl1z —(1 —an7TI1an—xmiI2 
+2(1 — a.~1'6l1A(tn — xn)IlljY:" "z) — I)Axnll 
+9,211x. — 1J2 4- 2(1— a.ry)R3llu. -- PII II=n — E.II 
+2aaIl'yf(xm) —HvI1l1x.+i —vii. 
Therefore, 
(1 —_,7f1l(ms—m1!I <— Ilxn— PIIZ — II=n+ —PITZ +Rn1Ixn—cnIIa 
+2(1 — a)2SlIA(u —xn)HlI2(E2.h2) — I)Az IJ 
+an72II=n --P112 +2(1— a„7)R„Ik1 —Pllllxn — rsIi 
+Ianh,!(xn1— BpMIIx0+, —PII 
s (II=n— vii +II=n+I—P!DNxn—xn+III+9IIx.—tall' 
+2(1 — a,x)z8MA(.,= — *„)II lT(F,,h2) _ I)AxiI 
+a„y'llxn —PII2 +2(1—a y)Rnll a= PIIIIxn — rnll 
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+2anII'yf(xn) — Bpllllx>,+] —pll, 
Since o, —*0,  Ilx r — to II —> 0, IT, '2M > — I)Ax„ II —>0 and Ilxgyr — x,, II —10 as n -400, 
we obtain 
Em Ilun — xnll = 0. 	(4.3.14) Ti 
Since u„ = T( F`  n1) (x„+bA'(T(~x h' ) —I)Ax„), on setting d„ =x+bA'(T zi') _I)Ax, 
we have 
Ilan — d,ll = II'rn — (xn+ 5A'(TCFz,tlx7 _I)Ax„ i ll 
<— III—xnft+6I1A*(1(F3h2) —I)Axn7l 
<_ Ilui xnIl+ZIIA'llll(T(Fa,hz) _I)Ax„II. 	(4.3.15) 
It follows from (4.3.12) and (4.3.14) that 
ti Ilan — do II = 0. 	 (43.15) n-3 Co 
Since, we can write 
IIT(s)t.—x,.11 <_ IIT(s)t 	T(c)x_II+lIY(5i2 	x II 
s Ilt>,—xr,II+IIYC*slxn—x ll 
a0 as n —z cc. 
Also, we have 
IIT1slr —t,4F <_ IIT(s)t —T(s)s,.II+IIT(s)x„— x,44+lx —t ll 
S Ik—xIl+1IT(9)x,d—xJ+I!x —tnll 
—1 0 as 16 —S 00. 
Since {t„} is bounded, there exists a subsequence {t„r } of {t„} which converges weakly 
to some w E C. 
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Now, we prove that an E EL It is proved in Theorem 3.4.1 that w E Fix(S). Next, we 
show that w E Sol(GEP(4.1.1)). Since an = Tda, we have 
Ft(u.,y)+hi(v..,y) +1(y— w,.,a,.—d.)> 0, Vy€C. 
n 
It follows from monotonicity of FF that 
hl (7¼, y) + - ( y -'a.,, u„ - dam) ? Fi(y, 'a..) 
Ta  
and hence 
Since 1u, - x4 -+0, 11 to - 'nil  -r 0 and 	- d„ I1 -} 0 as n -r x', we get v,,; -s  in and 
hence it follows from condition (iii) that u., - d"' -> 0. It follows by Assumption 4.2.1 
rn; 
(iv) that 0 > Fj(y, w), Vw E C. For t with 0 < t < 1 and y E C, let Vt = ty + (1 - t)w. 
Since y E C, w E C, we get yt E C and hence Fi(yt, w) < 0. So from Assumption 4.2.1 
(i) and (iv), we have 
0 =Fi(yt,ye)+ht(ynyt) <- t[F1(y,y) +hr(yny)]+(1-t)[F1(y, w)+hr(ynw)] 
< t[F (y.,y)+ht(yt,y)]+(1— t)[Fi(iv Vt) + h1(w, yt)] 
: [F1(ye, y) + M(ye, B)) 
Therefore 0 < Fl (yn y) + h3 (yt , y). From Assumption 4.2.1 (iii), we have 0 < F't (w, y) + 
hi(w,y). This implies that we Sol(GEP(4.1.1)). 
Next, we show that Aw E Sol(CEP(4.1.2)). Since 11u, - x„11 - 0, u,,. — w as 'a -# eo 
and {xn} is bounded, there exists a subsequence {x„k} of {xn} such that Zak  .S  w and 
since A is a bounded linear operator so that Ax,,,, 1 Aw. 
Now setting vex = Ax., -Tr i Ax.,. It follows that from (4.3.12) thatliin v, 	= 0 and 
Ax,,,, - v,,, = 
Therefore from Lemma 4.2.2, we have 
m 
F'2(Aan —v , z)+h2(AxTk —vTkt z)+i—(z_(Axfl— vRk), (A'r„k—vR4)—Ax,) 0, Vz E Q. 
TRk 
Since F2 and Its are upper semicontinuous in first argument, taking lirnsup to above 
inequality as k -4 oo and using condition (iii), we obtain 
P2(Aw, z) + ha(Aw, z) > 0, Yz E Q, 
which means that Aw E Sol(GEP(4.1.2)) and hence in E Q. 
It is proved in Theorem 3.4.1 that 
Jim sup ((B - 7f)z, xo - z) <0, 	 (4.3.17) 
fl4 OD 
Finally, we show that xn -3 z. 
IInn+1 -4113 = IIQ if(x')+$xn+((1-(~n)1-aB]tn-z112 
Ilan(7f(y>,) -Bz)+dn(x,.-z)+((1-$41-a..B](t -z)Ih 
S IU&(=R 2)+[(1 Pn)J a Bl(r., 7)II' 
+tan(-r (xn) — Bi, xn+l — z) 
s [If((1-d )I-aRB)(tR-z)Il+II (xn-z)1`]2 
+2an7(f (x„) - n - z) i- 2 (gf (z) - Bz, a - z) 
<_ [(1 QR) aR7)IMR 4+P.1lx,—zJI12 +2a.-ya1ltn—=1111xn+1—ZII 
+2a¼yf (2) - Bz, xn+l -4 
_< (1—aR7)'IIxR—zI2 +a7a{IIx —I2 +lI n+i—x112} 
+2zz (%f (z) - Bz, xR+, - z) 
<_ (1 aRti)'IhR zll'+arn7alxn-42 +TaIIxn+j—zII' 
+2aR (f (z) - Bz, x+r - z) 
This implies that 
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1-2a 	n 2 +a7 a x,.+l—z~2 < 	n'Y 1 + (a7a) 	n 	zn—x12 
Zan 
+1-7a(7f(z) — B;x, 1-4 
_ 	 _ 2(7-7a)anllls —z112+ (a)2 	112 1—rya J 	 1—ya 
2a„ 
+1 _ a(7f(z) — Bz, wn+r — x) 7 
< rl- 2(9—()%.]Ix.— z112 +2(7-7a)an 1—rya J 	 1—rya 
x (a)M + 1 (71(z) — Bz,Xn+i — z)} l2(—) —p 
(1 — bn) xm — x 2+bnani 	 (4.3.18) 
2(y—la)am 	(ryM where M 	 — z 1 2 n > 1}; 3n = 	 = 
n'~) and on 	+ 1 -- 'Ya 2(7 — 7a) 
(7f (z) — Bz, xn+i —4. Since limas = 0 and 	a„ = cc, it is easy to see that 7 7n 	„=o 
lim 6„ = 0, 	b„ = cc and lim sup g„ < 0. Hence from (4.3.17), (4.8.18) and Lemna 
n=o 	 n-1m 
1.2.11, we deduce that x„ —> z. This completes the proof. 	 ❑  
4.4 Consequenses 
We have the following consequences of Theorem 4.3.1. 
Corollary 4.4.1. Let H1 and H2 be two real Hilbert spaces and let C C II, and Q C Hz 
be nonernpty, closed and convex sets. Let A : H — Hz be a bounded linear operator. 
Assume that F j : C x C a and F2 : Q x Q -+ R are bifunctions satisfying Assumption 
4.2.1 and FF is upper eemlcontinuous in first argument. Let S = {T(s) : 0 < s < oc} be 
a nonexpnnkstive semigroup on C such that 01 := Fix(S) fl So1(SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5) $ 0. 
Let f : H r - Hr be a. contraction dapping with constant a E (0,1) and R be a strongly 
positive self-adjoint bounded linear operator on Hl with constant I > 0 such that 0 < 
ry < I < ry+ 1.. Let {s„} is a positive real sequence which diverges to +oo. For a given 
x0 E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {u,.} and {x} be generated by 
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un = TT„+dA'(Trna — 1 	 ~ 
x'„+1=on-Yf(Xu)+Qnx'u+((1— Rn)1— aY D) of T(8)urrds, 0 
when r„ C (0, oc) and S C (0. 1/L), L is the spectral radius of the operator A*A and A* 
is the adjoint of A and {a„} and {(3,} anE the sequences in (0,1) satisfying the conditions 
(i)-(iv) of Theorem 4.3.1. Then the sequence {x} converges strongly to z E bli, where 
z=1'n.(1— B+'rf)z. 
Proof. Taking hl = )ra — 0 in Theorem 4.3.1 then the conclusion of Corollary 4.4.1 is 
obtained. 	 ❑  
Corollary 4.4.2. [47] Let H be a real Hilbert space and let C C 11 be a nonempty, closed 
and convex set. Assume that F, C x C —* R be a bifunction satisfying Assumption 
4.2.1 for F, only. Let S — {T(s) :0<  s < oo} be a noneapansive semzgwup on C such 
that 122 := Fix(S)f1Sol(EP(3.1.4)) = 0. Let f :111 - 1-11 be a contraction mapping with 
constant a E (0. 1) and R be a strongly positive self-adjoint bounded linear operator on 
H, with constant y> 0 such that 0 <-y < Y <-y +  . Let {s„} is a positive real sequence 
which diverges to +oo. For a given xo E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {u„} 
and {xn} be generated by 
I un=Tf`Xn, 
T,.+1 = an7f (xn) + (1 — &,B) 1 f 9n T(s)unds, 0 
when r„ C (0, ec) and {a„} is a sequencer in (0,1) satisfying the conditions (i),(ii), (iv) 
of Theorem 4.3.1. Then the sequence {xn } conve7ges strongly to z E 512, where z 
Pna(1 — B + 'yf)z. 
Proof Taking H2 = Ili , h1 = h2 = 0, F2 = 0, {} = 0 and A = 0 in Theore n 4.3.1 
then the conclusion of Corollary 4.4.2 is obtained. 	 ❑  
Corollary 4.4.3. [147] Let S = {T(s) : 0 < s < oo} be a nonespansive semigrvup 
on C such that Fix(S) 74 0. Let f : C —+ C be a eontructtion mapping with constant 
a E (0,1). Let {s„} is a positive real sequence which diverges to +co. For a given 
xo c C arbtrarllj, let the iterative sequence {x„} be generated by 
1 
Xn+i — a,,7f(r,) + Aa'. + (1 — 	— fi.) J 9^ T (s)x.,ds, 
0 
where {a„}, and {$„} are the sequences in. (0,1) satisfying the conditions (i), (ii), (iv) 
of Theorem. 4.3.1. Then the sequence {.x„} converges strongly to z E Fix(S), where 
z =  
Proof. Taking H2 ° H1, u„ =x Fl = F2 = hi  = h2 = 0 and fir I in Theorem 4.3.1 
then the conclusion of Corollary 4.4.3 is obtained. 	 ❑  
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Chapter 5 
Common solutions of split equilibrium problem, 
variational inequality problem and fixed point 
problem for a nonexpansive mapping 
5.1 Introduction 
In 2008, Plubtieng and Punpaeng [148] introduced the general iterative method for 
approximating a common solution of EP(3.1.4), VIP(2.1.2) and FPP for a nonexpansive 
mapping. Since then a number of papers appeared related to the study of iterative 
methods for these problems, see for instance [42,36,88, 105-107, 145, 170]. 
Motivated by the work of Plubtieng and Punpaeng [148] and by the on going research in 
this direction, we suggest and analyze a Halpern-type iterative method for approximat-
ing a common solution of SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5), VIP(2.1.2) and FPP for a nonexpansive 
mapping in real Hilbert spaces. Further, we prove that the sequences generated by 
the iterative scheme converge strongly to a common solution of SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5), 
VIP(2.1.2) and FPP for a nonexpansive mapping. Furthermore, we derive some conse-
quences from our main result. Some of them are new. The results and iterative method 
presented in this chapter generalize and extend the corresponding result and iterative 
method due to Takeshashi and Toyoda [163]. 
5.2 Iterative method 
We prove a strong convergence theorem based on the Halpern-type iterative method 
for computing an approximate coma on solution of SYEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5), VIP(2.1.2) and 
ID" 
FPP for a nonexpansive mapping in real Hilbert spaces. 
Assume that Sol(S,EP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) # 0. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let H, and H2 be two real Hilbert spaces and C C 111 and Q C H2 be 
nonempty, closed and convex sets. Let A : Hl -+ H2 be a bounded linear operator and let 
D : C -> 111 be a r-inverse strongly monotone mapping. Assume that Fl : C x C -+ 2 
and Fa : Q x Q -> II3 are bifunctions satisfying Assumption 2.2.1 and F2 is upper 
semicontinuous in first argument. Let T: C -i C be a nonexpansive mapping ,inch that 
T := Fix(T) n So1(SPEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) n Sol(VIP(2.1.2)) ¢ 0. For a given xo = v E C 
arbitrarily, det the iterative. sequences { n„}, {x,} and {yn} be generated by 
un=T(xn+5A* (TF%-1)Axn), 
yn = Pc(nn - anDas) 	 (5.2.1) 
xn+l = cYnu + /3nXn +,YnTyn, 
where r„ C I(0, ,), A. E (0, 2r) and 6 E (0,1/L), L is the spectral radius of the operator 
AA and A' is the adjoint of A and {&„}, {$,.} and {ry„} are the sequences in (0,1) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) na +A, +Y..= 1; 
(ii) Jim as =0 and Ea ='Y; n"N 	„_0 
(iii) 0 < lim inf fi„ < lira sup /3„ < 1; 
n-  
(iv) lim iif r>0, E Irn+l—rn I< +W;  m 	n—1 
(v) ( Yn+l _ in 1 _ 0; 
ll—dn+l  
(vi) 0 < lim inf An < lim sup A„ < 2a and Jim I An+, - a„ 1= 0.n-*CO 	 R400 
Then the sequence {x} converges strongly to z E T, where z = PTV. 
Proof. Let p E T, we have p = TF'p and Ap = T F'Ap. As estimated (3.3.8), we obtain 
Ilan —p112 <— I[x..—p1]2 + 8(L5-1)11(T' —I)AxnIY. 	(5.2.2) 
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Since d E (0, y), we obtain 
IIU„—Pl12 sllxn—PII2. 	 (5.2.3) 
Now, we can easily estimate 
Ily„—P112 <— ]Ix —PII2. 	 (5.2.4) 
Further, we estimate 
II=n+i —P II = Ilanv+$ern+7 Tl) —PII 
<— a,.Ila—PII+fill' —PII+7„IITy.,—PII 
<— aav—PII+AmIk„—PII+711u.—PII 
<_ crjo—F1ltl3e(Iu.n— vii + -rnIiwn—PII 
<— a„Ily—PII+(1—an)Ilxn—PII 
< max{Ilv—P11 i o—PII} ° IIv—P11 	(5.2.5) 
Hence {:e„} is bounded and consequently, we deduce that {v„}, ft& } and {Ty„} are 
bounded. On the other hand, from the nonexpausivity of the mapping (I — AND), we 
have 
Ilr.+i—yell<Ilu,,+I—n~II+IA,+,—saI1IOaMl1• 	(5.2.6) 
As estimated (3.3.24), we obtain 
Ilu„+ —rr„II<—II'.+ 	 x.11I+dIlAIIa+B,,, 	(5.2.7) 
where 
a,._ 1 — r,.+t IT; Az„ — Ax.,II 
an= 1—n+, IITF~(rn+aa'(TF=—i)Ax„)—(x,+aa.(TF,—r)Ax„)II. 
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It follows from (5.2.6) and (5.2.7) 
Ily,,+]—y,.1lSMxn+1—x,,Il+OJIAII0 +S +IA,.i—A,,IIlOrU. 	(5.2.8) 
Setting xn+1 = finxn + (1 —Q, )en, which implies from (5.2.1) that 
_ xn+, — Qaxn _ an?, + %yTJn 
er`  1 $n 	1—flu  
Further, it follows that 
a'n+lv +'Y„1Tyn+1anv + 7nTyn = 	 _1 — Qn+1 	1 — ,R,. 
_ f 	)"  
ll — Q+] 1 — QT  
+r 'In+1 _ 7n 
Tyn- \1—Q„_1 1-0n 
Using (5.2.8), we have 
Ili+leII 	 ~Qn Ati~I+ry lain 	+] Ily~i —Y4 +1 
7n+1 _ 	7n IlTnll + 1—Q„ +1 	1~, 
1~Qa+1 IIvII+1~P~ lapn 	+l
I
llxn +l 	xII+hII~II~„+da 
AIIIDu[I] + _____ 1 	'~ 	lIT?MlT 
-n+l — 	 Mull+(1—atl)[[Jmt1 —=nit+bIIAII~.,+bn 
1 — Qn+l 1 — Qn 
+Ian+]— AnIIIDunH]+ 1'Qn+] 1ITVnfl 17Qn 
I 1—f3+  ] 1—fl  
+Ian+l — A 	DiJJ + 1 —n~n+1 IJYU.11 . 17nan 
It follows that 
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Ien+t el[( 	I 9n+t 1a~3n IUII+III 1 =n 
+dlhllcn+5,,+h,+1-a.IIIDv II 
10+1 +'—fl+t — 1 y-/Jn IITYnII, 
which implies that 
-call---all < lal i 	ion p),+8HAVQ,,+d„ 
+IAa+l - anI I1D9L.i1 
+ ~ 1 Tn+ 	— 1 in 	IITY II. 
Hence, it follows by conditions (ii)-(vi) that 
urn sup [lien+] — call — Ilya+] —xnll] ~0. 	(5.2.9) 
Ftom Lemma 1.2.8, we get lint Ile, — xnII = 0 and 
Urn Ilan+t-X.11= urn (1 -,$„)lien-=all=0. 	(5.2.10) 
Now, 
Zn+l — t,y = anti + $,x + 70Tyn — Tn 
Since Ila] — Tnll -3 0 and a„ —y 0 as n. —s co, we obtain IITya — t4l -+ 0 as n -4 oo. 
It follows from (5.2.2) and Lemma 1.2.9 that 
- PII2 <_ 	nlly nIIZ +III=n 	PII2 -I- y ITyn 	PII2 
and v — PII] +,3n !IT — PII2 +7JjYn — PII2 
5 z1Iv — PI+AnII=n —p 2 +Yafkn —PIV 	 (5.2.11) 
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< anlly—PII2 +Pnllxn—PII'+7 [IlXn—PII' 
+6(LS 
 
— 1) II (7t2 — I)Ax.II2] 
<_ allti' DII'+(1 —a )Ilxn PII'+5(Ld-1)II(72-1)Axn ]I 2 
< anllv—Pll2+IIxn—PII2+b(LJ-1)II(TF?—I)Axnll2. 
Therefore, 
5 (1 —L8)~II(T 2—I)Ax„II2 <— anIIv—PII2 +(IIxn—PII'—Ilxn+ —PII2) 
G aIIv—Plla +(Ilxn—PII+II=+i—PIDIIxn—x+ill 
Since d(1— £6) > 0, an —t 0, and I1 n+1 — xnll -t 0 as n -+ oo, we obtain 
rlim ll(T'— 1)Axn11=0. 	 (5.2.12) 
As estimated (3.3.15), we obtain 
Ilan—PII2 —<Ilxn—PIIZ — 	—=n112 +26IIA(un—xn)IIII(7 —I)AxnII 	(5.2.13) 
It follows from (5.2.11) and (5.2.12) that 
Ilan+l—P112 <— orvllv—P112 +Qnllxn—PII2 +711_..—P112 
<— a.IIV_pII2 +f..IIx - Pil +y [Ilx. —PIl2 —Ilan—x4]2 
+25I]A(un — ')Fl Ii( 	— I)AxnlI] 
S a.11 -112 +(1—an)Ilx,.—p112 -7nIlu4-2.112 
+27j11A(vw — xn)IIII(T, 2 — I)Ax„II 
<— a.IIV_PII'+IIx.—PII2 —inlhn—x.112 
+26IIA(+4n — m)I1H(TF2 — I)Am Il • 	 (5.2.14) rn 
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Therefore, 
7n.II1'ta —x„II' < IIv—v1l' +(Ilan— PII2 — Ilxn> p1I2) 
+toll A(un — xn)IIII(T — f)Arnll 
<— anlly v112 +(II=n RIl +IIxn+  —nil)II n—xn+>II 
+2SIIA(a0 — a'n)IIII(Tr, — l)AxnIl. 
Since an  —* 0, ]I(1 ?'2 — I)AxnI] —+ 0 and IIxn+i — x,jI —> 0 as u —r oc, we obtain 
urn lIu, — x,] = 0. 	 (5.2.15) 
Next, we have 
II=n+] —nlh 
< anllu— vll,+RmIkn— n112 +7n11Tvn —n112  
<_ anIIv— PlR+fHI]Xn— PII2 +7nllrn —P112 
< anlly— P1PtRi.I1x.—PII' +7n{IIPc(un —.A Dun)—Pc(v —A DP)jP} 
< anIlU— YII2+QnIlxn—PII2+7n{Ilun— rll2 +An(gn-2T)IIDun—Dp112} 
< anlly —p112 +QnIlXn— nII2 +7n{ II xn— PIIZ +A„(Tn-2T)IIDn,.—DpII'} 
< anllv—.112+(1—an)Ilan— vll' +7n{an(an-2T)IIDun—Dp112} 
<— a,]v— pll'+Ux.—SIP +7na,.(an-2r)IIDun—DPI12  
which yields 
7nAn(Tn-2T)IIDu„ —DpIIZ <_ a..Ily—PII 2 +Ilx,—p112— II=..+ —nII2  
<— anlly— })112 +(II'x — PII +IIxrs+1— vl])lIxn xn+111' 
Since Ilxn+> — xn II —*0, an - 0 as n —> cc, we obtain lim IIDun — DpII — 0. it-fo 
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Furthermore, we observe that 
Ilyn —pll' = IIPc(un—anDun)—Pa(P—a.Dp)II 2 
< (y„ — p, (u,, — A.Dun) — (p — &&DP)) 
<_ 2 L IIvn—DII'+II(u,—)nDun)—(P—a,.DP)II2 
II(v„ —u.)+an(Dv —Dp)II'} 
<_ 	—PII2 +lk —PII'-11J,—u.+a0(Du.—DP)11'} 
Hence, 
Ilyn — Pill <_ Ilan 2112 	Ilvn ulP2 anllD~n 	 rIl2 +2a (y,, un,DU 	DP) 
< IInn — PIP— Ilv — unII2 + 2A,4hn—.IIIDt—Drll 
< 	—PII2 —lvn—en112+2a llyn—uiIIlOr —DPII 
It follows that 
IIx..+i —PII2 <_ anIlti—PII'+A,IIx.A —PIIs +7 IITJn —P112 
G anllv—PII2 +,3rvJITn —nII2 +%nllvp —PII~ 
< &4v — p112 + 4.1km — p112 + [Mxn — pPI2 — Iv — nIl2  
+zanll~ —u.MIlDU, —Drv1M 
< gnlly—PIl'+(1 —an)Ilxn—piI'-7nIlyn—Vpli2 
+27...I1yn—v IIIIDun—DPII] 
< a,.Ily—pll2 + urn —P11x —%rM.n—u„IIz 
+27nA..Ilv. — v,lIIDti„ — DPII• 
Therefore, we obtain 
—iMII2 <— anllv—PII'+II=n—PIIz—II=,.+ — p112 
+2inA,.IIbn — UnII IIDUn — DpIl 
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< anllti—PI1, +(Ilxn—PII+IIxn+i—PIDllxn— Tn+1II 
+2y Anllyn—R~nI]IIDvn—DPII. 
Since Ilxn+r — xnll — 0, an —to as it -+ co and lim IIDvn — DPII = 0, we obtain U-, 
	
urn IIyn — vnII = 0. 	(5.2.16) 
Since, we can write 
ITyn—y!I <_ IITyn—nII+IIxn—rnll+Ilu —ynll 
—40asn-400. 
Next, we show that lim sup (v — z, x„ —z) < 0, where z = PTV. To show this inequality, 
n-IW 
we choose a subsequence {y,,} of {y,,} such that 
lim sup (v — z, Ty„ — z) = lim sup (v — z,Tyn, — z). 
n-+ 	 ;-,W 
Since {y,,} is bounded, there exists a subsequence {y„ ,j } of {y„; } which converges weakly 
to some to E C. Without loss of generality, we can assume that yn, 1 w. Further, from 
IITyn — ynll —> 0, we obtain Ty., —' w as i -+ oo. 
Now, we see that in E Fix(T) fl Sol(SpEP(3.1.4)-(3.1.5)) fl Sol(VIP(2.1.2)), see proof of 
Theorem 2.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.1. 
Next, we claim that Jim sup (v — z, zn — z) < 0, where z = Pry. Now from (1.2.6), we 
n-t 
have 
lion sup (v — z, x„ — z) = lhn sup (v — z,Tyn — z) 
= lim sup (v — z, Tv — 4 
(v — z,w — z) 
< 0. 	 (5.2.17) 
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Finally, we show that x„ -t z. 
Ic+l — Z~~~ _ (n'nv+Q+,xn+yTyn — z, x, 1 — z) 
= an (v — Z, xn+1 — Z) + Qn (xn — z, zn+1 — z) 
+7n (T yn - z, x, -4 
fin ln— 	+IIxn+1—zt1z}+ 2 1 	— 4a +Itin+1— ZI2 } 
— z,x+.+1-4 
5 2{~Tn-212 +Ix,+l—Z 2 I +2{[Iyn -21 2 +lxn+l — z112 
+Ran (v — z, z, 1—Z) 
~ 21 Ixn -2111 +IIxn+l —z 112} + 2 lllxn — Z]I2 + Izn+1 — Z11 2 1 
+& (v — z, xn+1 — z) 
(1 nn)  2 	{~in —z 2 +IITn+t —z11a +an(v —z, xn+l — Z) 
2{(1-nn)I2„- z112 +I1x„+1 -z112} + (v- Z, Xn 1-4• 
This implies that 
IIXn+1 — Z112 < (1— a'n)IlXn — z112 + 2IXn 1v — z, Xn+l — 4. 
Finally, by using (5 2.17) and Lemma 1.2.11, we deduce that xa -+ z. This completes 
the proof. 	 ❑  
5.3 Consequences 
As the consequences of Theorem 5.2.1, we have the following strong convergence results 
for computing an approximate common solution of EP(2.1.4), VIP(2.1.2) and FPP for 
a nonexpausive mapping in real Hilbert space. Some of them are new. The following is 
a special case of Theorem 3.1 of Plubtieng and Punpaeng [148]. 
Corollary 5.3.1. [148] Let H1 be a real Hilbert space and C C H, be nonempty, closed 
and convex set. Let D : C -+ H1 be a r-inverse strongly monotone mapping. Assume 
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that F1 : C x 0 —t R is a bifunct{on satisfying Assumption 2.2.1. Let T: C -+ C be a 
nonecpanive mapping such that T1 := Fix(T) ii Sol(EP(3.1.4)) P Sol(VIP(2.1.2)) 0 0. 
For given xo = v E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {u„}, {x„} and {y„} be 
generated by 
"an =TFt .  .,, Ln, 
y„ = Pc(u„ — A.,Du.), 
= a.v + l3„x„ + 
where r C (Dc  '), a„ E (0, 2r) and {an}, {,6n} and {ry,} are the sequences in (0,1) 
satisfying the conditions (i)-(vi) of Theorem 5.2.1. Then the sequence {xn} converges 
strongly to z E T1 , where z = PT ,v. 
Proof. Taking T , = I in Theorem 5.2.1 then the conclusion of Corollary 5.3.1 is ob- 
tained. 	 ❑  
Corollary 5.3.2. Let Hi be a read Hilbert space and C C Hl  be nonempty, closed and 
convex set. Let D: C - Hi be a r-inverse strongly monotone mapping. Let 1: C -> C 
be a nonexpansive mapping such that T2 := Fix(T) P Sol(VIP(2.1.2)) # 0. For a given 
ao = v E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {xn} and {y,,}  be generated by 
J V. = Pc( 9e., — A. Du„), 
ll xn+l=anv + 	+ 
where A. E (0, Zr) and {an }, {/3„} and [y,} are the sequences in (0, 1) satisfying the 
conditions (i)-(iii) and (v)-(vi) of Theorem 5.2.1. Then the sequence {x} converges 
strongly to z E T2, where z = P-1-2 v. 
Proof. Taking Fi = F2 = 0 in Theorem 5.2.1 then the conclusion of Corollary 5.3.2 is 
obtained. 	 ❑  
Corollary 5.3.3, Let if be a not Hilbert space and C C H, be nonempty, closed and 
convex set. Assume that F, : C x C — 	is a bifunctiun satisfying Assumption 2.2.1. 
Let T: C —s C be a noneapansive mapping such that T3 := Fix(T) nSol(EP(3.1.4)) # 0. 
for agiven x0, = v E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {n„} and {.r.,,} be generated 
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by 
U. = TP xn, 
xn+l = c v + f,,z,, + 7nT'4Gn , 
where r„ C (Cc  c) and {n„}, {f3„} and {y„} are the sequences in (0,1) satisfying the 
conditions (i)-(v) of Theorem 5.2.1. Then the sequence {x} converges strongly to z C 
T3, where z = PTV 
Proof. Taking TF= = I and D = 0 in Theorem 5.2.1 then the conclusion of Corollary 
5.3.3 is obtained. 	 ❑  
The following Corollary is due to Takahashi and Toyoda [1631. 
Corollary 5.3.4. [163] Let Hl be a real Hilbert space and C C II, be nonempty, closed 
and convex set. Let D : 0 —* H, be a r-inverse strongly monotone mapping. Let 
2' : C —> C; be a nonexpaysive mapping such that T4 :— Fix(T) fl Sol(VIP(2.1.2)) # 0. 
For a givenlzo = v E C arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {x} and {y„} be generated 
by 
yn = Pc(x., — AnDxj, 
xn+1 = Qrxn + (1 — 
where A. E (0, 2r) and {f„} is a sequence in (0,1) satisfying the conditions (iQ, (iii), 
(v) and (vi) of Theorem 5.2.1. Then, the sequence {x„} converges strongly to z E T4, 
where z = P,,v. 
Proof. Taking  F1 = F2 = 0 and o;, = 0 in Theorem 5.2.1 then the conclusion of Corollary 
5.3.4 is obtained. 	 - 	 ❑  
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Chapter 6 
Common solutions of split variational inclusion 
problem and fixed point problem for a nonexpansive 
mapping 
6.1 Introduction 
In 2011, Moudafi [126] introduced the following split monotone variational inclusion 
problenc (in short, SpMVI): Find x E H1 such that 
0 E f(x) + Bj(x), 	 (6.1.1) 
and such that 
y = Ax E H2 solves 0 E g(g) + B2(y), 	 (6.12) 
where f : II i —> Hi and g : Hz —> 112 are given single-valued operators, A : Hi —* I12 
is a hounded linear operator, Bl : N1 —> 211' and 82 : H2 —> 211' are multi-valued 
maximal monotone mappings. He introduced and studied an iterative method for solving 
SpMVI(6.1.1)-(6.1.2), which can be seen an important generalization of an iterative 
method given by Censor at al. [38] for split variational inequality problem. 
If f, __ 0 and f2  = 0 then SpMVI(6.1.1)-(6.1.2) reduces to the following split variational 
inclusion problem (in short, SpVI): Find : E Hy such that 
0 E Bi(x), 	 (6.1.3) 
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and such that 
y= Ax e Ha solves 0 C B2(y). 	 (6.1.4) 
When looked separately, (6.1.3) is the variational inclusion problem and we denoted its 
solution set by Sol(VI(6.1.3)). The SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4) constitutes a pair of variational 
inclusion problems which have to be solved so that the image y = Ax under a given 
bounded linear operator A. of the solution x of VI(6.1.3) in H, is the solution of another 
VI(6.1.4) in another space Ha , we denote the solution set of VI(6.1.4) by Sol(VI(6.1.4)). 
The solution set of SPVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4) is denoted by Sol(SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4))= {x E 
H1 : x E Sol(VI(6.1.3)) : and Ax E Sol(VI(6.1.4))}.  
Very recently, Byrne et al. [27] studied the weak and strong convergence of the following 
iterative method for S,VI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4): For given xo E HI , compute iterative sequence 
{x,?j generated by the following scheme: 
xn+t = JB'(x,s  +6A'(Jaz _ I)Ax„), 
for n — 1, 2, 3, ... and A > 0, where 6 E (0, l) with L being the spectral radius of the 
operator NA; A* is the adjoint operator of A; JB' : H; -s Hi defined as JB'(x;) r= 
(I + ag)- (z), Vx; E H;, I stands identity operator on Ili, is a resolvent mapping 
associated with B;  for each i = 1, 2. 
Motivated by the work of Moudafi [126] and Byrne at at. [27], based on viscosity ap-
proximation method, we suggest and analyze implicit and explicit iterative methods for 
approximati ng a common solution of SeVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4) and FPP of a nonexpansive 
mapping in Hilbert spaces. Further, we prove the strong convergence theorems for the 
nets and sequences generated by these iterative methods. Some consequences from these 
theorems are also derived. The results and iterative methods presented in this chap-
ter generalize the corresponding results and iterative methods of Byrne et al. [27] and 
Xu [171]. 
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6.2 Implicit iterative method 
Based on viscosity approximation tnethod, we propose and analy2e an implicit iterative 
method for computing an approximate common solution of SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4) and FPP 
for a nonexpansive mapping in real Hilbert spaces. We prove the following strong 
convergence theorem. 
First, we have the following technical lemma which is immediately followed by the 
definition of resolvent mapping if' associated with maximal monotone mapping B;, 
i = 1,2. 
Lemma 6.2.1. SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4) is. equivalent to find .x E Hl such that y = Axe H2, 
z = J f' (x) and y — JB' (y), for some A >0. 
Assume that Sol(SeVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)) 0. 
Theorem 6.2.1. Let H, and H2 be two real Hilbert spaces. Let A : H, —f H2 be a 
bounded linear operator. Assume that B, : IIr —Y 2Hi and Bl : H2 —? 211' are multi-
valued man mat monotone mappings. Let T: IIr —} II, be a nonexpansive mapping such 
that 'F := Fix(T) fl Sol(SPVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)) 0 0. Let f : H, —> Hr be a contraction 
mapping with constant a E (0,1). Let the nets (ut) and (xt ) be implicitly generated by 
u2 = Jf'@vt+6A'(Ja' — I)Axt), 	 (6.2.1) 
xt = t f (xe) + (I — t)Tue, 	 (6.2.2) 
where 6 E (0, 1/L), L is the spectral radius of the operator AA and A' is the adjoint of 
A. Then xt and vt converge strongly to z E 9Y, where z = Ps, f (z), which is the unique 
solution of the variational inequality 
((I — f)z,x—z) > 0, V.x E'P. 	 (6.2.3) 
Proof. We first show that (xe) is well defined. For E (0,1), define a mapping W, : 
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Hl --+ Hl by, 
Wa x=tf(x)+(1— t)T(Ja'(x +6A*(.h'— I)Ax)), VxCHi. 
We claim that WW is contractive with cofiicient (1 — t(1 — a)). Indeed, since Jf' and 
JB' both are firmly nonexpansive, they are averaged. Furthermore, fur 6 E (0, f), the 
mapping Jf 1(J + 5 4*(Jf' — 1)A) is averaged and hence nonexpansive. Further, for any 
x, y E H1, we obtain 
II K'tx — Wwll 5 l jt f(x) + (1— t)TJJ =(x + JA*(Jn2 — I)Ax) 
—tf(Y)+(1  — t)TJf'(y +6A.(Ja2 —I)Ay)H 
5 tllf(x)—f(y)II +(1— t)IITx—TyII 
< tall=—vll+(1 —OlI=—yII 
= [1 — t(1 — a)]llx—yll. 
Since 0 < 1 — t(1 — a) < 1, it follows that WW is a contraction mapping. Therefore 
by Banach contraction principle, We  has a unique fixed point xt, i.e., xx is the unique 
solution of the fixed point equation (6.2.2). 
Next, we show that (xi) is hounded. Let p E Fix(T) n So1(SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)), we have 
p ° JA Th  Ap = JD'Ap and p=Tp. 
As estimated (3.3.8), we obtain 
IIk`t—p112 <_ Ilxr— p112 +e(L6- 1)II(JB'— I)AitIl2. 	(6.2.4) 
Since 6 E (0, L), we obtain 
Ilut — p112 <— IIxt — p[12. 	 (6.2.5) 
Further, we estimate 
IIxt—P11 = Iltf(ct) +(1— t)Tut—ptl 
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< tllf(r,)-PII +(1- t)IITut-TPII 
t[If(rt)-f (P)Il +I]f(P)-p11]+(1-t)Ilut-PII 
< tallx, -PH +tIlf(P)-i'll+(1-2)[Ixt-PII 
< [1- t(1-a)lI[xt -vll - (1(p) -A 
1 1 nhf(Pl-P1I. 	 (6.2.6) 
Hence the net (at) is bounded and consequently, we deduce that the nets (u,) and (f (x1)) 
are bounded. 
Next, we show that IIx, — ikll —> 0 as t —*0.  It follows from (6.2.4) and (1.2.12) that 
ILLt—P112 <— tllf(xg)—p112 +(1— t)IITun—p112 
= tI]f(zt) — P112 +(1—t)11Tu —7'P112 
< tllf(T,)—PIh +(1—t)Ilue —PII' 	 (6.2.7) 
< tllf(Z')—p112 +(1—t) [II='—p112 +a(LS- 1)I1(✓DI—I)A.i,II2] 
tllf(xt)—pll'+Ilxt—p1I'+b(L5— 	— I)Axtn2. 
Since f(x) is bounded, we may assume that J := sup IIf(xj) — p1I. It follows that Oct<i 
b(1— L5) II (J f,  — I )Axt112 < tJ. 
Since d(1— L6) > 0. Therefore, we obtain 
lim, (!(J2 
— I)Axtll = 0. 	 (6.2.8) 
As estimated (3.3.15), we obtain 
	
IIut-PIh<-Ilr'-p112 -IIHt- x,11 2 + 26F1A(n,-:,,t)IIII(✓fa-I)AII. 	(6.2.9) 
Since (x,)  and (ne ) are bounded and A is a bounded linear operator then (A(u.., —.x t)) is 
bounded and hence, we may assume that I :— sup IIA(u, — x,)II. It follows from (6.2.7 o<t<l 
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and (6.2.9) that 
I=t — nll  < tllf(=a)—p112 +(1 —t)Malt—pll' 
< LILl(xJ—vlh+(1—t)[JIxt—pI)2 —Ilut—xtll'+ 29111(JB'—I)ilxllll 
< tln(xi) — plh+llxt —PIh — Ilug — x 112 +25111(,1x2 —I)Axg]I. 
Therefore, we obtain 
lint —xtll2 <— tllf(=t) — p ]2 +251]I(J°' — I)Axtll. 
It follows from (6.2.8) that 
	
lim lint —xtII=0. 	 (6.2.10) 
Now, we can write 
Ilxt—T?.II<—tiIf(xt)—Tvlll—> 0 ast—*0. 	(6.2.11) 
It follows from (6.2.10) and (6.2.11) that 
Ixt — Txtll S Ilxl — TutuI+IITut — Tzdl 
5 Ikt — Tatll + Ilut — x, II 
—40 ast-40. 	 (6.2.12) 
Let t, to E (0,1). Then, we have 
Ixt — x~ll = Iltf(xt)+(1—t)Tut—[tof(xao)+(1—to)Tnto]II 
= IItf(xt) — t1(xt)+tf(xw) — tof(xto)+(1— t)Tut — (1— t)T~o 
+(1 — t)Tutu — (1 — to)Tu,0II 
<_ 1IU(xt)—f(xw)II+It—to Ill (xm)II+(1—t)II — ~ltaII 
+It — toIIITzLkII 
< tQll2t—.24511+lt—t0K+(1 —t)Ilul-9!6011. 	(6.2.13) 
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where 
K:= sup {Ilf(xin)II+IITumll}. o<toa 
Since the mapping Jf`(f + 6A'(Jf1  —1)A) is nonexpansive. It follows that 
IIM1t —vwl,z < II J a"(xt+5A'(Ji' — f)Axt) — JB`(xi.   6A'(JAR' — /)A-tu)II 
< IIJB'( I+A`(JB2 —I)Alx,—JB'(l+3A'(JB2 -1)A)x,ll 
5 iaa — aao h. 	 (6.2.14) 
It follows from (6.2.13) and (6.2.14) that 
Ilxt —xta 	<_ tapxt roll+lt—toK+(1  t)Ilxt xroll 
_ [1— t(1 —°)I11  E— =all+It —t0IK. 
Therefore, we obtain 
Ixt — x'oll < 1  1o l1— t0IK 	 (6.2.15) 
This shows that x, is a continuous curve and the continuity of vd is followed by (6.2.14). 
Let {t„} be a sequence in (0,1) such that t„ --3 0 as n —> co. Setting x„ := ze, and 
u„ := ut,. S!nce {x„} is a bounded sequence, there is a subsequence {x y} of {x„} 
which converges weakly tow E H. Since {u} is bounded, it follows from (6.2.10) that 
n„r  — w. Now, we prove that w C Fix(T). Assume that to Fix(T). Since x„J 	w 
and Tw 54 w. Form Opial's condition (1.2.13), we have 
lim inf Ilx„, — wll < 1im inf Ilx„, —TwII 
34C0 
 
line inf {Ilx,y —Tx,,II+IITx,y — Twll} 1-co 
< Jim f —  Ilan' 	n ll. 
which is a contradiction. Thus, we obtain w E Fix(T). Next, we show that w E 
Sol (S V I (6.1.3)-( 6.1.4) )_ 
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Since u„' = JB'(xai +JA'(JA2 — I)Axa,) can be rewritten as 
(yn — n, ) + A*( JA" — I)Ax,y) E Bju„„ 	(6.2.16) 
by passing to limit j —r oc in (6.2.16) and by taking into account (6.2.8), (6.2.10) and 
the fact that the graph of a maximal monotone operator is weakly-strongly closed, we 
obtain 0 E Bl(w), i.e., w E Sol(VI(6.1.3)). Furthermore, since {x„} and {'w,} have 
the same asymptotical behavior, {Ax„A } weakly converges to Aw. Again, by (6.2.8) 
and the fact that the resolvent JS is nonexpansive and Leauna 1.2.1, we obtain that 
Aw E B2(Aw), i.e., Awe Sol(VI(6.1.4)). Thus w E Fix(T) fl Sol(SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)). 
Further, we show that x, 	w as j —r oc. Indeed, for each it, we have 
—w112 = (t,.f(x,.),x — vi) +((1—t.~)Tu,.—w,x.—to) 
< t„(.f(x..) — to, x„— to) +(1— t.)IITa,. — w[l lx., — wll 
< tn(f(x,) — w,xn — w)+(1— t„)IIx.. — wll2 
< tnallr, — w112 +tn(f(w) — to, x,, — w)+(1— tn)Jjxn — w[12 
[1 — tn(1 — a)] IIxn — w112 + to (f (w) —'W' x,, — vi) 
5 1  a (.(('0) — u+, x„ — w}. 
In particular, we have 
~Ixn; — w112 5  1 (f(w) — w, 	— w). 	(6.2.17) 
Since x,, —s w, it follows from (6.2.17) that x,, -+ w as j -+ oo. 
Next, we show that to E Fix(S) flBDI(sPNl(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)) solves the variational inequal- 
ity (6.2.3). Since xe is the unique solution of fixed point equation (6.2.2), we have 
(I — f)xe = —1 t (xt — Tut) . 	 (6.2.18) 
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Then for any q E Fix(T) fl SoI(SeVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)), we obtain 
((I — f)xn xc- 9) _ —1 L t (xt — Tut,xt — q) 
—1 	 (xt —TJB'(I+6A'(1 —]) t A)e,t—q) 
1 t f((I—TJB`(I+SA`(J''—I)4)xt 
—(I—TJB'(I+5A'(J — flit) q,xe—q)]. 	(6.2.19) 
Since the mapping G := TJBL(I + 6A'(J,"I — 1)A) is nonexpansive then (I — G) is 
monotone and hence 
(@— TJf' (I +6A`(Ja' — I)A)xt — (I — TJ AB'(1 +6A'(JJ' —I)A)q, xt — q) > 0. 
This together with (6.2.19), when passing to the limit n -4 co and by the boundedness 
of {x„} and {n8}, we obtain 
((I-f)w•w-q)= lint ((I-1)x,,x..-q)~0, 	(6.2.20) 
or equivalent tow = Pt f (z). 
To show that the net (xt) converges strongly to w. Assume that there is a sequence 
{s„} C (0,1) such that x, —r q when s„ -a 0 as n -a cc . Following the same steps 
of the proof given above, we can prove q E Fix(T) f1 Sol(S,VI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)). Hence, it 
follows from (6.2.20) that 
((I — f)q, q — w) < 0. 	 (6.2.21) 
Interchanging the role of w and q, we obtain 
((1 — f )w, w — q) 5 0. 	 (6.2.22) 
Adding (6.2.21) and (6.2.22) yields 
(1— a)IIw — gll2 	— q,(I — f)w — (I — f)q)~ 0. 
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By Lemma 1.2.6, we have to = q and therefore x, —> q. 
Thus, we have shown that each cluster point of (xr) equals w as 13 0. Therefore 
It -+w, at -+ w as t i 0, where w E Fix(T) fl Sol(SpVI(61.3)-(6.1.4)) is the unique 
solution of ~!thc variational inequality (6.2.2). This completes the proof. 	 ❑  
6.3 Explicit iterative method 
We prove a strong convergence theorem based on explicit iterative discretization of 
implicit iterative method (6.2.1)-(6.2.1) for computing a common approximate solution 
of SpVI(6.1L3)-(6.1.4) and FPP for a nonexpansive mapping in Hilbert spaces. 
Assume that So1(SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)) 0. 
Theorem 6.3.1. Let H1 and H2 be two real Hilbert spaces. Let A : Hr —Y H2 be a 
bounded linear operator. Assume that Bl : H1 -4 2111 and BZ : H2 —> 2H2 are multi-
valued m. Imal monotone mappings. Let T : Hl -i H, be a nonexpansive mopping such 
that' := Fix(T) fl So1(SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)) # 0. Let / : JJ -4 Hl be a contraction 
mapping with constant o' E (0,1). For a given. xo C H, arbitrarily, let the iterative 
sequences {u„} and {x„} be generated by 
u, = J ' (x,, + sA*(Jf2 — t)Axn), 	 (6.3.1) 
xn+i - aaf (x.,) + (1 — 
inhere h > 0 and d c (0, 1/I.), L is the spectral radius of the operator A'A and A is the 
adjoint of A and {a„} is a sequence in (0,1) such that limn a, = 0 and 	a„ = oo. 
11-4 n=o 
Then the sequences {u„} and {x„} both conveiye strongly to z E '1', where z = Pt f (z). 
Proof. Let p E Fix(T) fl Sol(SFVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)), we have p = J°'p, lip = J°'(Ap) and 
Tp = p. As' estimated (3.3.8), we obtain 
II'„—p1l2 <_ II=.—p1I2 +a(L8 -1)II(J —1)Ax„II`. 	(6.3.2) 
Since 5€ (0, f), we obtain 
Ilan —PII2 <— IIxn —plla. 	 (6.3.3) 
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Next, we estimate 
Ixn+t -PII - Ilanf(Tn) + (1 - an)Tu. - pII 
<_ a,<Ilf(x,)—PII+(1 —an)IITnn—PII 
<_ an[Ilf(xn)—f(P)II+II1(P)— pill +(1—an)Il 	—PII 
< anallti'n—PI]+tellf(P)—PII+(1 —a.)Itxn—vii 
C [1 —a>•(1 —a)]IIx —PI1+anllf(P)—PII 
< max{IITn PII,IIAP)—PII} 1—a 
G max{lIxo—pll, if(P) —Pill 	 (6.3.4) 1—a 
Hence {xn} is bounded and consequently, we deduce that {un}, {f(xn)} and {Tu} are 
bounded. 
Next, we show that the sequence {xn} is asymptotically regular, i.e., Ila1<1 — xn]I —> 0 
as it —* oc. It follows from (6.3.1) that 
Ilxn+1 -' ]I - a8f(x)+(1-an)T1ln-Ia'-If (z-1)+(1-an_l)YuH_i)I1 
- a,vf (xR) - an/ (1) 4. arvJ (Tn-1) - a-]f (x-1) + (1 - dn)Twn 
—(1 — oH)T%-I + (1 — an)Tun_i — (I — an-1)Tun_rlo 
_< anallxn — xn-111+Ian — a„_11K+(1— an)IITua — Tun-111 
+Ian — an-11 K 
< IXnallxn—xn-111+21an—an_1110+(1—an)Ilun—un-111 	(6.3.5) 
where K :— sup{ IIf (2n) II + IITunll : it E N}. 
Since the mapping JB'(I + 6A"(JB' — I)A) is nonexpansive. It follows that 
tun+1 — unit2 	< 	IIJf` (xn +1 +6A'(.1 ,2'— I)Ax„+1) — JAB'(xn + 3A'(J —I)Axn)II 
~ 	IIJn1( I+5A•(J B2 — I)A)xn+1—JB'(I +6A'(J°'— I)A)xn ll 
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	~ IIxn+1 — xn h. 	 (6.3.6) 
It follows from (6.3.5) and (6.3.6) that 
I Ila. —=n-111 < (1— un(1—a))Ilrn —xn-111+2lan -- 
Utilizing Lenlraa 1.2.11, we obtain 
Urn 
>l 	
Ilxn — xn-lll = 0. 	(6.3.7) 
Now, we write 
an!(xn)+(1— a'n)T'nn — xn 
= a(l(x) — z,)+(1— a )(Tu — xn) 
It follows tILt 
(1— n'n)IITizn — xn]I I Ilxn+l — "dl + lI!(xn) — anll' 
Since Ilxn+l. — x„II —> 0 and a„ -t 0 as n —r oo, we obtain ITu„ — x„II —* 0 as n. — co. 
Next, we show that Ilx„ — u„II -40  as n —4 co. It follows froln (6.3.2) that 
lxn+l —Plla = I12.f(xn) + (1— Q'n)TUn — PII2 
a,4f(x,)—PII2+(1 —a.)lITvn—PII2 
<_ «nllf(x.)—PIh+(1—a)11?4.—p112 	 (6.3.8) 
<_ 	.IIf(=)—rll2 +(1 —a..) [Ilxn—PII'+S(LE- 1)II(JB'—I)Ax..II2] 
_ a,.111(=n)—PII'+II=n—PII'+ 6(L6-1,II(JA 	J)Axn112 
Therefore. 
6(1 —Lo)I('Jf2 —I)Axn1 e <_ anlV(x) Pll2 +llrn PIP Itxn+l PII~ 
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<— 	 llf(x,.) 	PI'+IIx+i 	„II (!I 	PII+IIXn+r 	pit) 
Since (1 - IA) > 0, and a„-*0 and llxn+r-xnll- 0 as ii -4 oc, we have 
Jim1I(J a' - I)Axnll = 0. 	 (6.3.9) 
As estimated (3.3.15), we obtain 
Ihw. _ 21I2 <— II=. _ P112 — Ilan xnIIZ +28!1A( 	— zn)IIII(Ja _ I)Av II. 	(6.3.10) 
It follows that from (6.3.8) and (6.3.10) that 
IIz..+i—PI2 < aIIJ(a:a) — PII+(1— a'n)[II'a — PIIa— II'Un — la 
+2dltA(un — xn)IIII(JJ 2 — I)Annll] 
<_ anllf(xn)—PII`+11=n—PII2 —IlUn—xnllz  
+25IIA(v„ — xn)IIII(Jf — I)Axnll- 
Therefore, 
Ilun — Tnti1 < anlif(xn) — PII2 + IIZn — PIIZ — Ilxr.+l — P112 
+2A 4(wn xn)IIII(Jaz — I)Axnll 
< anlIT(tn)—PII'+(11=n— pit +II=n+I— pit) Ilxn—~n-rl1 
+26IIA(un — za)II II (JB2 — 1)AxnM. 
Since an -+0 as n —* cc and from (6.3.7) and (6.3.9), we obtain 
limn II'n,. — x„II = 0. 	 (6.3.11) 
Pow, we can write 
IITu.. —vnll 5 IITun—x.11+ ii' n—'tc,,IIiOasn.—>o0. 
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Since {u„} is bounded, we consider a weak cluster point w of {n„}. Hence, there exists a 
subsequence {u„ k} of {un}, which converges weakly to w. Now, T being nonexpansive, 
by (6.3.12) aid Lemma 1.2.1, we obtain that w E Fix(T). 
It is proved in Theorem 6.2.1 that to E Sol(Vl(6.1.3)) and Aw E sol(VI(6.1.4)) and 
hence to e Fix(T) n Sol(SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)). 
Next, we claim that lion sup (1(z) — z, xn —4 < 0, where z = P.r f (z). Indeed, we have m 
lira sup (f(z) — z,x —z) = lim sup (f(z)— z,Tii-1 — z) 
,Hw 	 n—,co 
= Urn sup (f (z) — z, Tun, — z) 
,t—oo 
_ (f(z)—z,w—z) 
< 0. 	(6.3.12) 
Finally, wel~show that x, -+z. 
IIxn+l z] 	(&f(x)+(1— a'n)Tun — z, xn+i — z) 
= af(x) — z,x+l — z)+(1— nn)(Tnn — z,rn+l — z) 
< an{f (Tn) — z, x„+1 — z) + (1 — an)(aa — z, xi — z) 
G a, f(x,) — J(z), x'n+l — Z) + &,(f(z) — z, x, i — z) 
+(1— a.)(X. — z,z8+1-4 
~ 2{~I.f(T..) — f(z) 12 + IZn+l — zI]2}+an(.f(z) — Z. 2n+1 -4 
+ 2 (1 	 ) {~~y'n — z I 2 + FIxn+] — zI]z} 
[1 ah(1— az)JIIxn — zIw +(1 zn)IiXn+l — z112 
— Z II2 + an(f (z) — z, x,+1 — 4, 
which implies that 
i 
 -zI 2 <[1- _r.(1-n2)]lk"- z112 + 2a(J
/ 
( z ) - z, xi 	z). 
Finally, by using (6.3.12) and Lemma 1.2.11, we deduce that xn -3 z. Further it follows 
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from u,—xJ —*0, u„ — w E Fix(T) flSol(SpVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.3)) and x„ -+ z as n —t ao, 
that, z — ea. This completes the proof. 	 ❑  
6.4 Consequences 
As a consequence of Theorem 6.2.1, we have the following strong convergence results for 
computing an approximate commas solution of VI(6.1.3) and FPP for a nonexpansive 
mapping in real filbert space. 
Corollary 6.4.1. Assume that Br : Hl -i 2HI be a multi-valued maximal nwnotone 
mappings. Let T : Ill —1 111 be a noneapansive mapping such that 4l := Fix(T) fl 
Sol(VI(6.1.3)) # 0. Let f: H, - Hi be a contraction mapping with constant a E (0,1). 
Let the nets (a~) and (xi) be implicitly generated by 
ut= Jaiye, 
ve ° if (X,) + (1 — t)Tus. 
Then xt and uj conver-ge stavngly to z E'Pi, where z = Py, f (z), which is the unique 
solution of the variational inequality 
((1—f)z,x—z)>0, Vxc i. 
Proof. Taking H2 = H, and A = 0 in Theorem 6.2.1 then the conclusion of Corollary 
6.4.1 is obtained. 	 0 
Corollary 6.4.2. [171[ Let T be a nonexpansive mapping on Hr such that Fix(T) 0 0. 
Let f : Hr --4 Hi be a contraction mapping with constant a E (0, 1). Let the net (xe) be 
implicitly generated by 
xe= tf(xt)+(1 — t)Tx2 . 
Then x, converges strongly to z E Fix(T), whore z = PF;,(Tlf(z), which is the unque 
solution of the variational inequality 
((I—f)z,x—z)>0, VxEFix(T). 
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Proof. Taking H2 — H z , ur = xe and Bl = B2 = 0 in Theorem 6.2.1 then the conclusion 
of Corollaz 6.4.2 is obtained. 	 ❑  
We have the following consequences of Theorem 6.3.1 due to Xu [171]. 
Corollary 6.4.3. [171] Let C C H be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of H and 
f : C —> Ci, be a contraction mapping with constant a E (0,1). Let T : C —* C be a 
nonexppansive mapping such that Fix(T) # 0. For a given xo E C arbitrarily, let the 
iterative sequence {x„} be generated by 
x'n+l = phf(xn) + (1 — 
where {a„} is a sequence in (0,1) such that lim a„ = 0 and E a„ = oo. Then the 
sequences {z„} converges strongly to z E Fix(T), where z = PFj„Cn f (z). 
Proof. Making H2 = Hi, an = x„ and Bz = Bz = 0 in Theorem 6.3.1 then the conclusion 
of Corollar 16.4.3 is obtained. 	 ❑  
The following Corollary is due to Bryne et al. [27]. 
Corollary 6.4.4. [27] Let H, and H2 be two roof Hilbert spaces. Assume that B~ : 
Hl —> 2H' and B2 : H2 -} 211' are multi-valued maximal monotone mappings. Let 
A : Hi —4 H2 be a bounded linear operator Sol(S,VI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)) ¢ 0. For a given 
xo E Hl arbitrarily, let the iterative sequences {x„} be generated by 
x„+r = JB' (x„ + 6A.(Ja' —1)Aan), 
where A > 0 and S E (0, 1/L), L is the spectral radios of the operator AA and A is the 
adjoint of A. Then the sequence {x„} converges strongly to z E Sol(SPVI(6.1.3)-(6.1.4)), 
where z = Psaz(srvz(e.z.a)-(s.z.all f (z) 
Proof. Taking an = 0 and T = I in Theorem 6.3.1 then the conclusion of Corollary 
6.4.4 is obtained. 	 ❑  
Remark 6.4.1. The iterative methods presented in this chapter can be e:rtended to 
• SpMVI(6.1!! 1) -(6.1.2). 
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Chapter 7 
Common solutions of system of unrelated mixed 
equilibrium problems and common fixed point 
problems for a family of nonexpansive mappings 
7.1 Introduction 
For each i — 1, 2, ..., N, let K; be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real 
N 
Hilbert space H with f K; 74 0; let F, . Ks x K; —* R be a bifunction such that 
{a 
Fi(r„ xi ) = 0, Vx E K; and let A, : II —t H be a nonlinear mapping. Then, we 
consider the following new system of mixed equilibrium problems, which we call the 
N 
system of unrelated mixed equilibrium problems (in short, SUMEP): Find x E f K; 
such that 
Fj(-,J;)+ (Aix,yi —x)>0, Vy1 E K; , i=1,2,...,N. 	(7.1.1) 
We note that for each i = 1,2....., N, the mixed equilibrium problem (in short, MEP) 
[127] is to find x; C K. such that 
F1(x;,J:)+(/ x:,Y; — x1)?U, Vy;EK;, -i-1,2,...,N. 	(7.1.2) 
We denote by Sol(MEP(7.1.2)), the set of solutions of MEP(7.1.2) corresponding to the 
mappings F, Ai and the set K;. Then the set of solutions of SUMEP(7.1.1) is given by 
N 
fl Sol(MEP(7.1.2)). If N = 1, then SUMEP(7.1.1) is the mixed equilibrium problem 
(MEP) introduced by Moudafi and Thera [127] 
If Ai = 0, SUMEP(7.1.1) reduces to the system of unrelated equilibrium problems (m 
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N 
short, SUED) of finding x C fl K; such that 
Ni(x, N) >_ 0, Vys C K1, i = 1, 2, ..., N. 	 (7.1.3) 
The set of solutions of SUEP(7.1.3) is denoted by Sol(EP(7.I.3)). If N = 1, SUEP(7.1.3) 
reduces to the equilibrium problem (EP) due to Blum and Oettlft [18]. 
If FF = 0, SUMEP(7.1.1) reduces to the system of unrelated variational inequality 
N 
problems (in short, SUVIP): Find x E (l K; such that 
i=1 
(A;x,y—x)>O, Vyi cK;, i=1,2,...,N. 	 (7.1.4) 
The set of solutions of SUVIP(7.1.4) is denoted by Sol(VIP(7.1.4)). 
In 2012, Censor et al. [39] considered and studied SUVIP(7.1.4) for the multi-valued 
version of mappings A;. They introduced and studied an extragradient-hybrid iterative 
method to approximate a common solution of SUVIP(7.1.A) for the multi-valued version 
of mappings A;. 
We also observe that if F; — 0 and A; = 0 for all i, then SUMMMEP(7.1.1) reduces to the 
N 
problem of finding a point x E O K, which is well known convex feasibility problem (in 
short, CFP) If the set K; are fixed point sets of a family of operators Si : H —f 11 then 
the CFP is the common fixed point problem (in short, CFPP), we [39]. 
Motivated and inspired by the work of Nadezhkina and Takahashi [128], Censor et al. [39] 
and ongoing research in this direction, we introduce an iterative method based on hybrid 
method, extragradient method and convex approximation method for approximating a 
common solution of SUMEP(7.1.1) and the set of solutions of CFPP for a family of 
nonexpansive mappings. We call it hybrid-extragradient-convex approximation method. 
We define the notion of 2-monotone bifunction which is a natural extension of a 2- 
cyclically monotone operator and monotone bifunction. Further, we obtain a strong 
convergence theorem for the sequences generated by the proposed iterative scheme. 
Furthermore, we derive some consequences from our main result, some of them are new. 
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The result and iterative method presented in this chapter gives a unified treatment of 
some well known problems such that CFP, CFPP and SUVIP. The also generalize the 
corresponding result and method of Nadezhldna and Takahashi [1281. 
7.2 Preliminaries 
We define the notion of 2-monotone bifunction. 
Definition 7.2.1. The bifunction F : C x C -4K is said to Ee 2-monotone, if 
F(x,y)+F(y,z)+F(z,x)<0, Vx,y,z€C. 	 (7.2.1) 
Remark 7.2.1. If y = z then 2-monotone bifvnction reduces to monotone bifvnction 
because F(y, y) > 0, Vy E C. For example, if F(x, y) = x(y —x) then F is 2-monotone 
bifanfaon. 
Now, we deduce the following consequences from Lemma 2.2.2 (or Lemma 4.2.1 with 
hr = 0). 
Remark 7.2.2. It follows fn m. Lemma 2.2.2 (or Lemma 4.2.1 with h l = 0) (Q-(ii) that 
rF(Tx,y) + (Tx—x,y—Tx)>0: Vy E C, x E H. 	(7.2.2) 
l h rther, Lerntna 2.2.2 (ii) implies the nonexpasuivity of Tr ,  i.e., 
JITx — TryS It — yHH, V:c,yEH. 	 (7.2.3) 
Furthermore, (7.2.2) implies the following inequality 
iiTrx—yl12 <~Ix—yl12 —IJTrx—xI!2 +2rF(T.x,y), VyEC,xEH. 	(7.2.4) 
7.3 Hybrid-extragradient-convex approximation method 
We pious the strong convergence of an iterative scheme based on hybrid method, extra-
gradient method and convex approximation method which solves the problem of finding 
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the common element to the solution set of SUMEP(7.1.1) and CFPP involving a family 
of nonexpansive mappings. 
Theorem 7.3.1. For each i = 1, 2, ..., N, let Ki be a nonerapty, closed and convex 
N 
subset of a real Hilbert space II with (l K; # 0. Let F, : K; x K; —r Il be a 2-monotone 
i=i 
bifunction satisfying Assumption 2,2,1, and the mapping A; : H -4 H be ai-inverse 
strongly monotone. For each fixed i, let Si: K\, -4 If; be a nonexpansive mapping such 
N 
that c = f (Fix(S1)) n ~n Sol(MEP(7.1.2)) 
j 
0 0. Let the iterative sequences {x"}, 
{y"} and {z"} be generated by the following iterative schemes: 
xo = x E if, 
y;" = T-(x" — r; Aix"), 	 (7.3.1) 
* = n: ae + (1 — 	— rs Aiyin), 	(7.3.2) 
C; _ {z E H: IIz; - zpz < Ile - z[12}, (7.3.3) 
N 
C"=nom, 	 (7.3A) 
Q"={z ER: (x"-z,x-x")>0}, 	 (7.3.5) 
= P0neQ^z, 	 (7.3.6) 
form = 1, 2, ..., and for each i = 1, 2, ..., N, where {r; } C [a, b] for some a, b E (Q a) 
and {a°} c [0, c] for some r. E [0,1), where a = min o;. Then the sequences {a"}, r_c_ov 
{y'} and {zi"} converge strongly to d = Pnx. 
Proof. It is easy to see that Sol(MEP(7.1.2)) = Fix (T,, (z" - r, A=x")) , Vr," > 0; for 
each i - 1, 2,..., N. Since A; is c1- inverse strongly monotone mapping with if E [a, b], 
it is easy to see that (I - r; A; ) is nonexpansive, and since by Lemma 2.2.2, T,, is 
also nonexpansive, it follows that T r(I - r? A1) is nonexpansive and hence its fixed 
point set is closed and convex. Thus Sol(MEP(7.1.2)) is closed and convex subset of 
K, for each i = 1, 2, ..., N. Therefore 12 is nonempty. closed and convex set in K; for 
each i = 1, 2, ..., N. Therefore 52 is nonempty, closed and convex and hence Pax is well 
defined. 
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First, we show that the sequence {x"} generated by (7.3.1)-(7.3.6) is well defined. In-
deed, it is obvious that Q" is closed and convex for every n = 0,1, 2, .... Since 
C; :={zEH: ;vi — x"II2+2(z, —x",x"—z) <0}, 	(7.3.7) 
N 
we observe that G';` is closed and convex for every n = 0, 1, 2, .... Hence Cu = fl Cr 
1=r 
and C" fl Q" are closed and convex for all n. We claim that C" fl Q" is uonetupty for all 
n. For this, it is enough to show that fE C C" Il Q" for every n = 0, 1, 2, .... Let 2 E SL 
then x is a solution of SUMEP(7.1.1), which means 
>0, Vy; Elf„ i=1,2,...,N. 	(7.3.8) 
Setting 
—ryAiy;), Vn and i=1,2,...,N. 	(7.3.9) 
Applying (7.2.4), with x" — r; A,yi and z, we have 
ill? -xII' <- IIx°-r"Aiy: - tjI1 -IIt; -(x"-* Ajy,)11 2 +2r;F,(ti,?) 
= IIx"-tiiI2 -IIt7 -x'II2 +2r*(A;y;,2-t;)+2r;"F(t7,2) 
III" III'- IIt;- x"II2 +2r?[(t.+✓: 	y;") 
+(A:..,.-y:)-(A,y?,t. -y:)]+2r;F(t;',2). 
Since A; is a, inverse strongly monotone, then A; is monotone and I -Lipschitz contin-
uous. Using (7.2.2), (7.3.1) and monotonicity of A; in the above inequality, we get 
	
IIt? 211 2 5 lIz" 	211' 	lit? -+ 2r,"(A:y;,it? -  
+ 	x)] 
5 II= ±II 2 III" y"II I -IIy;'-ii -2(x'-y,:yt' -t.`) 
+2r^(A;y ,y" -t')+2r; [F(2,y^)+F{t^,2)] 
= III" 	II 2  III' v: III-liy" t" II 2 - 2(v: - (_" - r, A:x"), t: - y") 
+2r=(A1f-Ajy;,1: -y;)+2r?[F(1,y:)+F(t ,x)1 
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= llx'—xII2 —IIx"—J;II'—IIt"—t:II2+2r;(A,="—Aiy,",t: —J;) 
+2T7 [F(~.#,)+Fi(yz,ti)+Fi(t? 5)]. 
Since F, is a 2-monotone bifunction, we have 
t?—i12 IIx"—xII' II="—vnFi2 —Ilyi—t"II' 
iII:i II+2r?aIIx — YI t — Viii 	 (7310) 
< Ilx" 	xllZ 	IIx" 	vi lI' 	Ilve 	t7112 
n Z 
+IIv" —t;II2 +(Q) II~n—y;II2 
<_ II="-1II2 —(1 ~o)2)IIx° v;IIZ. 	(7.3.11) 
Since if E [a, b]. Hence, we obtain 
	
Ilti —jEiV G Ihn—=lh. 	 (7.3.12) 
Since a E Q then for each fixed i, x = S,i. Next using (7.3.2) and (7.3.12), we get the 
following estimate 
IIzi —xII' = IIo^xn+(1—cq)S,t; —±II2 
= Il il.'Ln-.2)+(1-&i)(Siti-x)II2 
= i Ixn-2112 +(1-CYi)l1sm - T112-a (1-af)Itsitl -2II 
G o II=n-2112+(1-ai`)IISit:-.xII2 
G n;Ilx" zlh+(1 a,)IIt tJh 	 (7.3.13) 
< ailly" 2III+(1 ai)Ilxn-zll2 
= x"-1112. 	 (7.3.14) 
Therefore :e E Cn and consequently f C C" for every n — 0,1, 2, .... Further, since 
Q C C° and 12 C Q° = H, it follows that 0 C Gin Q° and hence C° fl Q0 is noxempty, 
closed and convex set. Therefore xr = POU ngox is well defined. Now, suppose that 
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U C C"-1  fl Q^-1  for some n> 1. Let x" = P0..-,-ix. Again, since Q C C" and for 
any 2€ 1, it follows from (1.2.6) that (x—x", x"— z) = ( x—Pte.-,oq,.-,x, 
x) > 0, and hence .E E Q". Therefore U C C" n Q" for every n — 0,1, 2, ... and hence 
xn+1 = Pc,nQIx is well defined for every n = 0,1, 2, .... Thus the sequence {xn} is well 
defined. 
Let d = Pn x. From r' 1 = P6 fln¢..x and d E fl. e C" n Q", we have 
11x"+1 -xII5IId-xII, 	 (7.3.15) 
for every n = 0, 1, 2, .... Therefore {x"} is bounded. Further, it follows from (7.3.12) 
and (7.3.14) that, the sequences {z; } and {t;'} are bounded for each i = 1, 2, ..., N. From 
(7.3.5) and (7.3.6), we have that xn}1 E C° fl Q" and an = PQ„x. Therefore 
IIxv,  -X11 S 	-'II, 	 (7.3.16) 
for every n = 0, 1, 2, .... It follows from (7.3.15) and (7.3.16) that the sequence { Ix"—xll } 
is nondecreasing and bounded and hence convergent. Therefore lim Ix" — xII exists. "-*a 
Since x" = PQ.. x and xn}1  E Q", using (1.2.7), we have 
Ie+1- x"Il2 <Ilx"+1- xll2- IIx"-xII2 , 
for every n = 0, 1, 2, .... This implies that 
,lim Il
e" — x" II = 0. 	 (7.3.17) 
Since for every i = 1; 2, ..., N, x"+1 E C; , it follows from (7.3.7) that 
< 2I z: - x" I I I I x"+' - w"II.  
Therefore 
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I zi — in l i < 2I I..in+1 — xn i i , 
and hence, using (7.3.17), we have 
Urn Ile —a"il=0, Vi=1,2,...,N. 	 (7.3.18) n->w 
It follows from (7.3.11) and (7.3.13) that 
	
V—v;lI' < I[(1— 	
(
1— `a)2)] 	ik —=ii2 —IP i —x1l') 
[(1_ 
	/ `1 i 
= 	 ~i)(1 ( 	2)] (1k"-2i1—i!zi—iID (Ile—xli+IIz:—xii) 
[(1—I\1 ()2)1 1 1k"—zi'Ii(11 —2Ii—i]z —C 
Since {z"} and {z'}, I = 1,\2, ..., N, all /are bounded and limes Hz; — a"]I = 0, we have 
Urn ll'xn — yiII = 0, Vi = 1, 2, ..., N. 	 (7.3.19) fl 
By the same process as in (7.3.10), we have 
n 
lti -Xi li2 < V - 	- IIkn- ✓ili2- Myi - tiM2 + a~V - yiii Mti - yi M 
—=lIa—Jlw —y. ii — jig —t;It2 +Ile°—v"11a 
T= 2
+( 	[~ti — 71i III 
iix"—yII2-1—(o)2)~~Y: —t"ri2. 	(7.3.20) 
Further, using (7.3.20), we have 
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which implies that 
Ilt -v;II~ s I(1-~;) \
1- ` °/2/J I
(Ile -=IP -Ilz;_ II2) 
L[(1-a) \1- (r, 	1
(IIaT. -=11-IIZ: - V)(IIV"-XII+11 -SID 
[(1 a;) \ 
	\°)21I 1 
	
1- 
(IIx" 	=II+11=: -I)Ii*" 	=;M. 	(7.3.21; 
Again, since the sequences {c"} and {z;"}, i = 1, 2, ..., N; all are bounded and l m II? -  
xi = 0, it follows from (7.3.21) that 
iin U1.-y?]I=0. Vi = 1,2, ..., N. 	(7.3.22) 
ILrther, it follows from (7.3.19), (7.3.22) and the triangle inequality that 
II="-t:II <- IIx"-y"II +I1 	-tIII' 
which yields 
urn ix4 — ti II=0. Vi = 1,2,._, N. 	 (7.3.23) 
Next, we have to show that urn IISit" — t°II = 0, Vi = 1, 2, ...,N. Since 
8-4 
z =a x"+(1— 
xi— xe = aixa + (1— ni)`Siti — xrz 
=(l—a:)S;t:—x°` • 
which implies that 
(1- 	-x„II <- II77 -x°II. 
Then, we have 
(1 n)Ils;t; fl G(1 n")IISt°-r"II <Ilz:'-y"II 
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Since lim 1jx; — x"~I = 0, we have 
YI-too 
lim II—x"II=0. 
.1. 
Therefore by the triangle inequality 
II 	-+"hl s IISJ -x"II+IIx"-t;ll- 
Since lim ]131t; — x"I1 = 0 and lim Ile — 	0, for i = 1, 2, ..., N, we have 
m IIS+t; — 	= 0. (7.3.24) 
Since {x"} is bounded, there exists a weakly convergent subsequence {x"k } of {x"}, say 
Z. 
 
— i. Therefore, it follows from (7.3.19) that there exists also a weakly convergent 
subsequence {y°k } of {} such that a4" — i for each i = 1, 2,.... N. 
Since K; is~i closed and convex, y, E K; such that y°k 	i for each i = 1, 2, ..., N, it 
N 
follows that x E K. Hence i E f K. 
i=1 
First, we show .i E Sol(MEP(7.1.2)). The relation y" =T,'f (.e — r"A;x") implies that 
Pi(y ,vi)+(Aix", yi — yi) + 1.(yt — yi, 7Ji• — x„) > 0, Vyt E K. 
Since F is 2-monotone (thus monotone), we have 
> F(y+,yi), d9& EK. 
Hence, 
— x \  
yt— —y°k y; rvk 	 F,(y„ y:tk), dy1 E K. 	(7.3.25) 
For I with 6 </ < 1, let yi ,t = l yi + (1 — t)i E K. Then from (7.3.25), we have 
(II,t-'y:k,A;yyj) ? (y, 	 ; k,Afyt,)-(v:, -y: k, 4x°) 
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nk_ y. k` 
- ~J.,: - y: `, y~ 	n I + F,(y, C) r° 
 6Y) 	(yi,t —~t:k 	yuk 
	,x') 
nk_ ynk 
	
y' rnk 	+H(yicc,yJ 
Since lirn yj" - 	0 and A; is Lipschitz continuous, we have Urn A;yy° - 
 ~~ = 0, Vi = 1, 2, ..., N. nrther, from the monotonicity of A; and the convexity 
k _ nk 
and lower semicontinuity of F, in the second variable, and the fact that y' ntx -* 0 r 
and y°k 	i by letting k - o, we deduce that 
(v • i, A7H,i) ? F(Yt,n %). 	 (7.3.26) 
On the other hand 
< IF,(p, yi)+(1 - t)Fi(Yi,n y') 
< tFj(yi,t, y:) .4. (1- t)(y6: - 1, Ay :) 
tFdy;,r,yi)+(1—t)t(y;—x,Ay) 
and therefore dividing by t > 0, we get 
0 < Fd(yaa 1/:) + (1 - 1) (yj -1. Ady:,e), 
for each i = 1, 2,.,., N. Now letting t -i 0+, and using the upper heinicontinuity of F; 
in the first variable, for each y; E IC„ 
F+(i, y;) + (y: - Aix) > 0. 
This implies that :i: E Sol(MEP(7.1.2)). 
Next, we show that i E Fix(S;). Assume by contradiction that i Fix(S) for some 
1 < t < N. Pon (7.3.23) and x' 1 z, we have t,"k - i. Since S,i # i, then from 
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Opial's condition (1.2.13) and (7.3.24), we have 
Jim ki 	 lim km  l  'C — 'S'tJj 
< lm info {i]t;"— c.t;k II + IIS;/,"s —S; I]} 
< llmkmf Iti` -III. 
which is a contradiction. Thus, 1 E Fix(S1'), V1 < t < N. This implies i E Q. horn 
d = Pox, the ,(2 and (7.3.15), we have 
lid — xII <_ IIx— xis Slim kinf lFx' —xlI <limsup IIx"•—xII5 lid—  xuI. k—ao 
Thus, we have 
Urn ]Ix" - =II = IIx - xiI. 
Since x"k - x -' 1 - x and from Kadec-Klee property of Hilbert space, we have x' -
x -7 I - x and hence x" -s 1. Since by definition of Q", we have x" = Pgmx and 
d E Q C C" fl Q" C Q", we conclude that 
-Ild - x"e tl2 = (d- x'"xh'k - x)+(d- x7`,x- d) ? (d- x"`,x- d). 
Letting k - co, we obtain -lid  - 1MM 2 > ( d - i, x - d) > 0, since d = Pnx and I E S2 
Hence we have i = d. This implies that x" --> d. Since by (7.3.16), lim Iix" - xuI exists 
"-.DO 
and then by the above computation, we must have lim IIx"-xi] = Ild-xil. Now another 
application of the Hadec-Klee property implies that s" -s  d. Then (7.3.18), (7.3.19) 
and (7.3.23) imply that y; 3 d, z^ -s d and In  -+ d. This completes the proof. 	0 
7.4 Consequences 
Now we discuss some consequences of Theorem 7.3.1. 
Corollary 7.4.1. For each i = 1, 2, ..., N, let Ki be a nunempty, closed and convex 
.v 
subset of a real Hilbert space H with fl /C # 0. Let Fi : Ki x K -1 R be a 2-monotone 
=r 
bgfvnction satisfying Assumption 2.2.1 and let for each fixed i, S j : K, -> K; be a 
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nonexpansive mapping such that ftr = fl (Fix(S;)) f1 ((l Sol(EP(7.1.3)) ) # 0. Let 
the iterative sequences {z"} and {y"} and {zj} be generated by the following iterative 
scheme 
xo = a: E H, 
y7 = 
zi =a x° + (1— ai)S.Ttx", 
C,^_{zEH :llz; -zll'< ]Ix ^ -z112}, 
N c--nom, 
rn+l _ Pp„pQnx, 
for n = 1,2,..., and for each i = 1, 2, ..., N where {r; } C (0, -Fee) with lim inf if > 0 
nom 
and {a; } C [0, c] for some c E [0, 1). Then the sequences {a°}, {y; } and {z7} converge 
strongly to d = Pnix. 
Proof. The proof follows by taking A; = 0 in Theorem 7.3.1. 	 ❑  
The following corollary is due to [39], where A; are single-valued mappings. 
Corollary 7.4.2. [39] For each i = 1, 2, ..., N, let K; be a nonempty, closed and convex 
N 
subset of a real Hilbert space H with fl K; # 0 and let the inayping A; : H -4 H 
—1 
N 
be vi-inverse strongly monotone. Assume that A2 — (l (Sol(VIP(7.1.4))) # 0. Let 
i=i 
the iterative sequences {x"} and {yn } and {z"} be generated by the following iterative 
scheme: 
a° =:x E H, 
y° — Prc,(xn — 
z. = Prc;(x~ —  
C; ={zE11:lIC^-zii SIIx°-z]12}, 
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N 
Q"= {z E H: (x"—z,x—x')>0 }, 
n±1 T. 	= Pcwi-qnx, 
for n = 1, 2, ..., and for each i = 1, 2, ...,N where {r?} C [a, b] for some a, b E (0, a) and 
{fl} C [0, c] for some c E [0,1), where u = miN a;. Then the sequences {s"}, {y°} 
and {z; } converge strongly to d = Pn,r. 
Proof The proof follows by taking F = 0, a;" = 0 and S = I in Theorem 7.3.1, since 
in this case, we have T,,. (x) = Pg,x, Vn > 1, V1 < i < N, Vx E H. 	 0 
The following Corollary is due to Nadezhkina and Takahashi [128]. 
Corollary 7.4.3. [128] Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real Hilbert 
space H; let A : H —s H be c-inverse sttvngly monotone mapping and let T : C — C 
be a nonexpansive mapping such that that 123 = Sol(VIP(2.1.2)) n Fix(T) # 0. Let 
the iterative sequences {x"} and {y"} and {z"} be generated by the following iterative 
scheme: 
x° =x E H, 
Yn = Pc(x" — r"Az") 
z" = a"x" + (I — 	— 
C" = {z E H: 	— z11z < 1x" — zjjz}, 
Q"= {z E H: (x"—z,x—x") >0}, 
x"+1 = Pc..nQ"x, 
where {r"} C [a, b] for some a b E (0, a) and {a"} c [0, c] for some c E [0, 1). Then the 
sequences {x"}, {y"} and {z"} converge strongly to d= P a x. 
Proof. The proof follows by taking i = 1, o•;° = a", K; = C, F, = 0, and S; = T, a 
nonexpansive mapping in Theorem 7.3.1, since in this case, we have T,,.(x) = Fax, Vn > 
1, Vx E H. 	 0 
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Chapter 8 
Generalized mixed equilibrium problems 
8.1 Introduction 
Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset in a real Hilbert space H; let F : 
C x C -r )I, be a bifunction such that F(x, x) 0, Vx e C, and let A: C -t C be 
a nonlinear mapping. We consider the following generalized mixed equilthrium problem 
(in short, GMEP): Find x E C such that 
F(x,y)+(Ax,y-x)+4(x,y)-b(x,x)2D, by EC. 	(8.1.1) 
Similar problem hcs been studied by Ka ni et al. [93] for multi-valued mappings, see 
also Ding [59]. 
If A = 0, a zero mapping, GMEP(8.1.1) reduces to the generalized equilibrium problem 
(GE?) of finding x E C such that 
F(=,r)+th(x,y)-fi(=,x)>0, V, E C, 	 (8.1.2) 
which has been studied by many authors, see For uistance [137]. 
If rh = U, GMEP(8.1.1) reduces to the mixed equilibrium problem MEP(1.3.15) studied 
by Moudaii and Thera [127] using auxiliary principle, selection method and dynaunical 
procedure. 
If A = 0. ¢ = 0, GMEP(8.1.1) reduces to the equilibrium problem EP(1.3.14) 1181. 
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If = 0 and F(x, y) = sup (u, y—x) with B : C -+ 2°  a multi-valued maximal monotone 
uEBh 
operator. Then GMEP(8.1.1) reduces to the variational inclusion problem (VI): Find 
x E C such that 
0 E A(x) + B(x). 	 (8.1.3) 
In 1999, Moudafi and Thera [127] studied MEP(1.3.15) using auxiliary principle, selec-
tion method and dynamical procedure. Later, Moudafi [121] considered and analyzed 
an iterative; algorithm for solving MEP(1.3.15) using resolvent mapping. Since then, 
iterative methods for various generalization of MEP(1.3.15) have been studied by many 
authors. In 2001; Noor [136] have studied some iterative methods for a mixed variational 
inequality problem (1.3.17) in finite dimensional Hilbert space, which are extension of 
auxiliary principle and extragradient method. 
Recently, Zhang [178] discussed the resolvent-projection iterative method for solving 
VT(8.1.3) with C = H. We extend the resolvent-projection iterative method [178] to 
GMEP(8,1.1) in Hilbert space. 
Motivated by the work given in Zhang [178], Moudafi 11211, Noor [136], in this chapter, 
we extend the iterative methods given in [121, 136, 178] to GMEP(8.1.1) in infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space. 
We prove the existence and uniqueness of solution of an auxiliary problem of GMEP(8.1.1) 
which will he helpful in construction of an resolvent-projection iterative algorithm for 
GMEP(8.1.1) which consists of a resolvent mapping technique step followed by a suitable 
orthogonal projection onto a moving hyperplane. Further, we prove that the sequences 
generated by iterative algorithm converge weakly to a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). 
In addition, we study the convergence analysis of two iterative algorithms based on ex-
tragradient i method for GMEP(8.1.1), where the monotonicity (6-pseudo monotonicity) 
assumption! on A is required which is weaker than strongly monotonicity and inverse 
strongly monotonicity. First, using the auxiliary principle, we define a class of resolvent 
mappings. Further, using fixed point and resolvent methods, we give some iterative al-
gorithms for solving GMEP(8.1.1). Furthermore, we prove that the sequences generated 
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by iterative algorithms converge weakly to the solution of CMEP(8.1.1). These results 
require monotonicity (0-pseudo monotonicity) and continuity (Lipschitz continuity) for 
mappings. Some consequences from the main results are also derived. The results and 
iterative methods presented in this chapter improve and extend the results and iterative 
methods given in Neer 1136] for a mixed variational inequality problem (1.3.17) in finite 
dimensional space, and given in lbfoudafi [121] for MEP(1.3.15). 
8.2 Existence of solution of auxiliary problem 
We consider the following auxiliary problem (in short, AP) of GMEP(8.1.1): Fort > 0 
and for each fixed x E H, find z E C such that 
F(z,y)+(Az,y—z)+¢(z,9)—¢(z,z)+1(y—z,z—x)>0, VyCC. 	(8.2.1) 
Remark 8.2.1. Evidently when x = S then the solution set of GMEP(8.1.1) and 
AP(8.2.1) are same. 
Now, we prove the existence and uniqueness of solution of AP(8.2.1). 
Theorem 8.2.1. Let C C H be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real Hilbet 
space H. Let F : C x C —> -1 and 0 : H x H — R be nonlinear bifunctions and let 
r > 0. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) F satisfies condition (i)-(iv) in Lemma 1.2.10; 
(ii) A is monotone and continvors; 
(iii)G,' is skew-symmetric, convex in second argument and continuous; 
(iv) For each fixed x E H, there exists a compact subset Dz of H and yo E Cfl D. such 
that 
<0, for each zEC\D~. 
Then for each fixed x E II, AP(8.2.1) has a unique solution z E C. 
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Proof. The proof is on similar lines of the proof of Lemma 3.1 [59) (see also f93)) but for 
sake of completeness, we give the proof. For each fixed x E H, define G : C x C -+ R 
by 
G(z,y)= F(z,y)+(Az,y-z)+tp(z,y)- r(z,z) +(y-z,z-x), Vy,z EC. 
Evidently G(z, z) > 0, Vz E C and condition (i) of Lemma 1.2.10 is satisfied. Further 
since F is monotone and 0 is skew-symmetric, then we have 
G(z,y)+G(y,z) = F(z,y)+F(y,z)+O(z,y) -O(z,z)+ih(y,z) -O(y,y) 
+T [(y - z, z-z)+(z-J,y -x)) 
<_ 	1I1y—z112 
0, 
i.e., G is monotone and thus condition (ii) of Lemma 1.2.10 is satisfied. Since F is upper 
hemicontinuous, A and rp are continuous, we have that for each w, y, z E C, 
lim sup G(tw + (1 — t)z, y) 
t-10 
< lhusup F(tw+ (1 — t)z, y) 
t- o 
+l;m sup [O(tw + (I — t)z, y) — m(tw + (1— t)z, tin + (1— t)z)] 
t+e 
+limsup(A(tw + (I — t)z), t(y — w) + (1 — t)(y — z)) 
t-w 
+i i rnsup((t(y — w) + (1— t)(y —4,  t(w — x) + (1— t)(z — x)) 
T MO 
< F(z,y)+(Az,y—z)+O(z,y)— r(z,z)+llim sup [(1—t)2(y— z,z—x) 
T 	t-i0 
+t(1 t)(y z,w—x)+t 2 (y— w,w—x)+t( 1 —t)(y—w,z -4)J 
< F(z,y)+(Az,y — Z) +0(z,y) — O(z,z) +r(y — z,z — a') 
= G(z, y). 
Thus condition (iii) of Lemma 1.2.10 is satisfied. Since for each z E C, y —> F(z, y) is 
convex and lower scmicontiWucus and ¢ is convex in the second argument and continuous, 
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it is easily observe that for each z E C, y -e G(z, y) is convex and lower semicontinuous 
and thus condition (iv) of Lemma 1.2.10 is satisfied. Evidently condition (iv) implies 
that G satisfies condition (v) of Lemma 1.2.10. Hence it follows from Lemma 12.1D 
that there exists a point z G C such that G(z, y) > 0, Vy E C, that is, for each fixed 
x E H, AP(8.2.1) has a solution z E C. In order to show that z E C is unique solution 
of AP(8.2.1), for each fixed x E H, let 21 z2 E C be any two solutions of AP(8.2.1). 
Then, we have 
HyEC, (8.2.2) 
F(z2,y)+(Az2,Y-z2)+ 0(z2, Y) -IP(z2, z2)+ -(Y - z2, z2 - x)> 0, Vy E C. (8.2.3) r 
Taking y - z2 in (8.2.2) and y - zi in (8.2.3) and then adding these two inequalities, 
we get 
F(ze,z2)+I''(z2,zr) - (Au -Az2,z1-z2) 
-[0( zl , zi) -W(z1, zz) - W(Z2, z,) + 0(22, z2)] 
1(zi -zz, zi - zs) 
Since F, A are monotone, ¢ is skew-symmetric and r > 0, the preceding inequality 
reduces to 
IIzt - z2112 <0, 
which implies that z1  = 22. This completes the proof. 	 ❑  
Remark 8.2.2. It follows from Theorem. 8.2.1 that for each z E H, the unique solution 
of AP(8.2.1) can be written as z - JA"(a) E C. Then for all y E C, we have 
F(J(x),y) + (A(Ja:®(.x))Y J(x))+(J(=)Y) 
+m(J(z), J 	
1
(a)) + (J2(x) x, y J(a)) > 0.(8.2.4) 
Hence, JAO : H -a C is well defined and single-valued mapping, which is called the 
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resolvent mapping for GMEP(8.1.1). FSsrther, we observe that x — JA'm(x) if and only 
if x is a solution of GMEP(5.1.1). 
Theorem 8.2.2. Assume that all conditions of Theorem 8.2.1 hold. Then the mapping 
JA6 : H —*'C is firmly nonexpansive. 
Proof. Denote u := J(x) and v := JA's (y) for each x, y E H. By Theorem 8.2.1 and 
Remark 8.2.2, we have that for each x, y E H, 
F(u,v)+(Au,v—ii) +yi(u,v)—¢(u,u) + 1(u—u,u—x)>0, 	(8.2.5) 
F(v,u)+(  Av, a—v) + (v, u)-6(v, v) + 1(u—v,v — y) ? 0. 	(8.2.6) 
I 	 r 
Adding (8.2.5) and (8.2.6), we have 
F(u, v) + F(v, u) — (Au — Av, u — v) — [Ø(u, u) — 0(u, v) — ¢(v, u) + O(v, v), 
Since F, A are monotone and ¢ is skew-symmetric, above inequality reduces to 
(IL — v,x — y) 2t1k-112, 
because r > 0. This completes the proof. 
Remark 8.2.3. The conclusion of Theorem 8.2.1 also hold for upper hemicontinuity of 
mapping A. Father Theorem 8.2.1 gives the strict proof of the conclusion in Remark 
4 due to Moudafi [121]. Theorem 8.2.2 generalizes Lemma 5 due to Moudafi [121]. 
Theorem 8.2.1-8.2.2 also generalize Lemma 2.3 due to Peng and Yao [145]. 
Based on Theorem 8.2.1 and Remark 8.2.2, we suggest the following iterative method 
for GMEP('8.1.1). 
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8.3 Resolvent projection method 
First, we suggest a resolvent projection iterative algorithm. Then bused on this iterative 
method, we prove a weak convergence theorem for GEP(8.1.2). 
Resolvent projection iterative algorithm 8.3.1. 
Step 0: Select initial zo E H and set n = 0, 
Step 1 (Resolvent step): Find x„ E C such that 
(8.3.1) 
where {r„} C (0, cc) satisfies Gm iuf r, = r > 0. 
n—~ 
Step 2 (Projection step): Set C :_ {z E H: (z„ — x,,, z — x„) < 0}. 
If z„ = x,, then stop; otherwise, take z„+1 such that 
z.+, = Po(zr). 	 (8.3.2) 
Step 3: Let n = n + 1 and go to step 1. 
Remark 8.3.1. For each re, since; E H, it follows from Theaters 8.2.1 and Remark 
8.2-2 that there is x, E C such that x„ is a unique solution of AP(8.2.1), i.e., Step I 
of resolvent projection iterative algorzthin 8.3.1 is well defined. If zo = x,,, by Remark 
8.2.2, we have x„ is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). If the iterative sequence {x„} is finite 
then the lost term is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). if z,, x,,, then z„ C. Therefore 
resolvent projection iterative algonthm 8.3.1 is well defined. In resolvent projection 
iterative algorithm 8.3.1, the resolvent mapping iterative step (8.3.1) is used to construct 
a separation hyperplane, the next iterate z,.1 vs then obtained by a trivial projection of 
z„ which is not eapanuzve at all from numerical point of view. 
Now, we show that the sequences generated by resolvent projection iterative algorithm 
8.3.1 converge weakly to a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). 
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Theorem 8.3.1. Assume that all conditions of Theorem 8.2.1 hold. Then the sequences 
{x„} and {z„} generated by resolvent projection iterative algorithm 8.3.1 converge weakly 
to x' E C, a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). 
Proof. Let x E C be a solution of GMEP(8.1.1), then x' = JA (x ), for r„ > 0. Also 
from (8.3.1), we have x„ = Jp'' (z„). By Theorem 8.2.2, Jai is firmly nonexpansive, 
then, we have 
II,x'-..,II <- (x'-x,,,z'-z„) 
(x — xn,z — xa + x,. — zn) 
which implies that 
(z., — x,~, x' — zr,) < 0. 
From the definition of set C given in resolvent projection iterative algorit1mi 8.3.1 and 
from the above inequality, we have that x, E C. Further, we deduce from (1.2.4) and 
(8.3.2) that 
(Z. — Zfl+j,x'— z,,+i) 50. 	 (8.3.3) 
Now, using (8.3.3), we estimate 
~1x*— zn+iFI2 < 11xi— z IR -2(x” — z,,, zn+I — z,,)+IIz„+t — z..11z 
= lx* — z,J2 — 2(x+ — Zn+l, zn+l — Zn) — 	— z, z,.+j  — zn) 
+IIza+i 
<_ IIx — z,.11z— ~zn+i — znjIz. 	 (8.3.4) 
Hence, 
I * -z„+1III <- IIx'-xzII2, dn, 
i.e., the sequence {z„} is Fejer monotone with respect to set C. Hence, the sequence 
{z„} is bounded and the sequence {IIz„ — x'IJ2} is convergent. Hence, it follows from 
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(8.3.4) that 
	
lim [Izn+t — zn1[ = 0. 	 (8.3.5) 
n-t cc 
From (8.3.2) and x, E C, we have that (zn — n, zn+l — xn) <0, and 
[Ixn — Znl[Z = (Xn — zn, xn — zn) 
< (2n+1 — z,,, X. "- Zn) + (xn — 2„+l, xn — z,) 
(zn+f — z , xn — zn). 	(8.3.6) 
It follows from (8.3.5) and (8.3.6) that 
lim IIx„ — zn1[ = 0, 	 (8.3.7) n-roc 
which implies that {x„} is also bounded in C and Em (x„ — z„) = 0. Moreover the 
n-00 
sequences {xn} and {zn} both have same accumulation point. Now, we show that each 
weak accumulation point of {zn} is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). 
Let i be a weak accumulation point of {xn}. Since {x„} is bounded, we can extract a 
subsequence {x,.} of {xn} that weakly converge to .i E C, i.e., lim x„f — .i (weakly). i- 
Then there is a subsequence {zn,} of {zn} such that lim zn~ = a (weakly). Since 
= Ja  (z„), Vn, we have x,y = JA n. (z,y ) and 
0, Vy E C. 
n1 
Since F is monotone, from above inequality, we have 	_ 
(A.T , y — x,) + th(.xnj y) — #(.xnf , xf) + (y — 2nr , xnj — 2n') > F(U, xn, ). (8.3.8) m i 
 
Further, for any t c [0,1] and y E C, let Yt := ty + (1— t)s”. Since z E C, yt E C. 
Therefore it follows from (8.3.8) that 
(Yt — xn„Ai) 	(yL — x, ,Aye) — V(x„Yt) — (x„x,u) — (yt — x, ,Abt) 
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— l. — xn~, xn'—zn' ) + F(y,xa,). 	 (8.3.9) 
Pnj 
Since 1im (.I„ — z„) = 0 and lim inf r„ = r > 0, then urn x"r — z"' = 0. Since A is n- oo 	 n-,o 	 i-fo 	r 
monotone, 0 is continuous and F is lower sen¢continuous in the second argument, then 
(8.3.9) reduces to 
	
F(ve, _) + (Aye, x — ye) < 0(x, ye) — '1'(i, x). 	 (8.3.10) 
Since F and yS both are continuous in second arguments, we have 
0 < F (ye, Ye) + (Aye, yt — yt) + O(Ye, Ye) — O(ye, Ue) 
< L[F(Y,y)+(Aye,Y — y)I+( 1— t)IF'(yt,T)+(Aye, — Y, )] 
+td(yt, v) + (1 — t)d(ye, _) —'(ve,Yt) 
C t[F(ye,y)+(Aye, y—ve)]+(1 —t)[d(=,yt—d(x,1)) 
+tO(ve, y) + (1 — t)0(ve, x) — ø(v, ye) 
= t [F(yg, y) + (Ave, y — 9!e) + O(ye, y) — O(yt x) — 0(x, Ne) + O(±, x)] 
— [ø( 	) — 0(x, 8c) — '/'(Ya £) + O(yo y,)] . 
Since 6 is skew-syuunetric, F is upper hemiconEvmous and A and 0 are continuous, 
above inequality implies, after letting t —10+, that 
F(t,y)+(AM,V — ~)+0(x,y) — O(i,i)>0, VyEC, 
i.e., z is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). 
Finally, we show that {x„} is weakly convergent to x G C. Let z and z be two weak 
accumulation points of {z„} and {z,,} and {z,,, } be two subsequences of {z„} that weakly 
converge to i and z, respectively. Then z and z are the solutions of GMEP(8.1.1) and 
the sequence Ilk. — zl 2} and {Ilz„ — 	are convergent. Now 
III,; —=11'=11z.,; -2112 +2(z.; -2,2—i)+Ili—=11' 	(8.3.11) 
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and 
I~zn:-zII'=11Zn,-111 2 +2(z_-z,z- 2)+112 -2[I 2: 	(8.3.12) 
Taking limit in (8.3.11) as j -4 cc and in (8.3.12) as i -4 cc, we have 
~ m IIzn, — =112— .lmz l]zn; -111 2 = Ill — x112 
= lim[lz, —1112 —limIIze —iII2,(8.3.13) 
,-too 	 t-tOO 
which is possible only when Ill — 2112 - 0, i.e., i = z. Thus we conclude that all 
accumulation points of {z,} coincide, i.e., {zn} is weakly convergent to .x' E C, a 
solution of GMEP(5.1.1). Thus the sequence {x„} is also weakly convergent to x' E C, 
a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). This completes the proof. 	 ❑  
8.4 Implicit iterative method 
We consider the following auxiliary problem (in short, AP) for GEP(8.1.2): For r> 0 
and for each fixed x E H. find z E C such that 
>0, VyEC. 	(8.4.1) r 
The following lemma, a direct consequence of Theorem 8.2.1 gives the existence and 
uniqueness of solution of AP(8.4.1). 
Lemma 8.4.1. Let C C H be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a real Hilbert 
space H. Let F : C x C —> 1R and 0 : H x H -4 R be nonlinear bifunctions and let 
r > 0. Suppose that the conditions (i), (iii), (iv) of Theorem 8.2.1 hold. Then, for each 
fixed x E H, AP(8.4.1) has a unique .solution z E C. 
Remark 8.4.1. It follows from Lemma 8.4.1 that for r > 0 and for each x E 11, we can 
write the unique solution of AP(8.4.1) as z = Jo(x) E C. Then for ally E C, we have 
F(.Ir,m(x), i)+v(Jj(x),y)-0(e"(_),J[,m(x))+?(Jr(x)-x,v-J°4(x))>0 
(8.4.2) 
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Hence, jr"  : H —> C is well defined and single-valued mapping, which is called the 
resolvent mapping for GEP(8.1.2). We observe that x = J/'4(x) if and only if x is a 
solution of GEP(8.1.2). Thither, Lemma 8.4.1 gives the strict proof of the assumption 
taken in [137] for the existence of solution of AP(8.4.1). .lsrthernwre, we observe that 
II —s C is firmly nonexpansive. 
Through out the rest of chapter unless otherwise stated, we assume that the bifunctions 
F, 0 satisfy all conditions of Lemma 8.4.1. 
Lemma 8.4.2. GMEP(8.1.1) has a solution x if and only if x satisfies the equation 
x=J,,O[x — rAx], for r>0. 	 (8.4.3) 
We now define the residue vector R(x) by the relation 
R(x) = x — 	rAx]. 	 (8.4.4) 
We remark,that R is a continuous mapping. 
Invoking Lemma 8.4.2, one can observe that x E C is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1) if and 
only if x E Cis a zero of the equation 
R(x) = 0. 	 (8.4.5) 
The fixed point formulation given in Lemma 8.4.2 for GMEP(8.1.1) enables us to suggest 
and analyze the following iterative algorithm. 
Iterative Algorithm 8.4.1. For a given xo G C, compute the approximate solution 
x„+1 by the iterative scheme 
xn+1 = J,r'b[xn — rAxn], n = 0,1, 2, ... . 
Rewrite the equation (8.4,3) in the form 
x — JP'' [x — rAJ;'b[x — rAx]] 	 (8.4.6) 
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by updating the solution. This fixed point formulation allows us to suggest the following 
extragradient iterative method. 
Iterative Algorithm 8.4.2. For a given xo E C, compute x„+1 by the iterative scheme 
x„+1 = J•5 Ixn — rAJF,4[x„ — 	n = 0, 1, 2... . 
If F(x, 8) = 50(y) — be(x) and $(x, y) = 0 for all x,y E C, than JrO = Pe, the 
projection of H onto C, and then Algorithm 8.4.2 reduces to the extragradient iterative 
method of Korpelevich [103]. 
Now define the residue vector R(x) by the relation 
R(x)=x— J;4 [x— rAJF ,d [x — rAx]]. 	 (8.4.7) 
Further, we can easily observe that x E C is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1) if and only if 
x E C is a zero of the equation 
R(x) = 0, 
where R(x) is defined by (8.4.7). 
For a constant ry E (0, 2), equation (8.4.5) can be written as 
x + rAx = x + rAx — yR(x). 
This formulation is used to suggest the following new implicit iterative method for 
solving GMEP(8.1.1). 
Iterative Algorithm 8.4.3. For a given xo E C, compute x11+1 by the iterative scheme 
x„rr=x„ + rAx„— rAx„+r — 	a=0,1,2.... 	(8.4.8) 
Next, we prove the following technical lemmas. 
Lemma 8.4.3. Let z E C be a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). If the mapping A is monotone 
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then 
(x — xc+ r(Ax — Az), R(x)) > jR(x) J12 Vx E 0, 	 (8.4.9) 
whe 	is defined by (8.4.4). 
Proof. Let 2 E C be a solution of GMEP(8.1.1), then 
F(.x,y)+(AM,y—.x)+O(2,y)—¢(x,5)>0VyeC. 	(8.4.10) 
Taking y JF -O[x — rAx] = z — R(x) in (8.4.10), we have 
rF(x,x=R(x))+r(Aa,x— R(x)—y) + r4(a, x R(x))— r(2,) ~0. (8.4.11) 
Setting a = x — rAx, z = .IF4(x) := JF-'P[a — rAx] = x — R(r.) and y := x in (8.4.2), 
we have 
rF(x — R(x), x) + r¢(x — R(x), 2 ) — rO(x — R(x), x — R(x)) 
+(x-R(x)-(x-rAz),x-(x-R(x)))?0. 	 (8.4.12) 
Adding (8.4.11) and (8.4.12), we have 
r[P,(x. — R(x), s:) + F(.a, x — R(x)] + (r(A.i — Ax) -I- R(x), x — R(x) —.TC) 
	
—rid(x,x) — (x,x — R(x)) — 	 — R(x),x) -f (x—R(x),x—R(x))]?0. (8.413) 
Since F is monotone and ¢ is skew-symmetric, (8.4.13) implies that 
(r(Ax — Ax) — R(x), (x — R(x)) — r) > 0. 	(8.4.14) 
Since A is monotone, from (8.4.14), we have 
Kr —y — r(Ar — Ai), R(x)) 
_ (R(x),R(x))+(R(x)—r(Ax—At),x——R(x))+r(Ax—Az,—z) 
JIR(x)II2. 
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This completes the proof. 	 Ii 
Lemma 8.4.4. Let G C be a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). If the mapping A is monotone 
then the iterative sequence {x„} generated by Iterative Algorithm 8.4.3 is bounded. 
Proof. Since a is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1) and z„+i satisfies (8.4.8), then using lemma 
8.4.3, we have 
Ilx,,+l — :c + r(Axn+1 — Ax) Ih 
= IIx,.—x +r(Ax„—Aa)— iR(x„)II 2 
<_ Ilx..-1+r(Ax,.— A2)II'- 2y[IR(x,)1( 2 +-r'IJR(x.JU 2 
Ix.. — x +r(Axn — Ar)Ila — 7(2 — 7)IIR(x,)Il2 	 (8.4.15) 
	
5 Ilx.. — s + r(Ax„ — At) I]2 , 	 (8.4.16) 
because y E (0, 2). Inequality (8.4.15) which gives the Fejer's monotonicity of the 
sequence {(I + rA)x„} with respect to the solution set of GMEP(8.1.1) and hence 
{(I+rA)x„} is bounded. Further, it also follows from (8.4.15) that the sequence {II (I+ 
rA)x„ — (I + rA)ilh} is monotonically decreasing and therefore convergent. 
Again, since A is monotone, for any x, y E C, we have 
((I+rA)x — (I+rA)y,x — y) = IlkyI2 +r(Ax—Ay,x—y) 
>_ IIx — vuP, 
which implies that the mapping (I + i-A) is 1-strongly monotone. Hence, we have 
I(I+rA)x„ — (I+Ar)zII ? II=„ — Ill. 
This implies that the sequence {.r..,,} is bounded. 	 ❑  
Now, we prove that approximate solution obtained from Iterative Algorithm 8.4.3 con-
verges weakly to a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). 
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Theorem 8.4.1. Let x E C be a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). If the mapping A is mono-
tone and continuous, then the iterative sequence {x„} generated by Iterative Algorithm 
8.4.3 converges weakly to a. 
Proof. a,E'!C is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1), then it follows from Theorem 8.4.4 that the 
sequence { II Gx„ — G2I 2}, where G (I + rT) with r > 0, is convergent and hence it 
follows from (8.4.15) that 
lim R(x) — 0. 
n-00 
Farther, it jfollows from Theorem 8.4.4 that the sequence {x„} is bounded. Let x be a 
weak limit point of {x„}, then there exists a subsequence {x,,, } of {x„}, which converges 
weakly to i. Since R is continuous, so 
R(i) = lim R(x,,,) — 0, i-f 
and hence s is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). Further, we claim that the sequence {x„} has 
unique weak limit point which is a solution of GMEP(8.1.1). Indeed, let ii and z2 be 
two weak limit points of {x„} and let {x,,; } and {..yy} be two subsequences of {x„} that 
weakly converge to xl and i2, respectively. Then ii, xz are solutions of GMEP(8.1.1) 
and the sequence {IIGxn — Gillh} and {IIGx — Gi21 2} are convergent. 
Now, 
IIGx -Gxz112 =11Gxn;-Gxt112+IIGil-G~~II'+(cxn, Gx,c~, Gti2), (8.4.17) 
and 
IIGxn; — CilII' = IIGx,y — Cl2fl2 +hIGxl — G.is112 +(Gx1 —GY2,Gil—G.i2). (8.4.18) 
Since G is continuous then on taking limit in (8.4.17) as i - eo and in (8.4.18) as 
j —Y eo, we have 
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ism ~~Gxn~ — GI2W — lint  (Ct,1 — Gil ~1s = ~~C-'ir — 
= 1irn IGZ% — G1'] 2 —lira IIGxa,—Gx2~~a, 
which is possible only when [Cu, — 012112 = 0, i.e., Gil = Gxz. 
Further, since G is 1-strongly monotone, then 
(~x1 -1211' 5 (G?r — CT2,xr — X2) 5 11G11 — G121(I[1r — x211. 	(8.4.19) 
Since Gil = Ci2 then it follows from 8.4.19 that xi = x2. Thus all the weak limit points 
of {x„} coincide and hence the sequence {x„} is weakly convergent to the solution 2 of 
CMEP(8.1.1). This completes the proof. 	 0 
8.5 Resolvent equation and extragradint-like iterative method 
Related to GMEP(8.1.1), we consider the following resolvent equation (for short, RE) 
of finding z E H such that for x E C, 
Ax + A~ •O(z) = 0, 	 (8.5.1) 
and 
a — J(z), for r > 0, 	 (8.5.2) 
where Ar O is a regularized operator and is defined as AFO = i (I— J 0 ), I is the identity 
operator on H. 
The proof of the following lemma is directly followed from the definition of AF4 
Lemma 8.5.1. GMEP(8.1.1) has a solution a if and only if RE (8.5.1)-(8.5.2) has a 
solution z E H where 
x = Jr#(z) 	(8.5.3) 
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and 
z=x—rAx, for r>0. 	 (8.5.4) 
Using the fact that AF's' = r(I — JF ,O), RE (8.5.1)-(8.5.2) can be written as 
z — Jf'd(z) + rAJ O(z) = 0. 
For a step size -1, we can write above equation as 
x = x —'Y [z — JF,m(z) + rAJEO(z)] = 0. 
This fixed point formulation allows us to suggest the following extragradicnt-like itera-
tive method for GMEP(8.1.1).. 
Iterative Algorithm 8.5.1. For a given xe E C, compute the approximate solution 
x„+r by the y iterative schemes 
= x„ — rAx„ 
wit =z„—J;•~x„ + rAJrz„ 
Zn+1 = X. — 7wn, 
when n=0,1,2,..., r>0 andry> 0. 
Now, we recall the following concepts: 
Definition 8.5.1. [93] Let A: C —i 0 be a nonlinear mapping. A is said to be: 
(i1 pseudo monotone if 
(Ax, z — x) > 0 implies (Az, z — x) > 0; 
(ii) 0-pseudo monotone, where 0 is a. real-valued mnultivariate function, if 
(Ax,z—x)+0>0 implies (Az,z —x) + 8 > 0; 
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(iii,) 6-pseudo contractive if 
(Ax — Ay, x — 	— yilz. 
Remark 8.5.1. We observe that Lipschitz caatinuovs mappings are pseudocontractive 
but converse may not be true in ,general. 
Next, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 8.5.1. Let x E C be the solution of GMEP(8.1.1) and let the mapping A be 
0-pseudo monotone, where O(x, y) = F(x, y)+ (r, y) — 5h(x, x) Va, y E C, and d-pseudo 
contractive. Then 
(x — i, R(x) — r(Ax — Az)) ? (1— r8)IIR(x)Ih, Vx E C 	(8.5.5) 
where z = a, — rAn and R(v) is defined by (8.4.4). 
Proof. Since A is 9-pseudo monotone, where 6(c, y) = F(x, y) +t6(x, y) —O(x, x) Vx, y E 
C, then for all z, i E C, 
(A2,z- 2)+0>0 
implies 
(Az, z-3)+0>0, 
i.e., 	 F(a,z) +(Az,z— a)+#( x,z)—d(t,i)>0, VzE C. 
Since F is monotone then above inequality implies that 
—F(zt)+(Az,z—z)+¢(z,z)-4,(Y,)>0, VzEC. 
In particular for ; = x — R(x), we have 
—F(r—R(x),5)+L4(x—R(.x)).(x-12(x))— x) 	x—R(z))—Q(z, i)>0. (8.5.6) 
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Adding (8.5.6) and (8.4.12), we have 
(R(x) — rAx + rA(x — R(x)), (x — R(x)) — T~ ? 0, 
where we have used skew-symmetricity of ¢. 
Since A is pseudo contractive, above inequality implies 
(R(r)—rAx+rA(x—R(x)),x—!) > (R(x)—rAx+rA(x—R(x)), R(x)) 
? IIR(x)II'— r(Ax — A(x — R(x)),x — (x — R(x))) 
(1— r6) II R(x) II2. 
This completes the proof. 	 ❑  
Finally, we'prove that the weak convergence theorem for GMEP(8.1.1). 
Theorem 8.5.2. Let x E C be the solution of GMEP(8.1.1) and let the mapping A be 9-
pseudo monotone, where O(x, y) = F(x, y)+¢(x, y) — ~i(x. x) Vx, y E C, and d-Lipschitz 
continuous. If rb < 1 and - E (0,2), then the iterative sequence {x„} generated by 
Iterative Algorithm 8.5.1 crmverges weakly to xr. 
Proof. x E C be the solution of GMEP(8.1.1), using Iterative algorithm 8.5.1, we esti-
mate 
xn+1 — x11 2 = Il xn — — -jxn — rAx, — Jr'O Ixa — rAxn) + rAJF'O[xn — rAxn]] 112 
= IIxn — x — -y[R(xn) + rA(xn — R(x)) — rAxn] II2 
= Ilxa — 	27(R(xn) + rA(aa — R(x,,)) — rAx,., x„ 
172I R(x_) +rA(2s — R(x)) — rAx„II' 
<_ II x.. — 111 2 — 27(R(x.,) + rA(xa — R(x)) — rAx, xn — x) 
+72 {IIR(xn)Ih+II'A(x,, —R(xn)) — Axnll2} 
s IIx..—III'—{27(1 —ra)-72(1 +r'b')}IlR(=n)II2 	(8.5.7) 
<_ IIx..—X112, 	 (8.5.8) 
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where we have used the Lipschitz continuity of A and rd < I and -y E (0.2) 
Inequality (8.5.8) gives the Fejer's monotouicity of the sequence {x, } with respect to 
the solution set of GMEP(8.1.1) and hence {x„} is bounded. Further, we observe that 
the sequence {Ik n —x12} is monotonically decreasing and therefore convergent. Rest of 
the proof is on similar lines of proof of Theorem 8.4.1. This completes the proof. 	❑  
8.6 Consequences 
Now, we discuss some consequences of Theorem 8.3.1. 
When A = 0, a zero mapping, we have 
Corollary 8.6.1. Assume that the mappings F, 0 satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of 
Theorem. 8.2.1. If the sequences {an} and {z„} are generated as follows: 
Step 0: Select initial zo E H and set n = 0. 
Step I (Resobvent step): Find xn E C such that 
xn —  
where {rn} C (0, eo) satisfies lim inf rn = r > 0 and Jq'm is the resolvent snapping for 
t GEP(8.1.2). 	 ~~ 
Step 2 (Projection step): Set C := {z E 11 : (z,, — x,,, z — x,,) < 0} 
If Zr. = x,, then stop; otherwise, take z,+, such that 
Step 3. Let a = n t 1 and go to step 1. 
Then the sequences {x} and {zn} aye weakly convergent to a solution of CEP(8.1.2). 
When (p = 0, a zero mapping, we have 
Corollary 8.6.2. Assume that the rmaypings F, A satisfy conditions (i), (ii) and (iv) of 
Theorem 8.2.1. If the sequences {xn} and {z„} are generated as follows: 
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Step 0: Select initial zo E EI and set n = 0. 
Step I (Resolvent step): Find x„ E C such that 
where {r„} C (0, co) satisfies lint inf r„ = r > 0 and J 	is the resolvent mapping for 
MEP(1.3.15). 
Step 2 (Prvjecticn step): Set C :_ {z E H : (z„ —xa , z — xa ) < 0}. 
If z„ = xa , then stop; otherwise, take z„,, such that 
2.,+1  
Step 3: Let n = n + I and go to step 1. 
Then the sequences {x„} and (z,} are weakly convergent to a solution of MEP(1.3.15). 
Remark 8.6.1. Corollary 8.6.2 generutiaes Theoreu 15 due to Moudafi [121]. 
We end with a consequence of Theorem 8.4.1. 
Corollary 8.6.3. Let i E C be a solution of MEP(1.3.15); let the conditions (i) and 
(iii) with O(a,y) = 0 Vx,y E C, of Lemma 8.4.1 hold and let xe E C be given. If A 
is monotone and continuous mapping, then the iterative sequence {xn} generated by the 
scheme: 
x„+i = x„+rAx„—rAx„+i —7R(x„), n=0,1,2... , 
for r > 0 axed t E (0, 2), when 
R(a)=x— J,f[x —rAM], xEC, 
and z JF(x) is a solution of inequality: 
1 F(z,y)+—(z—x,y—z)>0, byEC, 
r 
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converges weakly to i. 
The conclusion of Corollary 8.6.3 immediately follows from Lemma 8.4.3 and Theorem 
8.4.1 with ¢(x, y) — 0 Vx, y E C. 
Remark 8.6.2. (i) Corollary 8.6.3 improves and generalizes Theorem 15 due to Moudai 
[121]. 
(ii) Using the method presented in this Section 8.4, one can easily extend Lernrna 8.4.3 
and Theorem 8.4.1 for Iterative algorithm 8.4.3 where R(x) is defined by (8.4.7). 
(iii) We remark that the iterative methods presented in Section 8.5 improve and extend 
the iterative methods given in [136] for VIP(1.3.17) in finite dimensional space, 
and given in [121] for MEP(1.3 15). 
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Abstract 
Purpose: In this paper, we Introduce and study an iterative method to approximate a common solution of a split 
generated equilibrium problem and a fixed point problem for a nonexpansive semigroup In real Hilbert spaces. 
Methods: We prove a strong convergence theorem of the iterative algorithm in Hilbert spaces under certain mild 
conditions. 
Results: We obtain a strong convergence result for approximating a common solution of a split generalized 
equilibrium problem and a fixed point problem for a nonexpansive semigroup In real Hilbert spaces, which Is a unique 
solution of a variational inequality problem. Further, we obtain some consequences of our main result 
Conduslonac The results presented in this paper are the supplement, extension, and general zation of results In the 
study of Plulttieng and Punpaeng and that of Cianclaruso et al.The approach of the proof given in this paper is also 
different. 
Keywords: Split generalized equilibrium problem, Fixed point problem, Nonexpansive semigroup 
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Introduction 
Throughout the paper, unless otherwise stated, let Hl and 
H2 be real Hilbert spaces with inner product (., 4 and 
norm II ,II• Let Cand Q be nonemptyclosed convex subsets 
of Hi and H2, respectively. 
A mappingf : C —+ C is said to be a contraction if 
there exists a constant u E (0,1) such that I[fl' -hi] 5 
aflx- yI}, Yx,y a C. A mapping T; C - C is said to be 
nonxpanslve if 11 Tx - ryll < flx - yll, dx,y a C. Fix(T) 
denotes the fixed point set of the nonexpansive mapping 
T:C -. C. 
Let B : Hl -+ H1 be a strongly positive linear bounded 
opersto6 ie., if there exists a constant y > 0 such that 
(9x,x 9llxlI2, dx E H1. 
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A typical problem is to minimize a quadratic function 
over the set of fixed points of nanexpansive mapping T: 
min  
sen=(n 2 
where b is a given point in Hi. 
In 2006, Marino and Xu [1] considered the following 
iterative method: 
xu+r = a, yf(x)+U- a~8)Txn, 'In > 0, 
with 0 a y c Y and proved that the sequence {xn) con-
verges strongly to the unique solution of the variational 
inequality 
I(8 - yf)Z,x-Z), VxE Fix(T) 
which Is the optimality condition for the minimization 
problem 
min  xsn:(7) 2 
where his the potential function for yf. 
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1. Iutraduetieu 
Throughout the paper unless otherwise stated, let H, and H, 
be real Hilbert spaces With inner product (-,-) and norm 
Let C and Q be nonempty closed convex subsets of Ht and 
H2, respectively. Let (x„) be a sequence in H„ then x;,-ax 
(respectively, x"--s .a) denotes strong (respectively, weak) con-
vergence of the sequence {x„} to a point x C H1. 
A mapping S: C -s C is called nonexponsivn, if 
psx-SYI1EIlx-yll, VxyeC 
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The fixed pobrr prnhlen (in chart, FPP) for the mapping S: 
C-9 C is to find x E C such that 
Sx=x. 	 (1.1) 
The solution set of FPp (1.1) is denoted by Ftx(S). 
The variational inequality problem (in short, VIP) is to find 
x C C such that 
(Dx,y-x)20, Vy EC, 	 (1.1) 
where D: C -a H, be a nonlinear mapping. The solution set of 
VIP (1.2) is denoted by r. 
For solving the VIP m a finite-dimensional Euclidean space 
R", Korpelcvich [ll introduced an iterative method so-called 
extragradient method. Further motivated by the idea of 
Korpelevich cxtragradient method, Nadezhkina and Takah-
ashi 121 introduced an iterative method for finding the common 
element of the set Fix(S) n F and proved the strong coaver-
gonce theorem. For related Works, we refcr to see [3,4). 
The egvi(ihrfum problem (in short, EP) is to find x E Csuch 
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Abstract In this paper, we introduce and study an iterative method to approximate 
n common solution of split variational mclusionproblern and fixed point problem for 
a nonexpansive mapping in real Hilbert spaces. Further, we prove that the sequences 
generated by The proposed iterative method converge strongly in a common solu-
tion of split variational inclusion problem and fixed point problem for a nonexpan-
sive mapping which is the unique solution of the variational inequality problem. The 
rvsuVapresented in this paper are the supplement, extension and generalisation of the 
previously known results in this area. 
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1 Introducidon 
Tbrougbout the paper unless otherwise stated, let Ill and H2 be real Hilbert spaces 
with inner product 1•, -i and norm I II- Let C and Q be nonempty closed convex 
subsets of Br end Rz, respectively. 
A mapping S : H1— Ht is called contraction, if there exists aconstant a E (0,1) 
such that 
llSx — Syjyrt1F — yll, Yr• YE HI. 
If a = 1, S is callednunexpnnsire. 
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KEYWORDS Abstract 	In this paper, we consider a generalized mixed equilibrium problem in real Hilbert space. 
Genemtixed mixed Using the auxiliary principle, we define a class of resolvent mappings. Further, using fixed paint and 
aquitibdzm problems resolvent methods, we give some iterative algorithms for solving generalised mixed equilibrium 
Auxiliary problem problem. Furthermore, we prove that the saryeaces generated by iterative algorithms converge 
Resolvent mapping weakly to the solution of gcneral¢ed mixed equilibrium problem. The results require monolonic- 
Iterative algorithms ity (0-pseudo monotonicity) and continuity (Lipschitz continuity) for mappings. 
Fejer monotonicity 
0-Pseudo monotone 2000 MATHEMATICS SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION: 65KI5, 47525, 65715, 90C33 
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1. Introduction 
Let H be a real Silbert space whose inner product and gener- 
ated noun are denoted by (-,-) and 	, respectively. Let 
KcH be a nonempty closed and convex subset; 2K denote 
the family of all nonempty subsets of K; 7:K—t K be a nanlin-
cur mapping, f: K x K—. n and 0 : H x H— n be nonlinear 
bifunctions. We consider the following generalized mixed equi-
librium problem (in short, GMEP) of finding x E K such that 
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f(x,y)+(Tx,y—x)+4.(x,y)-0(x,x)>_0, VyEK. (1.1) 
If T = 0, arem mapping, GMEP(L 1) reduces to the generalized 
equilibrium problem (in short, GEP) of finding x E K such that 
I(x,y)+4,(x,y)-4.(x,x) 30, VyEK, 	 (l.2) 
which has been studied by many authors, see for instance [I]. 
If 4 = 0, GMEP (1.1) reduces to the following mixed equi-
librium problem (in short, MEP) of finding x E K such that 
J(x,y)+(Tx,y--x) ? 0, VyEK. 	 (1.3) 
MEP(1.3) has been introduced and studied by Moudafi and 
There [2] using auxiliary principle, selection method and 
dynamical procedure. Later, Moudafi [3J considered and ana-
lyzed an ilerativs: algorithm for solving MEP(1.3) using resol-
vent mapping. Since then, a number of iterative methods for 
MEP(L3) have been studied by many authors. 
If T = 0 and ¢ = 0, GMEP(I.1) reduces to the following 
equilibrium problem (Ia short, EP) of finding x E K such that 
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Abstract In this paper, we consider a generalized mixed equilibrium problem and its related 
an auxiliary problem in real Hilbert space. We prove a result for the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions of the auxiliary problem. This result is then used to define proximal mapping 
for generalized mixed equilibrium problem. Further, based on this result, we give an itera-
five algorithm which consists of a proximal mapping technique step followed by a suitable 
orthogonal projection onto a moving half-space for solving generalized mixed equilibrium 
problem. Furthermore we prove that the sequences generated by iterative algorithm converge 
weakly to a solution of generalized mixed equilibrium problem. Finally, we discuss some 
special cases of the main result. 
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1 Introduction 
Let H be a real Hilbert space whose inner product and generated norm is denoted by (-,) 
and II - 1, respectively. Let K C H be a nonerupty closed and convex subset; 2'e denote the 
family of all nonempty subsets of K; T : K —. K be a nonlinear mapping; f: K x K i JR 
and 0 : H x H - k be nonlinear bifunctions. We consider the following generalized mixed 
equilibrium problem (in short, GMEP) of finding x e K such that 
f(x,y)t(Tx,y—x)t0(x,y)—¢(x,x)>0, Vy6K. 	(1.1) 
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